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Farm, Garden and Houselmld, 
Water for the Farm-House. 
It is a matter of surprise that our an- 
cestors should have been satisfied with 
the old-fashioned w ell and pump for so 
many years w hen other modes are so ease 
of application. A nmning stream in the 
kitchen or near the door is a convenience 
which can only lie appreciated by those 
who have tried it. !n many eases where 
the formation ot the surlace will permit 
n this max lie obtained by a well and 
syphon of half inch lead pipe. This plan lias been in operation on the farm we oc- 
apt for thirty t ears, and lias never failed 
to tarnish a constant supph of pure water 
on house purposes. It is available when- 
e'er the surface of the water in the well 
above the desired point of outlet. 
Where a stream of running water passes 
near the buildings it may be utilized and 
made to drive the patent "telegraph 
pump" (which, by the way, is not entitled 
11 tlie protection of a patent), and a con- 
stant halt inch si ream from the well made 
certain. 
W here neither ot these plans are pos- 
sible the next best is probabh the well- 
known hydraulic ram. which secures the 
aim- result, but in a more expensive and 
loss reliable way. The principle of the 
:i>draulie ram is so well desriibed by the 
■ <*nuaillow 11 Telegraph that we quote 
i lie follow ing in answer to correspondents 
v. ho ha\e asked for information : 
I fou must know in the first place 
whether about one eighth ol your spring, 
m a stead) I low. will be sufficient for 
our put pose ; fur 'hat, nr perhaps a little 
'lore, is the propnr ion a ram w ill supply. 
'- I'he •fall' which you give the ram, 
sa> In>m five In eight feel, or as much 
mole .is is attainable, multiplied by live. 
v. ili pive you the height to which the 
w. iter can be elevated : that is to say, if 
tlir tall is only live fret tile elevation will 
or twenty -live feet : if eipht feet the ele- 
vation will he forty feet, and so oil. 
•I. Vs tn the permanency of a lam, 
tore is nothing to wear <nit ahont it ex- 
e [*t the little valves, and they should he 
t‘ in-wed every year or two, or whenever 
needed, having always an extra pair on 
iintid reaily to take their places. 
I t»nr iin|uiref says lie has been told. 
it a lain will sometimes stop without 
ipparent cause. This, yve fancy, they 
'■Idi'in do w'iilioul the cause beiup very 
plain a little travel washed between the 
aives. II'it should stop from any other 
raiise mu apparent start it attain, and by 
t ii.it tm ans the cause may In- found out. 
•">• The expense. We eanilot tix this. 
It will depend upon the size of the ram, 
die size and length of the pipe, and other 
tpplianei s. lepemling upon what may he 
desired in tin- way of lixiilps about the 
house, me. 1 »ut whatever may lie the 
expense to vv 11ii• 1 i a person may choose to 
.;o in a moderate way. to secure a con- 
-tant supply of pood sprinp wafer at his 
house, etc., he will lilld it to lie so preat a 
comfort ami convenience us never to th-ink 
"1 that, as well as to wonder that they 
honld all have so Ions' been deprived of 
the blessing,” 
A Alow Way ol' Urowinp Strawberries. 
There is nn doubt but that in many 
parts ul tin' country the •‘liill" or "stool" 
plan is a failure because, of hard winters, 
i'i nil is much larger ami liner grown by 
the stool systein (thill is, keeping all run- 
ners clipped olV) and the reason for this 
]>, that the ground gels better cultivated, 
aid the plants being winked upon all 
id'--, make a luxuriant growth, and bear 
in proportion. Now. if we can adopt 
nine plan by which the soil can lie kept 
better stirred all around the plants, we 
know tine fruit will be attained. There- 
fore. we propose what we will style the 
matted hill system,” which is as ldjjow.s: 
I're pare the ground well, mark it •'! or 
U feet a; way. as for corn, and at each 
ii issing oi marker set a strawberry plant, 
or, i 1m plenty of them, two in 
• •aeh place will "■ safer and better). Keep 
the cultivator running both way.-, and 
iP111*■ often, us plants commence to run 
frei-ly. and by doing this, and when 
ii ailing the hills by hand drawing stray 
plants and covering with earth, a matted 
liill will soon lie formed I f to feet 
across. \\ have noticed that where 
there were vacancies in matted rows and 
lumps of plants here and there, that 
the fruit was much liner than where the 
matted rows of plants was continuous. 
Roots of strawberry plants run much 
farther than wlmt one would suppose, 
and vvhere the ground is tilled with them, 
the tiiiesl is not so line as when they can 
have more loom. We advise the trying 
of this plan by those who have plenty of 
land and horse help. After they are 
through hearing, a small plough with a 
sharp knife or wheel, can lie run through 
both ways, and hills ploughed down 
• losely. ground levelled oil', and culti- 
atm and hoi run through as before, 
fruit Recorder. 
Egnsi-llow Increased. 
I fall increase of eggs he desired in the 
poultry yard, before large sums of money 
are expended in the purchase of everlast- 
ing layers, we would recommend the sys- 
tem of keeping no hens after the first, or 
at the most, their second year. Fairly 
pallets give the increase, and the only 
wonder is that people persist, as they do, 
in keeping up a stock of old liens, which 
i.h one day and stop one. In some parts 
of Kurope it is the invariable rule to keep 
the pullets only one year. Feeding vv ill 
lo a great deal a surprising work in- 
deed in the production of eggs, but not 
when old hens are concerned; they may 
pur on fat. but they cannot put down 
eggs. Their tale is told, their work is 
over: nothing remains to lie done with 
them hut to give them a smell of the 
kitchen lire, and the sooner they get that 
the better, i >f course there are some old 
varieties whose lives ought to he spared 
as long as they can send forth their 
representatives. Judicious mating by 
which we mean the advantage of a com- 
paratively youthful cockerel may he the 
means of ev en exhibition poultry making 
their appearance from the eggs of the 
good old In n, and here vve have the ex- 
ception to the rule upon which vve insist. 
London Agricultural Ca/.ette 
Value of Poultry Manure. 
From actual experiment, we found that 
droppings from lour Brahmas, for one 
night, weighed in one ease, exactly one 
pound: and in another more than three- 
quarters, an average of nearly four ounces 
to each Bird. By drying, tins was reduc- 
ed to not quite 11 ounces. Other Breeds 
make less: But allowing I ounce per Bird 
daily, of dried manure, fifty fowls will 
make in their roosting houses alone, 
about 10 cut. per annum of the best ma- 
nure in the world, lienee, fifty good 
fowls will make more than enough i la- 
mire for an acre of land, 7 cut. being the 
usual quantity applied per acre, and 
poultry manure being even richer than 
guano in ammonia and fertilizing salts. 
The other stock will give an actual re- 
turn in this way, and these figures de- 
mand careful attention from the large 
farmer. The manure before using, should 
be mixed v\ ith t wiee its bulk of eurlli. and 
then allowed to stand in a heap covered 
with a few inches of earth, till decompos- 
ed throughout, when it makes the very 
Best manure that can be bad. | American 
Poultry Journal. 
St'fcoTASH. For succotash, lima beans 
are Itcst. The agricultural stand second 
on the list, bill any good variety of bush 
beans which come earlier than these 
makes an article that is by no means in- 
ferior. Shell the green beaus and boil 
them slowly in plenty of water for one or 
two hours, being careful to keep them 
covered with water while boiling. Cut 
well-grown corn and place it in a pan to 
steam over the beans: add a little water 
to the corn, and stir it occasionally. 
Steam from twenty to thirty minutes; 
thou add the corn to the beans, and sim- 
mer for half an hour. Stir often, and 
watch carefully that it docs not burn. 
Season to suit the taste. 
I Influence of Attractive Butter Packages. 
Many dairymen do not seem to under- 
stand that dairy products, put up in neat 
and attractive packages, will command 
bettor prices and will make a readier sale 
than when goods of the same quality go 
upon the market in shabby, soiled pack- 
ages. A clean, nicely-made tub, firkin 
or box is. from its very appearance, a 
sort of guarantee that the contents have 
been carefully attended to, anrl that neat- 
ness. cleanliness and goodness have not 
been confined to the package alone, hut 
that it is a fair representation of the 
product within. And this is generally 
true in fact : for the mail who sends to 
market a poor and slovenly made article 
is not apt to pay much attention to the 
package. The consumers of high priced 
inn ter are fastidious, and a loosely-made, 
dirty package will often carry such a 
prejudice against the goods within as to 
prevent an examination. We saw this 
exemplilied recenth in the market at 
Little Falls. 
A gentleman who is very particular as 
to the qualitv of the butter used in his 
family, and who is always willing to pay 
an extra price for a good article, went 
upon ihc market and asked the dealer to 
select for him something fine. The dealer 
took hi in to the w agon of a lmtter dairy- 
man who had something of a reputation 
for nice goods: hut. on the particular day 
in question, his butter was packed in 
cheap packages, badly soiled. On observ- 
ing this the gentleman refused to make 
an examination of the goods, saying to 
the dealer that no matter how tine the 
llavor of the butter might be, the impres- 
sion produced from the package would 
always make it taste nasty to him, and 
therefore he would not purchase ii. This 
is by no means an unusual occurrence, 
and it shows the importance of putting 
up dairy products in an attractive style. 
There is scarcely an article of food on 
the market that requires so much scrupu- 
lous neatness in appearance as butter, in 
order to command ready sales at good 
prices. If wooden packages are used, 
those made from oak are the best, and 
they should he nicely linished and strong- 
ly hooped .so as not to admit of leakage. 
\ leak) butter package is a nuisance, 
and is entireh unlit for keeping butter 
sound for any considerable length of time. 
Metallic packages are coming into use, 
and they are an improvement on the old 
coarse, wooden tub. Now that prices are 
ruling low, the greatest attention should 
lie given to putting up lmtter in an at- 
tractive form. Let the quality be good, 
and sec to it that the package is neat:, 
clean and sweet, and in this way an ad- 
vance in rates may he expected. jKural 
New \ orker. 
Curiosities ol' Grafting. 
rhe Cull ivator is responsible lor tile 
following description of a curiosity in the 
grafting line, which shows what may be 
done by a careful pumologist: "We can 
graft the apricot on the plum, and the 
peach on the apricot, and the almond on 
the peach, thus producing a tree with 
plum roots and almond leaves. The wood 
of the stem will consist of four distinct 
varieties, though formed from one con- 
tinuous layer, below the almond wood 
and bark weshal! have perfect peach wood 
and bark, then perfect apricot wood and 
bark, and at the bottom perfect plum 
wood and bark. In this curious instance 
we see the intimate correspondence be- 
tween the bark and the leaf, for if we 
should remove the almond branches, we 
might cause the sever,tl sorts of wood to 
develop buds and leafy twigs each of its 
own kind. Mach section of the compound 
stem has its seat of life in the cambium 
layer, and the cambium of each repro- 
duces cells of its own species out of a 
common nut ietit lluid. 
Lovely woman has asserted her inalien- 
able right to ride in a smoking car and 
cnjo\ her cigar like a man. Last Friday 
a lady, well-dressed and not particularly 
coarse-looking, got on the river train, be- 
tween St. Paul and Hastings, and march- 
ed into the smoking car. The editor of 
the Rochester Herald courteously sug- 
gested that she might tind it unpleasant 
to ride in the gentleman's car. “How 
selfish these men are," was the retort. 
"They never want a lady to enjoy what 
they do themselves.” Then seating her- 
self at her ease by an open window, she 
drew from a neat little ease a cigar, and 
soon was pulling away with a tranquil 
expression on her face. A man who had 
been drinking considerable beer sat down 
beside her. rolled up his coat sleeves, bit 
oil' the end of a cigar, and asked her for 
a light. She gave him a mutch, and in- 
terested herself in the scenery. Her fel- 
low traveller now sought to entertain her 
with a few remarks on the weather, 
brands ol cigars, business prospects and 
other matters. Lovely woman fell back 
in good order upon her dignity. “You 
are getting impertinent, sir. It is none 
of your business w here I am from, or 
where 1 am going to. I have the same 
tight to sit here that you have, and if 
you don't behave yourself I shall speak 
to the conductor.” 
Amici-: ok an (ii.n Laiiv. -Now, 
John, listen to me. tor I tint older than 
von, or I couldn’t lie your mother. Nev- 
er do you many a young woman, John, 
Indore you have contrived to happen at 
the house where she lives at least four or 
Ii'e times lielore hreaklasl. You should 
know how late she lies in lied in the 
morning. You should take notes wheth- 
er her complexion is the same in the 
morning as it is in the evening, or wheth- 
er the wash and towel have robbed her of 
her evening bloom. You should take 
care to surprise her, so that you can see 
her in her morning dress, and observe 
ho" her hair looks when she is not ex- 
pecting you. If possible, you should be 
" here you can hear the morning conver- 
sation between her and her mother. If 
she is ill-natured and snappish to her 
mother, so she will be to you, depend up- 
on it. Hut if you !in<I her up and dress- 
ed neatly in the morning, with the same 
countenance, the same smiles, the same 
neatly-combed hair, the same ready and 
pleasant answers to her mother which 
characterized her deportment in the even- 
ing, and particularly if she is lending a 
hand to get the breakfast ready in good 
season, she is a prize, John, and the soon- 
er you secure her to yourself the better.” 
When that cultivated and intellectual 
middle-aged person, Miss Marv Ann 
Maxon, of Cambridge, Mass., had the 
collar of her offensive little ..lie inscrib- 
ed *Tin Mary Ann Maxell’s dog; whose 
dog are you ?” she thought it was a rath- 
er clever joke on the casual citizen who 
might encounter the pup and investigate 
his reason of being. She was of that 
mind for several days. Hut one morning 
the poodle, howling as though he was 
carrying all the parts of Sirius in the 
chorus of the morning stars, and sudden- 
ly. as if fired out of a gun, shot into the 
-Maxon presence, with his tail tucked 
very close and a business card tied on to 
his collar. Divining that some one had 
set this poodle up in the carrier-dove 
business, .Miss Maxon seized the missive 
and read: “Turpentine is what ails me; 
what ails you f” [ New York Tribune. 
When a man jumps out of bed in the 
dark at midnight, to fling a boot at an 
Electoral Commission of cats in the back 
yard, and places his foot on an eight- 
cornered piece of coal, his wife wants to 
stick her finger tightly in her ears if she 
would escape hearing several pages of 
profane history in less than two minutes. 
The Northern Parmer. 
(I favors every year made new ! 
0 gills with rain and sunshine sent ! 
The country overruns our due. 
The fullness shames our discontent. 
We shut our eyes, the flowers bloom on : 
Wo murmur, hut the corn-ears till; 
H e choose the shadow, but the sun 
That casts it shines behind us still. 
(iod gives us. with our rugged soil, 
The power to make it Eden-fair. 
And richer fruits to crown our toil 
Than summer-wedded islands hear. 
Who murmurs at his lot to-dny 
Who scorns his native fruit and bloom 
Or sighs for dainties far away. 
Beside the bounteous hoard of home ! 
Thank heaven, instead, that Freedom's arm 
fan change a rocky soil to gold. 
That love and generous lives can warm 
A clime with Northern ices cold. 
|.Iohn (i. Whittier. 
[ From the Galaxy for June, j 
The Yosemite Hermit. 
Tito shadows were lying tolerably long 
on the green hillsides when the lumber- 
ing yellow stage, somewhat the worse for 
wear, drawn by three lean, dusty horses, 
also somewhat the worse for wear, drew 
tilt with a grand Nourish in front of the 
(Hand Hotel. Mariposa. 
It was ;t long, low building, with it 
broad piazza in front and along one side: 
the facade was painted a dingy yellow to 
match the stage apparently, but the rest 
of the edifice had been neglected, and the 
superabundant rain and superabundant 
sunshine of Mariposa had left marks of 
their handiwork on the hare hoards. 
The loungers rushed out of the bar- 
room as soon as the wheels were heard, 
and stood grouped about the broad piaz- 
za exchanging jokes with the driver, who 
was known us Scotty, and asking the 
news from llornitos and other way places. 
Meanwhile tin' ‘‘Doctor,” a stout, rud- 
dy-coinploxioned man, whose appearance 
spoke well for his profession, descended 
from his seat on the box, and opening the 
stage door with an air of pride and satis- 
faction, lie assisted the one lady passenger 
to alight with a grace which would have 
done credit to Chesterfield. The loungers 
oil the piuzza started and drew hack. All 
ceased their gibes with Scotty, and two 
or three removed their hats. She was not 
only a woman, but a very prettv woman 
-sue was even ueautnul. 
She thanked the Doctor with a pretty 
grace, and turned her clear, hazel eyes 
upon the admiring group, scanning each 
face eagerly and wistfully. The Doctor 
said, "Allow me," and was about to es- 
cort her into the small den at one side 
known as the "Ladies' parlor," but she 
swept.past him and walked straight into 
the bar-room, the Doctor, the loafers, and 
Scotty crowding in after her and regard- 
ing her movements with an undisguised 
admiration, and as much reverential curi- 
osity as though she had been a visitant 
from another sphere. 
The proprietor of the “Grand” was a 
podgy man. with an aggressively bald 
head and scaley eyes like an alligator's 
though for that matter I may be libelling 
the alligator. His name was Sharpe, com- 
monly corrupted into "('utey,” by some 
mysterious process. 
He was pouring whiskey from a bottle 
into a glass, preparatory to serving hint- 
self. when the new comer walked -she 
walked like an angel straight up to him 
and said, "Is this the landlord ?" 
('utey was so astonished by the appari- 
tion that he dropped the glass -he called 
it a glass; it was in reality a stone-china 
cup about half an inch thick and wasted 
the whiskey: it was only by the greatest 
presence of mind that he succeeded in 
saving the bottle. 
“Ma-a-a'm ?" he stammered, clutching 
at his bald head to see if there was a hat 
there. 
The woman repeated her question : the 
crowd by the doorway, headed by the 
Doctor, strained their ears to listen. She ; 
had a low voice, tolerably sweet. Such 
music had never before been heard with- 
in those low walls, perhaps. They wished 
that she would say more. Old “Punks" 
muttered she “minded him of his Lyddy" 
-“.jest seek a voice!” which remark 
brought down upon him much contumely 
afterward, and a threat from the Doctor 
to put daylight through him." After a 
helpless look around him, Cutey admit- 
ted that he tews the landlord, with the 
air of a cornered scoundrel confessing a 
crime. 
“Then perhaps you can tell me what 1 
wish to know," said the woman, fixing 
her clear, sweet eyes upon him. "I want 
to find a man named W ilmer -.James 
Courtney Wilmer.” 
Cutey shook his head sorrowfully. 
“Thar be so many names," said he: 
“skurce tiny man goes by his own name. 
He he livin’ in .Mariposa, ma’am?” 
-I do not know.” was the reply, with a 
suggestion of tears in the voice, at which 
every one in the crowd by the door was 
touched and unhappy. 
Punks nudged Scotty with his elbow. 
“What's that fellow's name that was 
partner with Circus Jack in the liand- 
erittl ?" he whispered. 
Scotty rapped his forehead with his 
horny hand, and ran his linger into his 
bushy, tow-colored hair, with a clutch of 
desperation. 
“Punks," he whispered, "I alters count- 
0(1 you u tool, but you unit; you air a 
shinin’ light! llis name was Jim Wilmer. 
Then, coloring up to the roots of his 
hair, he advanced and said : 
“If you please, ma'am.” 
The woman turned at this, meeting a 
whole battery of eyes without any seem- 
ing consciousness of it. 
“There wus a feller named Jim Wilmer 
here—wus partners in the lianderita, with 
a feller named Circ leastways, I don’t 
know his name, but we called him Circus 
Jack, ma’am.” 
The woman’s face her beautiful face 
—turned as white as the collar at her 
throat; she leaned against the bar and 
tried to speak, but the words died on her 
lips. 
Finally, with an effort, she half whis- 
pered : 
“I)o you know where he is now ?” 
Then, as the men looked at each other, 
she cried in a clearer tone, “Is he dead 
“No, no, ma’am.” He wus here “taint 
a month,” said Scotty. "I think lie’s off 
huntin’ in the hills, i'll liml Circus Jack, 
and bring him up here, lie’ll be likely 
to know- him and Jim wus -cal good 
friends.” 
“Thank you,” said the stranger softly, 
in a voice which smote Scotty’s heart ex- 
ceedingly. 
The Doctor, meanwhile, had gone for 
Mrs. Sharpe, who presently entered, and 
invited the stranger to “hev a little tea.” 
She was a small fair woman, with a 
washed-out look, and a mouth not inno- 
cent of diffghiff, but she looked and spoke 
kindly, and the stranger was glad enough 
to answer, “Yes,” and follow her into the 
dining-room. The crowd fell back as she 
approached, but only enough to give her 
room to pass. Some stealthily touched 
her dress as she swept by them and when 
she had disappeared, and the door had 
closed, forty tongues were loosed at once, 
and a scene of excitement ensued only 
equalled by the one which followed on 
the shooting of “the Judge” by “Little 
Jack,” over a game of poker, in that very 
bar-room of the Grand Hotel. 
“Mouglit 1 ax your name ma’am ?” in- 
quired Mrs. Sharpe. 
“Marian Kingsley," was the faint reply. 
“Miss or Mrs., ma’am f” pursued Mrs. 
Sharpe, glancing at the shapely, white, 
ringless hands. 
The stranger gave a slight, impatient 
twitch. “It doesn’t matter,” she said. 
“Call me Marian. That will do as well 
as anything.” 
Mrs. Sharpe was a washed-out woman. 
-Many of the natural and laudable in- 
stincts remained, perhaps being fast col- 
ors: but a horror of the class to which 
sin' now supposed. Marian to belong was 
one which had laded out of her nature. 
She gave a slight supercilious look, which 
fell upon the woman like moonlight on 
ice, and pursued her inquiries. 
"Came front ’Frisco f’ 
‘■1 came through there. 1 didn't see 
anything of the place.” 
"Whar iliil yer come from 
“Philadelphia.” The tone was some- 
what changed. She evidently felt the 
impalpable rudeness of the faded woman, 
and knew how to resent it in the same 
way. More conversation ensued, in the 
course of which Mrs. Sharpe discovered 
that Marian had a little money—enough 
to pay her board for a few months- and 
that she had come there to find “James 
Courtney Wilmer.” 
Mrs. Sharpe had information to give as 
well as to take, for she knew something 
of Jim. 
IIV called him Jim," she said, a little 
scornfully. -He didn't git no ‘Courting’ 
from nr." 
Poor Marian gave a faint smile. “There 
might be other James W'ilmers,” she said. 
“I wanted to be sure.” 
Mrs. Sharpe didn't think this could be 
the one. 
“lie's a rough, ragged ereeter,” she 
said, and's had the snakes fur weeks at 
a time.” 
Marian shrank and cowered at this, 
with a pitiful look of pain on her beauti- 
ful face. 
"lied money left him.'” asked Mrs. 
Sharpe. 
Alarum nodded. 
'Twon't do hint no good. Soon ns he 
hears of it, he’ll drink himself into snakes. 
Alters did when they struck a good lead 
on the Handerita. Circus Jack, lie loses 
till hisn’s at poker; so thar they go,” 
In the course of an hour Circus Jack, 
scrubbed and 'Mixed up” to a degree 
which made him almost unrecognizable 
by his comrades, appeared, escorted by 
Scotty, also prepared by a choice toilet 
to enter the presence of “the ladies.” 
’Sense my not coinin’ afore,” said 
Scotty. •• I losses must he’tended to, and 
them of mine wits about dead beat.” 
.Marian smiled graciously if absently, 
and turned her clear, hazel eyes to Cir- 
cus Jack, who, with many excuses, cir- 
cumlocutions, and profane epithets, most 
of which he apologized for instantly, and 
some of which he was evidently uncon- 
scious of, gave her all the information in 
in his power in regard to the man she j 
had come to lind. 
No one in .Mariposa knew him better. 
As “Jim" he was almost an integral part 
of the city of “liutterllies.” The butter- 
flies, by the by. for which the town is 
named, are, not those which soar in the 
air, but ''Mariposas." fastened by long, 
tough filaments to the ground. 
Many a night had Jim Wilmer crushed 
his swollen face into them, and slept a 
drunken sleep with their soft wings fold- 
ed sorrow fully above him. 
There was something of a myyery 
lmng about him, which the "boys' had 
never been able to lathoni. Some said 
that he belonged loa wealthy and aristo- 
cratic family and had left home, become 
a wanderer and an outcast, because some 
beautiful woman bail jilted him: others 
said that he had a wife and children, that 
lie had broken his wedded faith and his 
wife’s heart at the same time, and that a 
grim phantom followed him wherever lie 
went, and gave him no peace, others 
told yet another story; that lie had been 
engaged to a beautiful girl, and had lo\ 
ed her and trusted her above all telling : 
that his wedding day was near, when la- 
had stumbled upon some miserable se- 
cret. which was dead and buried, but 
could not rest in its grave: that there 
was no room left for doubt, which is some 
times blessed, and lie had lied without a 
word : disappeared, and left to her own 
wretched heart the task of telling her 
the reason why. 
Circus Jack did not tell Marian these 
stories, though he had heard them all : 
indeed, they all had been retold and dis- 
cussed in the bar-room, not half an hour 
since. All average woman would have 
repeated them to her, and thus tempted 
her to reveal the truth : hut a chivalrous 
heart beat under Jack's tlamic! shirt, and 
he could no more bear to hurt her than 
he could have crushed a little bird to 
death with his hand. 
If any of the stories were true, and she 
yet loved poor Jim. lietold her enough to 
wring her heart and haunt her dreams 
for ever. 
The winter that he spent in the hollow 
of a great pine tree, on the rim of Yose- 
mite valley, was perhaps his happiest 
and most peaceful. Every Yosemite tour- 
ist stops to peep inside this tree, and to 
wonder if a man really lived there. "It 
was comfortable enough," says the hale 
old pioneer of the valley below. --He 
had plenty of room. \Ye both slept in it 
one night." 
At which the tourist peeps in again, 
and wonders if the long-limbed Texan 
was not a bit cramped by the foot-board. 
When Circus Jack told Marian the 
story it was fresher and less wonderful 
than now. 
“Was the snow very deep !"’ she said. 
“Was there no danger of his freezing to 
death 
••1 never ltearn much about it anyhow'," 
said Circus Jack. “Yopt that he lived 
thar alone euttin’ shingles. I ’spect the 
snow was ’bout four or live foot deep up 
thar w liar he lived. He’s a close-mouth- 
ed one, 1 tell yer. Never git nothin' out- 
er him, an’ when lie’s drunk he don’t tell 
nothing whutsomdever 1" 
This, with a glance half pitying, half 
reassuring, as though lie would promise 
her that the secret, whatever it might be, 
was safe. 
One comforting doubt beat at the wo- 
man’s heart all the while that Jack was 
talking. “I’erliaps this man was not tin- 
one !” 
She mentioned this at length, and ask- 
ed Jack what his quandam "partner" 
was like. 
“He was a slight-built feller, ray tiler 
light complected,” was the reply. “An' 
han’some! 1 called him han’some, didn't 
you, Scotty ?’’ 
Scotty, thus appealed to, gave a pro- 
fane assent, lie had scarcely moved a 
muscle since he sat down, with his eyes 
tixed on Marian's fair, ever-changing face. 
Mrs. Sharpe, after a vain attempt to en- 
gage him in conversation, had quietly 
withdrawn, haring no relish for being 
one of a quartette where two did all the 
i timing. 
“Was he an educated man f” inquir- 
ed Marian hesitatingly, feeling in a vague 
way that the question might offend Jack. 
“Yes, he war," replied that worthy in 
a contemplative tone. “When lie war 
drunk 1 hev liearn him talkin’ a lot of 
stuff like po’lry. Thar’s a pile of books 
ill my cabin now that he used ter read 
consid'ahle. 1 can't make head nor tail 
to'em. P'raps you might.” 
“I would like to see them,” said Mar- 
ian eagerly. 
Jack nodded, and a pause ensued. At 
length Scotty remarked that the “old 
man,” meaning Cutcy, was “reytlicr late 
in ligh’in' up,” at which Jack arose and 
bade the stranger "good night.” 
Marian put out her hand, saying, “We 
will lie good friends, I hope.” 
Circus Jack took it by the linger tips 
cautiously, careful not to hurt it with his 
bony lingers. 
“I’ll do ary thing in the world fur yer, 
madam,” he replied earnestly and ingen- 
uously. 
“There was one thing I wished to ask,” 
she said, “though it may be a foolish 
question. "Did you ever notice any-- 
l ing -that he wore or—carried 
"They was a ring, but I'm heat if I kin 
tell what kind. < inee when Jim was ter- 
rible sick, an’ his hand swelled up, I 
wanted to tile it oil", but he fought so 1 
couldn't, lie said when he got well that 
it never had ben off, nor never shouldn't 
he while he had life to fight." 
"Can't you tell me what it was like f" 
she asked. 
"1 ain't no hand," said Circus Jack, 
rubbing his head. -I'd know it if 1 seed 
it, but- 
“Was it like this i " She drew a dainty 
purse from her pocket, and took from it’s 
safest corner a plain, flat band of gold, 
with a small disk on it, shaped like the 
hall of a heart placed horizontally. 
“Prezacth !’’ exclaimed Circus Jack 
with emphasis. 
She opened her purse to put it back, 
but it fell from her hand, scattering her 
little stock of money over the floor, and a 
moment after, when .Mrs. Sharpe came 
in, in response to frantic halloes from 
Scotty, she found Marian in a dead faint 
upon the floor, with Scotty and Circus 
Jack, with hands clasped behind them, 
kneeling ail either side of her like un- 
couth angels, while scattered coins and 
]>iiu>; m,iss(‘s of M'nM»‘!i-!*ro\vn 1111* 
formed a halo about her head. 
She was ashamed of and provoked at 
her weakness afterward : said she was 
fatigued with her long and wearisome 
ride, and that she never fainted before ; 
but il she had been an accomplished di- 
plomatist, she could have planned noth- 
ing better for her popularity. 
\s lor the laded-out woman, her opin- 
ion, which had been tottering under a se- 
vere reproof from Cutey, now utid •rwent 
a complete revolution. 
"Them kind never faints I" she said to 
lierselt (tngmatirallv as sin- assisted Mar- 
ian to her room and begged her to "take 
tilings easy like.” She pat entlv answer- 
ed one hundred and seven liquifies that 
evening, varying from "How's the sick 
lad) .'"to. “dim Wilmer's gal perking up 
a little aider her faint and for tile rest 
of Marian's stay in .Mariposa she proved 
that kindliness of heart had been one of 
the “fast colors." 
It was tint natural that Cutey should 
feel a friendly interest, since he dealt out 
at least two hundred extra drinks a! 
highly remunerative prices, on her ac- 
count that evening: and moreover, the 
Doctor "tipped" him handsomely for ex- 
tra care and attention. In a week after 
her arrival, Marian had learned all that 
anybody in .Mariposa knew regarding 
“Jim." She wore that curious ring upon 
her linger now. There were two letters 
upon the disk, but no one ever had the 
hardihood to ask what they were. 
l’unks. whose eyes were keen, and 
whose curiosity was keener, declared that 
they were “i I," with a “little quirl-likc” 
between. 
Funks also knew a fact which did 
credit to his powers and habits of obser- 
vation that on the disk of the ring 
which Jim wore on his little linger were 
the let tors “Fa.” 
Funks desired to know what "Fa-il" 
spelled but "fail." lie further inquired 
"vvliat the) wanted to hev seeh a dog- 
goued mis'ble word as tliet on a ring for 
Torter be ‘love’ or southin',” he mill- 
ed critically. 
It was only after much questioning in 
divers places, and the exercise of a (had 
of patience and some finesse, that Mari- 
an learned the present whereabouts of 
the half-crazed hermit “all unblessed.” 
\\ hen last seen, something less than a 
week before her arrival, he had been wan- 
dering through the neighboring moun- 
tains, hall-clothed in wretched rags, liv 
ing on berries and roots, alternately mut- 
tering and shrieking the vagaries of his 
unhinged mind. 
They were loth to tell her, even those 
who knew it. I heir rude externals seem- 
ed to have made their hearts softer. It 
hurt them to see the pink color fade from 
her cheeks, and the shadow of sharp 
pain creep over her beautiful face: so 
that she had to learn the lesson of smil- 
ing when her heart ached worst. The 
two Mexicans, cattle herders, who had 
seen him, were eagerly questioned : but 
they could tell nothing that she did not 
know, save that they vere quite sure that 
it was Jim. and not some other unfortu- 
nate. whom they had seen. 
They gave a stupid assent when asked 
by Marian to secure him and bring him 
into town the next time that they saw 
him : and a “Si, Senor,” considerably 
less stupid in a subsequent private inter- 
view with Jack, who promised them 
"heap money" for their labor. 
Marian had the books vvliii h Jim had 
left in the cabin: commonplace Greek 
and Latin books, which might have be- 
longed to anybody, save that on one tlv 
leaf was written in a scrawling hand. “j. 
('. Wilmer," and this yellow page, and 
this faded ink, she covered with her kisses 
and baptized with her tears. And an- 
other weary week crept by. 
The Doctor noticed with disapproba- 
tion strongly expressed how pale and 
worn-looking the pretty woman grew. 
Not professionally; indeed, his title was 
merely honorary, bestowed in recognition 
of his services in prescribing the “Golden 
Anti-bilious Fills” for Hob Jinks, which, 
or nature in spite of them, laid effected a 
cure, and restored to bereft Mariposa so- 
ciety an efticicnt and valuable member. 
The Doctor’s interest afforded consid- 
erable amusement to the habitues of the 
“Grand" bar-room, and they fairly roared 
with sympathy when he profanely ex- 
pressed his sorrow to see her wasting her 
beauty in tears over “another feller." 
(hie Saturday night, two weeks and a 
day since Marian's arrival,the whole popu- 
lation of the town were at the Grand, 
either drinking, gambling, or purchasing 
provisions of Gutey’s deputy, who [ire- 
sided over the tin can department with 
activity and grace: and all, whatev er 
their occupation, were swearing vigorous- 
ly and unceasingly. 
Marian sat up stairs in her tin) room 
burning with feverish anxiety. Her long 
years of home-waiting, the comfortless 
journey, even the lirst week of uncertain- 
ty, had been easier to bear than this 
anxious waiting. The Mexicans had not 
hesitated to say that he must be dead by 
this time; but that she did not believe: 
he might be starving, crazed, nearly dead, 
but surely she might see him once more 
and hear him say that he forgave her; 
perhaps even nurse him back to reason 
and health and hope again. 
The brawling and laughter downstairs 
made her shudder. If 1 was only a 
man I" she whispered fiercely, clenching 
her little hands. “Can I do nath 'naj but 
sit here and wait ! Oil, God, be merer 
lul!’ she cried. 
Then suddenly a thought Hashed into 
her mind. She did not stop to think of 
it ; she acted upon it. 
The Doctor's partner, profoundly study- 
ing his cards, was somewhat disconcerted 
to see the table kicked over, and the Doc- 
tor’s “hand’’ on the floor. Without a 
question, he put his hand hack for his 
pistol, when the sudden stillness in the 
room caught his attention, and all that 
followed caused him to forget the allront. 
In the centre of the room, her disor- 
dered hair Hying about her face, her clear 
eyes Hashing with excitement, her cheeks 
Haniing with color, more beautiful than 
they had ever seen her look before, Mar- 
ian stood waiting for silence. Men crowd- 
ed up to the doorways and filled the win- 
dows, certain from the sudden quiet that 
“something was up.” 
“Won’t you hrtp me ?” she cried out. 
“What can / do to find him 1 He may be 
starving to death! He would not have 
left you to starve! You”—she gasped 
and drew her breath hard—“you -whom 
he was so good to—you remember—a hun- 
dred things, but you forget him! and let 
him rave his life away—and starve to 
death- -alone.” She choked. She could 
not speak another word! hut she stood 
with her lips parted, her eyes flashing, 
looking eagerly, almost angrily, from one 
face to another. 
j Circus Jack hounded on to a table: it 
was rickety, and reeled with his weight; 
| hut Punks and Hob Jinks steadied it; 
j they wore friends of Jack's; besides, they 
had just won from him at poker, and felt 
I very friendly. ••Fellers!” said Jack, “to- 
; morrow’s Sunday. I'm going out ter hunt 
ter poor Jim, and ain’t coinin’ hack till 1 
find him. Them as wants ter ’comp’ny 
me kin call at my cabin to-night." 
“I will go with you, Jack," said the 
Doctor impressively. 
••Mo, too, you bet!” cried Scotty. 
“Count me in," growled a bass voice 
from tile window. 
“Mo too,” squeaked Punks. All as'll 
go say, ‘Ay !'" 
And an “Ay!" came from those rough 
voices with such a ringing hurst of good 
will as must have startled the very birds 
asleep in the distant trees. 
Nay ! some faint echo of it may have 
been heard at the von gates of heaven 
ifc-.ilf Tl,. n 
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cheeks. She tried to snv, “flod bless 
you !" hut the tears had the right of way, 
and the words broke into something un- 
intelligible. 
A sudden shame came over them that 
they had not thought of this before. 
Memories of homes, of mothers, of wi\ es, 
came knocking at their hearts, and would 
not be denied. The sleeves of rough and 
not over clean .flannel shills were drawn 
across eyes that had scorned tears, thro’ 
sickness, discomfort, and disappointment. 
('utey came to the rescue. 
■■( ientlemen !” he said, waving his hand 
over the bar, “help yourselves. My j’ints j 
are stiff, and I can’t'go; lmt I'll treat the 
crowd. Free drinks, gentlemen !" 
And leaving his bar to the tender mer- 
cies of his thirsty friends, Cutey offered 
his arm to .Marian, and escorted her to 
her own door, where he took leave, of her 
i with a low how. 
! 1 hen he went down stairs tour steps a 
a time, lest his choice liquors should 1» 
annihilated in his absence. 
it was Monday noon when they return- 
ed. Marian sat at the window in the 
I easiest chair the house afforded, sicken 
j ing with fever. She watched them com- 
ing into town with a restless, helpless 
anxiety. She watched them scatter to 
their cabins, and saw Circus Jack com- 
ing on toward the hotel alone. 
She buried her face ill her hands. He 
had said that he would never come back 
until he found him. Had they become 
discouraged, or- 
She could not believe that they had 
found him. Her heart seemed to cry out, 
"No! no!” Jack came up, with little 
Mrs. Sharpe at his heels. 
"He keerful!” said the faded woman. 
She’s mighty poorly.” 
Jack came in as lightly as his heavy 
boots would allow. 
"The boys said fur me ter tell yer they 
wus all dretful sorry fur yer. We buried j 
him jist whar we found him. He'd a hen ; 
dead nigh on to a couple of weeks, 1 
reckon. Don't yer look so, ladv. Poor 
Jim! he warn’t never happy, even when 
he was drunk. He’s better otf up Iliar. 
We Hung a few stones together to mark 
the place, and I'll guide you and Mrs. 
Sharpe tliar any time.” 
Then, lowering his voice to a whisper, 
he added tenderly. "And I tuk the ring 
otl’en his linger, lie couldn't light fur it 
now; an I thought as mebby you'd like it.” 
lie took it from the corner of his hand- 
kerchief: she held up her linger for it. 
and he slipped it on. Then lie saw that i 
the letters spelled "Faith.” I’hct 
Punks!” lie thought contemptuously. 
Stic looked up. into his face with a 
Stony smile -no tears now. 
"Thank you,” she said. 
Four weeks afterward the Doctor lift- 
ed Marian into the stage. She was 
strong enough for her journey now, she 
said. Two (lays before she had visited 
the lonely cairn. It was a tiresome horse- 
back ride too. She seemed to be getting 
well very fast. The Doctor told her so. 
"People never die when they wish to,” 
she answered sadly. 
Circus Jack came to the stage-door to 
bid her "Good-by.” 
What can 1 do for you to thank y ou 
she asked earnestly. 
Jack hesitatid. 
■■ Ff you wouldn’t mind, ma’am,” lie 
said. "I'd like— to- kiss your hand. I've 
got a dear old mother at home cf you 
wouldn't mind !” 
Without a blush or a change of coun- 
tenance she put her arm around his neck 
and kissed his lips. 
“Good-by, dear old fellow,” she said. 
Then Scotty cracked his whip, the 
crowd on the piazza raised their hats 
even the poor, chagrined Doctor a sub- 
dued cheer was given, and the lumbering 
stage disappeared in a cloud of dust, the 
nodding Mariposas on the hillside look- 
ing curiously at it as it went by. 
Something in the Bed. 
Judge Pitman lias a habit of slipping 
his watch under his pillow when ho goes 
to bed. The other night somehow it 
slipped down, and, as the Judge was 
restless, it gradually worked its way 
downward toward tile foot of the bed. 
After a bit, while he was lying awake, his 
foot touched it, and it felt very cold, lie 
was surprised and scared, and. jumping 
from heil, he said : 
••By gracious, Maria! there’s a toad or 
snake or something under the covers. 1 
touched it with my foot." 
Mrs. Pitman gave a h ml scream, and 
was out on the tloor in an instant. 
‘•Now, don’t goto hollering and waking 
up the neighbors.” said the Judge. •■You 
go and get me a broom or something, and 
we’ll lix the thing mighty quick.” 
Mrs. Pitman got the broom and gave 
it to the Judge, with the remark that she 
felt as if snakes were creeping all up and 
dow n her legs and hack. 
‘•it, nonsense, Maria! Now you turn 
down the Covers slowly, while I hold the 
broom and bang it. Put a bucket of 
water alongside the bed, too, so’s we can 
shove it in and drown it. 
Mrs. Pitman lived the bucket and gen- 
tly removed the covers. The Judge held 
the broom uplifted, and as soon as the 
black ribbon of the watch was revealed 
he cracked away three or four times with 
his broom. Then he pushed the tiling 
off into the bucket. Then they took the 
bucket to the light to investigate the 
matter. When the Judge saw what it 
was, he said: 
“I might have known that. Just like 
you women, to go searching and fussing 
about nothing. Who’s going to pay me 
for that watch? It's utterly ruined." 
"It was you that made the fuss, not 
me,” said Mrs. P. “You needn’t try to 
put the blame oil'on me.” 
“O, hush up and go to bed. I’m tired 
of hearing your blather. Blaine me if I 
ain't going to get a divorce and emigrate." 
And the Judge turned in and growled 
at Maria until he fell asleep. 
Extract from an eloquent address of a 
French lawyer in the prosecution of a 
swindling financier: “Yes, gentlemen of 
the jury, the defendant has carried to 
their ultimate limits fraud and rascality 
toward his unfortunate shareholders. Not 
only did he seek ao attract them by the 
most infamous falsehoods, but -depth of 
degrading deception! -he had recourse 
to the most devilish artifices! Gentlemen, 
he wilfully, maliciously and with intent 
to defraud, declared and paid a divi- 
dend !” 
A Beecher in Solitude. 
From the New York World. 
Kingston, July '.i. About three years ago Kev. James Beecher, a brother of Kev. Tims' K.. ot 
Llmira, and half hrotiier of Henry Ward, finding that h;s usual summer vacation of six weeks speut in the wilds ot Maine, the Adirondack*, or along the Northern Pacific was costing him too much, concluded to accept the invitation of some Pough K‘."-iPs*e gentlemen who had a club room on the 
’’ lllememoc. in the wilds of Ulsterjcounty. where, 
as subsequent calculations showed, he could spend >ix weeks at the limited cost of when his 
vacation had ordinarily cost him iJdii 
The party reached the club house on the Wille- 
mcmoc. but Beecher was dissatisfied. It was rough 
and picturesque and also wild, but it was not wild 
enough for him, who had seen some of the grand cst and most romantic scenery <»f the world. So the ramp equipage and utensils were strapped to hacks and tin* party tramped over the mountains 
on an entirely new route until they reached a lake 
w hich has been christened Beecher Lake. When 
Beecher stood on the shore of that take* lie felt 
that all his longings were satisfied: he had wished 
to stand in a primitive forest and commune with 
the wild and picturesque scenery of tumbled 11a 
hire; but never before had he found it in such 
perfection as in the midst of the solitude of w hi.-h 
Beecher Lake forms the gem. its dear crystal wa, 
tyrs unsoih-d by any running tributary.’ but fed from beneath by the’purest of springs. 
I he lake lies in the center of an amphitheatre 
of magnificent proportions, the highest peaks of 
the < a (skills circling it almost complctelv. there bring i*nlv one break through which the surplus 
water finds its way into Bcaverkill. a tributarv of 
the Delaware. 
Mr. Beecher spent his six weeks oil this lake 
camping out. and then returned to his charge of tin Congregational Church at ’oughkeepsie: but 
so enamored was he of the perfect wilderness he 
bad found that he resigned hi.- pastorate, which 
was paying him *oo a veur. and buying a square mih* of laud, in the center of w hiih was the al 
most unrivalled trout lake that now boars his 
name, he prepared to settle down. His first step 
>va< to build a house and buying lumber at the 
mills of the nearest, settlement nine miles below, 
be had it hauled to tin* spot. It was a work of 
great magnitude, as there was no road and the 
route was cut through the forest. The labor of 
hauling was so seven* that tin* lum.mm* doubled in 
cost before it reached the lake. 
Mr. Beecher, who has a chest of fine tools, set 
to work immediately and built his house, coin 
pletiiig it entirely alone. It is one story and a half high, and contains a kitchen, sitting room, parlor 
and bedrooms, with a veranda trotting the lake, 
finished in rustic style and very pretty. The st.al 
wart clergyman cut many of tin* trees himself, 
.swinging the axe with a stroke as powerful as an; 
ordained ecclesiastic's. He is a tine workman with 
sawu chisel, hammer or plain*, and tin* house n- 
liuished in tin* best manner. 
Mere on Tin- homer ot tins suutitu 1 lake Beech 
er fixed his home. The whistles of the Midland 
Railroad, twenty five miles away, can he heard on 
its shore: but it is as primitive as can lie found on 
the continent. It is situat'd in the town of Hard 
euburu. and a mail com*-.* even day to Turnwood. 
the mail route running from Morston on the Mid 
land Railroad, to Margaretvillc. on the I'lstcr and 
Delaware, of which mail route inhabitant* tel! a 
laic and chuckle as they leii it it was only in- 
great persistance that they induced the depart 
ment to establish a route, they agreeing to earn 
the mail, because they wanted it so badly, for 
■sqiin per annum. The route runs over mountain 
after mountain. One of them is so precipitous 
that it is called the "cat ladder." Men make their 
nay over it with hands and feet, but there has 
been found a horse that does manage to crawl over 
it with tlie bag tightly strapped upon his hack. At 
tin* last mail letting, an Illinois party who had 
been bidding on all the routes in the eountrv. hid 
on this route at a low figure. Kvcr since he re- 
ceived the contract he has been writing letters to 
induce some inhah rant* to take it off his hands, 
but they all want t<> see that prairie mail carrier 
go over the eat ladder, and lie will doubtless be 
greatly astonished when lie undertakes it. 
In this solitude .Mr Beecher has taken up his 
residence with his wife and an adopted daughter 
six years ago. He savs lie means to spend his 
days there, and is not in the market, although he 
has received calls from Brooklyn and other cities. 
The onh drawback in* has so fai foum. i* that 
man) parties of clergymen arc btiildingelub houses 
for their vacation* within fair or live miles of 
him. and. like the Western pioneer, feeling crowd 
ed. Lie thinks lie will *oon have t« make further 
into the wilderness. During the *ummer season 
there have been as many as thirty visitors at his 
house at a time, but he lias manaired to aeeom 
module them. He has cleared a small space near 
his house, and the neighbors from ten miles amend 
turned out and built him a 't ad After he irot Uu 
road lie bought pony, and Mien eauie a cow 
which frequently compels him to travel several 
miles when she forget* to return home, in las 
lake of seventy live acres he finds the best of trout, 
i;is wife and self ealehimr enough after m n*et any 
eveuimr to amply furnish the table tor the m-xt 
day. Beecher got his mad by visiting the ,*ettl" 
incuts, and heimr a handy man putting in windows 
and doors in the settlers’ cabin* Mrs. Beecher 
teaches a seliool. !V*.m which slle re eives >fi(l of 
public uioii-'i and spends >'?.» for clothing the 
children am' providing them with books. Mrs. 
Beecher takes the pony and buckbuard and cues 
after tin* mail to Turnwood. nine miles awav. but 
Be« eher himself rides the pony and his old saddle 
which lie seil in tin* arm) fmm w Inch lie graduat- 
ed lowi r than lie entered, a* lie says In- went in 
Chaplain and came out a Brigadier (ietieral. lie 
preaches at t wo regular stations in school houses, 
making it a point never to mis* an appointment. 
He did miss one. however, in an umusimr way. 
He keep* the run of tlie week by checking oil’ a 
calendar, but one week he mi.*sed a day. When 
he eaim- down into tlie settlement to fill the Sun 
day appointment as usual In* w as astonished to 
pious \voman washing "Why. Mrs 
I’l-i astonished to see you washing "ti the Sabbat Ii." 
"Why Mr. Beecher, this isn’t Sunday; it i* Mon 
day." -It is' Why 1 did the hardest day’s work 
1 ever did yc*terda\." But sure enoiigli.it was 
Monday, and Mi. Beecher turned on his heel and 
went straight home where In* kept Monday as 
strictly a* lie ever did Sunday m hi.* life. 
The first w inter Mr. Beecher was entirely alone, 
and lie describes the solitude as sublime. The 
stillness is profound it seems to be something 
more than the men* absence of sound: its negative 
character appears to give place to a positive, and 
the silence can absolutely he felt, hi this solitude 
Mr. Beecher is perfectly content; says lie has 
never been satisfied before, and cannot lie tempted 
out of it : lie expects to spend his days by the 
shores of his beautiful lake, lie is about forty live 
a regular Beecher in style of preaching and 
draws his illustrations from the scenes about hi* 
hearers. His neighbors are miles away, and live 
in cabins with the slightest bits of clearing. On 
being asked how these people live, lie says he has 
long but vainly tried to solv ■ the problem but 
one thing lie does know, that four-fifths of our 
wants are purely artificial, lie makes visits once 
in a while to the outer world, preaching in the 
cities, hut lie has no longing for them. In this 
solitude, in the depths of the forests of dsn r. he 
expects to pass the remainder of his life, the long 
iugs of his nature for the grand, picturesque and 
sublime in nature being entirely satisfied !»\ the 
scenery that surrounds the home he has establish 
ed in a boundless contiguity of shade. 
Judicious advertising in nut merely one 
ot' the results ot' an impioving business, 
hut, as is now almost universally 1*011- 
eeded, it is one of the most potent of those 
agencies that promote an improvement in 
trade. If these premises are correct and 
we think they are the late spring and 
curb summer transactions give the pub- 
lic much reason to feel encouraged and 
hopeful. Business men are advertising 
more and more effectively, for they are 
relying largely upon the good, steady co- 
operation of the leading newspapers, and 
less tipeii those fitful and undesirable 
methods which in the experimental sea- 
son of greatest depression took ad\ ertising 
out of those channels where it does the 
most good. The public feels rather dis- 
gusted than attracted by the sight of glar- 
ing signs upon rocks and fences, and con- 
cerning the circular nuisance we have al- 
ready expressed an explicit opinion. At a 
recent meeting of the stove manufacturers 
of the country at Detroit, the president 
of the convention gave the members the 
following good advice: “If wo would 
make the best possible use of our money, 
we should patronize ably conducted and 
responsible newspapers. The newspaper 
is immeasurably the best medium open 
to our trade: the most liberal and expert 
advertisers testify to its value, and in the 
employment of its columns we would find 
a means of escape from w asteful, undigni- 
fied and ineffective methods, to which so 
many resort in their eagerness to secure 
attention and patronage." These words 
do not apply to the stove dealers alone, 
but to all classes of persons who are trans- 
acting legitimate business. Kvcn the 
farmers w ho think themseh **s outside of 
regular advertisers, would find it to their 
advantage to use more printers’ ink, 
which is a v ery effective oil for the w heels 
of commerce. [Boston Dost. 
The “sea serpent," which has caused 
so much excitement in Swampscott and 
Nahant during the past week, was cap- 
tured Saturday afternoon by Captain 
Scaly of the schooner “Lady of the Lake" 
of Beverly, The capture w as an exciting 
one, the boat being towed many miles by 
the monster before it was killed. It was 
then towed ashore and landed in the cove 
in front of the Lincoln House and viewed 
by about “000 people. Instead of the 
sea serpent, the creature proved to be a 
very large horse mackerel, weighing be- 
tween l“oo and 1500 pounds. 
Story of tho Engineer. 
“Let me put in. name down first I 
can’t stay long 
It was a red ribbon meeting, and the 
man was a loe (motive engineer, bronzed 
and strong and having eyes full of deep 
determination. He signed his name in a 
bold, plain hand, tied a red ribbon in his 
button hole, and as he left the hall he 
said: 
"As the Lord looks down upon me. I'll 
never touch liquor again!" 
“Have you been a hard drinker.”’ 
queried a man who walked beside the 
engineer. 
“No. Fai t is. I was never drunk in 
my life. I’ve swallowed considerable 
whiskey, but I never went far enough to 
get drunk. I shouldn’t miss it or be the 
worse oil for an hour if all the intoxicat- 
ing drink in the world was drained into 
the ocean." 
“But you seemed eager to sign the 
pledge.” 
■■So I was, and I'll keep it through thick 
and thin, and talk temperance to every 
man on the road." 
“You must have strong reasons.’’ 
"Well, if you’ll walk down to the depot 
I'll tell you a story on the way It hasn't 
been in tlie papers, and only a few of us 
know the fuels. You know I run the 
night express on the B Hoad. We 
always have at least two sleepers and a 
coach, and sometimes we have as many 
as two hundred passengers. It's a good 
road, level as a door and pretty straight, 
though there is a bad spot >r two. The 
night express has the right o' way, and 
we make fast time. It's no rare thing for 
u to skim along at the rate of ril'ty miles 
an hour for thirty or forty miles, and we 
rarely go below thirty. One night I pulled 
out of Detroit with two sleepers, two 
coaches, and the baggage and mail ears. 
Nearly all tile berths in both sleepers 
were full, and most of the seats in the 
coaches were occupied. It wa- a dark 
night, threatening all tie- time to rain, 
and a lonesome w ind wh stled around the 
cab as we left tile city behind. We were 
seventeen minute.- late, and that meant 
fast time all the w ay through." 
"Well," lie continued altera moment, 
“everything ran along all right up to 
midnight. The main track was kept 
clear for us: the engine was in good 
spirits, and we tan into D as smooth 
as you please. The express coming '' ist 
should meet us fifteen mile s west of 
11-, but the operator at the statl.i iiad 
failed to receive hi.- usual report li 
below. That was mrange, and yet it a 
not, and alter a little consultation the 
conductor sent me ahead. We wen- 1.. 
keep the main track, while the othei 
train would run in on the side-trail.. 
Night after night our time had bee:, 
close that we did not keep them wa,tuia 
over two minutes, and were generally in 
sight when they switched in." 
“When we le t D we went ahead at 
a rattling speed, fully believing that the 
other train would be on time. Nine mile- 
front D is the little Village of l'orto. 
There i- a telegraph station there, but 
the operator lias no night work. 1 le closed 
his oftiee and went borne about P o'clock, 
and any messages on tile wire for him 
were held above or below until next 
morning. When 1 sighted this station I 
saw a red lantern swinging between i tic 
rails. Greatly astonished, I pulled up 
the heavy train and got a hit of new 
that almost lifted me out iifniv hoots. It 
was (.mis mercy, as plain as this big 
j depot. It was the operator who was 
swinging the lantern. He had been roused 
from sleep by the w hides of a locomntix e, 
when there wasn't one within ten miles 
of him. ile heard the toot ! toot! toot ! 
while he was dressing and al! the wax as 
lie ran lo the station, thinking he had 
been signaled. Lo ! there was no train 
there. Kvcythilig was as quiet as the 
grave. The man heard his instrument 
clicking a wax. and leaning his ear a a i: t 
the window lie caught these words 
iltex went through to 1 > 
"for Cod’s sake, switch the La-stein 
express off quick! Lngiliecr on the 
Western express crazy drank, and nm 
tting a mile a minute !" 
"The operator signaled us at once. \\ e 
Iliad left D. nine miles away, and the 
message couldn't have caught us atix 
"here except at l’arto. Six miles further 
down xvas the long switch. It was time 
we were there, lacking one minute. W e 
lost txxn or three minutes in understand 
ing the situation and in consulting, and 
had just got ready to sw itch in where we 
Were x> lien the head-light of the other 
train came into view, (treat Heavens 
but how that train was living. The bell 
xvas ringing, sparks Hying and the whistle 
screaming, and not a man of us could 
raise a hand. We stood there on the 
main track, spell-hound asit wore. There 
Wouldn't have been lime, anyhow, either 
to have switched in or got the passengers 
out. It wasn't over sixty seconds before 
that train xvas a [ion us. I prayed to Cod 
tor a breath or two and then shut my 
exes and xvaited for death, for I hadn't 
tile strength to get out of the eah.” 
‘‘Well. sir. Cod s mercy v as revealed 
again, forty rods above its that loeotno 
five jumped the track and xvtts piled into 
the ditch in an awful mass. Some of tlie 
roaches were consider,tblx smashed, and 
some of the people badly bruised, but no 
one was killed, and of course our train 
escaped entirely. Satan must have cared 
for big Tom, the other engineer. Ih 
didn't get a bruise, hut \x as up and acres- 
the Held like a deer, si reaming and 
shrieking like a mad tiger. It took li\ ■ 
men to hind him after he was run down, 
and to-day he is the worst lunatic in tin 
state." 
“Tom was a good fellow." continued 
the engineer, altera pause, “and lie used 
Intake his glass pretty regularly. I tiexer 
saw him drunk, lml liquor kept working 
awa.x on his nerves till at last the//v»tr»s 
caught him when he had a hundred and 
lifty lives behind his engine, lie broke 
out all of a sudden. The lircmaii was 
thrown oil' the engine, til steam turned 
on, and then Tout danced and screamed 
and carried on like a liencl. He'd have 
made awful xxiirk, sir, hut for Cod'.- 
mercy. I'm trembling yet over the wax 
la* came down for its, and I'll never think 
of it. w ithout my heart jumping for nix 
throat. Nobody asked me to sign the 
pledge, but I wanted my name then 
One such night on the road has tin I 
me against intoxicating drinks, and n. 
that I’ve got this red ribbon on I an 
talk lo the hoys with better l. tee. loin 
is raving, as 1 told you. and the doetms 
say he’ll never get his reason again. 
Hood-night, sir- my train goes ui ten 
minutes.’’ 
| From tho Ituli'igh News) 
111 olii' of tile 1 iiit 1 \ -fiin11-stin 1 lights m 
\ trginiu during the war a l-Vdi-ral nllieer 
fell wounded in front of the Confederate 
breastworks. While lying there wound 
ed and crying piteously for water, a eon 
federate soldier (James Voore of lfurkc 
County X. C. ) declared his intentions 
of supplying him with drink. The bullets 
were living thick from both ides, and 
Moore’s friends endeavored to dissuade 
him from such a hazardous enterprise. 
Despite remonstrance and danger, how 
ever, Moore leaped the breastwork'', can- 
teen in hand, reached his wounded enemy 
and gave him drink. The Federal, un- 
der a sense of gratitude for the timeh 
service, took out his gold watch and of 
fered it to his benefactor, but it was re 
fused. The nllieer then asked the name 
ol the man who had braved such danger 
to succor him. The name w as given, and 
Moore returned unhurt to his position be 
hind the embankment. They saw noth 
ing more of each other. Moore was sub- 
sequently wounded, and lost a limb in 
one of the engagements in Virginia, and 
returned to his home in llurke County 
A few days ago he received a eommuni 
cation from the Federal soldier to whom 
he had given the "cup of cold water” on 
the occasion alluded to, announcing that 
he had settled on him the sum of sill,(Hill, 
to lie paid in four annual instalments of 
S’JfilH) each. Investigation has establish- 
ed the fact that there is no mistake or 
deception in the matter. 
When a Cincinnati man goes to sleep 
in a tliird-story window and plunges for 
the pavement the Enquirer calls it the 
“opening of the fall season.” 
The Railroad Strike. 
The excitement and violence are about 
over although it still lingers in some 
lot alities. Mail and passenger trains now 
run with tolerable regularity. Below are 
given some recent accounts from the 
scenes of disturbance — 
AT CITXSBUKG. 
On Saturday four trains arrived at 
Pittsburg over the Pennsylvania road 
from the Hast, each with State troops 
under Cov. Ilarlrunft. They comprise 
lien. Brinton’s Philadelphia Divison,(Jen. 
Oallagher's Division, (fen. Harry White's 
Division, and three batteries of regulars. 
The most serious trouble en route was at 
Johnstown. As the second section of the 
train passed the depot at that place it 
was attacked b\ a great mob, armed with 
stones and pieces of metal, which were 
thrown at the windows with telling effect. 
Volley after volley poured into the train, 
crushing windows and injuring a number 
of soldiers as the train moved on. Several 
different attacks were made, the last and 
most serious after the train had passed 
beyond the depot some distance. At this 
point the patience of the commanding of- 
ficer. Col. Hamilton, gave way, and reach- 
ing u]i lie pulled the boll-rope to stop the 
train. The engineer and fireman were 
under a strong guard of soldiers and they 
at once reversed the engine. In all prob- 
ablility this saved the life of half on board 
the train, for at a point just in front of 
the train a switch bad been misplaced 
and a car heavily laden with Are-brick 
placed on the switch for the fast ap- 
proaching train to be run into and he 
thrown over the embankment. When the 
train struck the switch its speed had been 
greath slackened. The engine* tender 
and live ears, two baggage and three 
passenger, left the track and came in 
contact with a ear loaded with brick ** th 
such force that the, rails and ties were 
torn up. The live ears were piled up in 
a mass of ruins. The bottom of one car 
rested on the top of another, and three 
were thrown completely round and lay 
crosswise on the track, with the ear of 
brick, crushed and splintered, topping 
all. The soldiers of the wrecked train 
threw nut a picket line and .succeeded in 
arresting about ion of the rioters. < »f this 
number seventy-five or more were taken 
t" Pittsburg. The troops which came 
through on the first trains did not have 
anv serious trouble. At several points 
along the road the strikers were out in 
force, hut ottered no resistance to the 
passage of trains. The first train pro 
settled a formidable appearance. In front 
of the two engines was a gondola car, on 
which was mounted a Gatling gun, de- 
fended by a detachment of State Fenci- 
b]c~. The engineers and firemen on the 
locomotives were under a strong guard, 
tile soldiers having orders to shoot them 
if there was the slightest hesitation in 
discharging their duties, l-'pon the ar- 
rival at Pittsburg, they quietly disem- 
barked and marched to tlie West Penn- 
sylvania Hospital grounds, where they 
encamped. Their present position is on 
a hillside and overlooks the railroad and 
Twenty-eighth street crossing, the scene 
of the encounters of Saturday and Sun- 
day last. The strikers remained quiet 
and orderly. No demonstration of any 
kind occurred Saturday evening. Among 
the troop* on guard were the Philadel- 
phia regiments who were shut up in the 
round house one week ago Saturday 
night. The strikers who were compelled 
to run the trains were sullen and disposed 
to offer resistance, hut with death staring 
iliem in the face they at last reluctantly 
yielded. A great crowd gathered, and 
the hillsides arc thickly dotted with peo- 
ple. fhe strikirs say they won't resist 
troops, hut were strong in the belief that 
the railroad company will fail to get crews 
to take out trains. They declared that 
they are stronger and more determined 
now than at any time since the strike was 
inaugurated. 
ix omo. 
The Mayor of Columbus at Lie head of 
twenty police, marched to the, freight 
yard Saturday, to send a train on the 
Little Miami road. At the depot they 
met three companies of military passing 
through on their way home from Newark. 
They were invited to remain until a train 
was sent out, which they did. 'file train 
was made up in the midst of an immense 
crowd, 'flic strikers put forward every 
inducement to crews to abandon trains, 
ottering the engineer Sion cash to quit 
the engine, 1 >ut to no elfcet. No violence 
wul used, and no attempt was made to 
uncouple curs. Three strikers were ar- 
rested for running an engine from the 
yard into the roundhouse. The general 
Manager of the Pan Handle line at Co 
Iambus, it., says: ••Our roads west of 
t ’olumiius are in full operation, ’fhe head 
quarters o! the strikers is at Columbus. 
I gu\ e the Mayor and strikers notice that 
1 intended to rim freight trains, 'flic 
Mayor opposed it until I called upon the 
Governor, who told him he would render 
all aid necessary \\ c prepared to move 
trains Saturday." The engines were cap- 
tured by the strikers, hut were speedily 
retaken, and a train started for Cincin- 
nati. 
in imonnsvi.vania. 
The condition of allairs in tile coal mill- 
ing legion about Scranton seems going 
f in>m ha I to worse. Thousands of men arc 
idle. T1 c pump at tlie fifteen shaft soft la- 
the company in Scranton arc still, and the 
mines f; st tilling. This is causing great 
alarm among the company’s otlicials. The 
foremen arc willing to start the pumps, hut 
i h" committees of miners have forbidden 
them. 'I'iic water in the Diamond mines 
ha. already risen over tour feet. An ef- 
Ioit was made by the foreman Saturday 
t" place donkey pumps in the mine, hut 
the men would not allow it. This mine 
will till n a few days and will require six 
months to empty it again. The business 
men are becoming alarmed, and a heavy 
pressure is being brought to bear by them 
on the lion. John Grishin of the Lacka- 
wanna Company, who is in the city to 
counsel the company to accede to the de- 
mands of the miners, hut us yet no over- 
tures have been made to the men. All I 
the mines of the Delaware and Hudson 
Company are idle, and the train men 
lane been notified to quit work. The 
pm Id lers of the Lackawanna Iron and 
Coal Company held a meeting Sat unlay, 
and made a request upon the merchants 
not to raise the price of provisions, 'fhe 
store of this company is guarded at night 
by a force of thirty policemen, incendi- 
aries tired the IVlmsvlv'ailia Coal Compa- 
ny's bridge at Spring lirook and it was 
dost roved. 
CKN'KRAI. NOTKS. 
News lias been received at the uhiee of 
the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad in Xew 
York that the strike on the road is ended, 
and that the passenger and freight ears 
have commenced running. 
Til" strikers on the Canada Southern 
Railroad have resumed woik on the Can- 
ada division. All trains are moving; 
passenger trains from Buffalo and from 
Detroit left on the usual time Saturday. 
The strikers have abandoned all their 
claims and gone to work unconditionally. 
A St. Thomas despatch says: The train 
service on all the Canada Southern lines 
resumes work to-night. The men return 
to work as before the strike. The griev- 
ance will lie adjusted when the road is in 
full operation. 
The police of Philadelphia dispersed 
tile working-men’s meeting Saturday 
night, and in reply to a protest the Mayor 
told them to postpone such meetings like 
good citizens till the excitement subsided. 
At San Francisco, Saturday afternoon, 
five boys between the ages of |g and 15 
were detected depositing combustibles in 
the lumber .yard of Bryant, between Tre- 
mout and Beale streets, near the scene of 
the lire Wednesday night. They were 
arrested. 
As a result of the strike 300 employes 
of the Domestic Sewing Machine Com- 
pany at Paterson, X. J. have been notified 
to quit work, because they are not in re- 
ceipt of the material necessary to manu- 
facture, which is usually shipped over the 
Lackawanna Railroad. 
Strikers on the St. Louis and South- 
eastern road at Nashville, Tenn., still 
hold out. They met Saturday to draft a 
petition to Judge Trigg of the United 
States District Court, presenting their 
grievances and asking their wages to lie 
restored as before the June reduction. 
The Gordon printing press manufactory 
at Kaliway, X. J., is closed. The propri- 
etor has large contracts in the Southwest 
and in Northern and Western New York, 
and is unable to ship because of the 
strike. There arc ;H(l finished presses in 
the building, and the floors will bear no 
more, so that the* manufacture must stop. 
ElizaisktHc X. J.. July HI. Some of 
the coal and freight brakemen who struck 
mi the Central railroad, applied for former 
positif 11s at the old rates. The company 
thus fir refuse employment to strikers. 
Coal and height trains run as f; st as new 
brakemen can be hired. Passenger trains 
run very regularly. The militia here were 
dismissed last night. 
Sckaxtox, Pa., July HI. A passenger 
train from Northumberland to Scranton 
was stopped last night near Plymouth by 
500 armed men, who drove away the en- 
gineer, drew their tire and switched the 
train on a siding. The passengers tied 
up the track to Plymouth. 
Washington. July HI. General Getty 
says an unguarded train near Keyset’ was 
seized by rioters yesterday but was im- 
mediately recaptured by the troops. No 
damage was done, and Captain Littlefield 
is blameless. 
New Yoke. July HI. Near Keyset’, W. 
Ya.. at eleven last night a special train 
transporting troops was thrown from the 
track and wrecked. Scrgt. Hamilton, dd 
artillery, was mortally and several others 
severely wounded. 
Twenty-live rioters who boarded the 
train yesterday were arrested by the reg- 
ulars and taken west. 
Cincinnati, July HI. Cnder orders of 
Governor Young live companies of the 
National Guard left this morning for Co- 
lumbus, where fresh trouble with the 
strikers is anticipated. 
New Yoke, July HI. Twenty-live lads 
struck at the Vmeriean lead pencil Co.'s 
works, Hoboken, because they said they 
ought to, as the men w ere striking all over 
the country. They did not know what 
they struck for, and several having been 
thrashed by their parents, they all vent 
back again to-day. 
The Eastern War. 
iiokkikek ikiei.'iiks. 
New \ (ii:k. .Inly HI. A cable special 
says Russian ofliccrs and men arc exas- 
perated because of tlieirdd'eat in I’levnia 
with the mutilation of the dead and mas- 
sacre of the the wounded by the Turks. 
The camp at Bjela is excited and exult- 
ant ever the report that a great battle is 
to take place in a few days. A Kustendgt 
despatch says frightful cruelties were 
perpetrated by the Circassians in North- 
eastern Turkey, and Hi Kill Bulgarians ar- 
rived there half starved and naked. 
Many were horribly wounded and march- 
ed three days without food to escape the 
Circassians and Bazouks. 
V A triors STATEMENTS. 
A Bucharest despatch says Russia is 
mobilizing two new army corps, and a re- 
serve of so,iinn men will soon be in camp 
at l’lojesti. A Vienna despatch states 
that Mehemet Ali expects to attack the 
Russians in the rear by the way of Tier- 
novia and began his movement last Sat- 
urday, A Slmtnla despatch says l-Tiday's 
tight near Kasgrad was more severe than 
at first reported, the Turks losing 15(1 
killed and H5fl wounded. The latter, 
who arrived at Shunila. en route to the 
hospital at Varna, were in a shocking 
condition. A Vienna despatch says that 
Midhat Pasha will remain there ten days 
before going to London. Two of the 
strongest Turkish butteries at Niesics 
have been silenced. 
TO I’KOTKCT UK I 1 I S11 INTERESTS. 
Loximix. July HI. A despatch from 
Plymouth states tin 1 the steamships Fla- 
mingo and Condor, which go to the Dan- 
ube to protect British interests and assert 
(treat Britan's treaty right to maintain 
two gunboats on the Danube, will be ac- 
companied to the blockade by 1he iron- 
clads Shannon and Agiueourt to support 
them should their passage be opposed. 
( NCOXEIKM El). 
There is no confirmation from any 
(put rt ers of the Times' Bucharest despatch 
reporting the defeat of the Turks near 
liiistclmk except a special despatch to 
the News from Vienna which says, •■To- 
night we have advices of a great deficit 
of Aohmet Kyi mb Pasha." 
AN EX HACK M ENT. 
CoxsTAXTTXofi.K. July HI. Ollicia! 
despatches from Adrianople to-dav savs 
Suleiman Pasha's corps have ell’eet.ed a 
.junction with Banff Pacha, near Yeni 
Saghra where an engagement is proceed- 
ing. 
Shocking Double Murder m Western 
Massachusetts. 
I’m SIT K1H), July HI I. The little til- 
lage of Savoy, among the Berkshire hills, 
about a dozen mile, from Pittslield, was 
tlie scene, yesterday of a double nnirdei. 
Though the deed was committed in the 
midst of a throng of people assembled at 
church, the murderer was permitted to 
walk ntf, and has not yd been arrested. 
Herbert Blanchard is a young man of H5, 
who has been courting one of the twin 
daughters of Mr. K. Trask, of Savoy. His 
suit has been opposed by her father, but 
he has clandestinely met her. On Wednes- 
day night last, as Blanchard was going 
home, he was tired at by some one con- 
cealed ill tile bushes by the roadside, lie 
did not discover his would-be assassin, 
but it, is thought it was the father of the 
Trask girl, on Sunday he went to church 
and during the noon hour, between ser- 
vices, lie had some conversation with Mr. 
Trask, who told him to keep away from 
his daughter. There were some further 
words, and Blanchard then knocked 
Trask down. The latter's brother came 
to his assistance, when Blanchard drew a 
revolver and shot both the Trasks, one of 
them dying immediately and the other 
cannot recover. A lady who was stand- 
ing near said: “Herbert, you have done 
shooting enough now." lie at once lev- 
elled the pistol at her, but a man knock- 
ed it out of bis hand and thus saved her 
life. 
Blanchard s father, wlm was present, 
then secured the revolver, and the son 
walked oil’, not an effort being made to 
secure him by the paralyzed crowd. It 
has been ascertained that he went to a 
man who owed him. and saying that "he 
had started a graveyard over at the 
church," he demanded what was due him. 
which he got and then disappeared. 
Mormon Murderers. 
Sai.t Lake, Julytiti. Robert F. Burton, 
counsellor to Edward Hunter, the presi- 
ding Bishop of the Mormon Church, has 
been arrested for the murder of Joseph 
Morris in IStig. Morris had set up in the 
prophecy business in opposition to Brig- 
ham Young, and had a following of about 
500. In order to silence this unwelcome 
faction charges were trumped up, and 
Burton, then Deputy Territorial Marshal, 
was sent with a large posse to arrest the 
Morrisites. After the arrest and surren- 
der of the malcontents, Burton deliber- 
ately shot and killed Morris. A woman 
then remarked, "This is another Mount- 
ain Meadows affair.” Burton then shot 
her. Another woman remarked: “You 
are a cold-blooded murderer.” Burton 
replied: "Xo woman shall say that and 
live,” and he at once shot her. When 
Burton was arrested he signaled to the 
police, who followed him to the Court 
room, tin examination before Commis- 
sioner Sprague, D. II. Wells, counsellor 
to Brigham Young, appeared as one of 
Burton’s attorneys. Wells was greatly 
excited and said to District Attorney 
Howard: “You are arresting our best 
people. They are getting excited and 
won’t stand it,” The baleful glances of 
the Mormons present gave this threat 
peculiar significance. Wells attempted 
to bull-doze Howard, and Burton was 
held in .*10,Odd to await the action of the 
Grand Jury. The proof of his complicity 
is positive, ami this, with Burton’s high 
station in the Church, excites the1 leaders. 
To-night Brigham Young and other lead- 
ers are holding a secret meeting in the 
Council House. 
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date (Hi the colored slips attached to the paper. It 
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance, 
15 May 78. means that the subscription is paid to 
that date. When a new payment is made, the date 
will be chamred to correspond, and SUBSCRIB- 
ERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR 
DA TES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears 
arc requested to forward the sums due. 
The Question of an Issue with Prohibition. 
Since our paper of last week, in which 
we declared against the policy of an issue 
with the prohibitionists of Maine, we have 
bad letters from some of the most promi- 
nent Democrats of the State, sustaining 
our position. The sentiment in the. party 
is even stronger and more extended than 
we supposed it to lie. We do not include 
in these endorsers of our sentiments Hon. 
Monroe Young, Mayor of Ellsworth, be- 
cause lie does not so declare himself but 
we give liis letter below. We believe him 
to lie sincere, for bis letter accords with 
bis official course as .Mayor in lHTM, when 
boner sellers were prosecuted with the 
utmost rigor. Mayor Young says 
Ll.l.sWORTlI. July -LI. 
\V. H. Simison. Ksij —1 notice in your last issue 
what you say in regard to license. Well, you may 
he right. And if you are. let us put in our plat 
form ail endorsement of the present law. and do 
maud its enforcement. You will find. 1 hope, a 
sentiment in our Convention not to dodge and 
cater any longer. We should meet this matter 
squarely, and if the Democracy will endorse the 
present law. I am satisfied. Yours truly. 
Monuok Yog no. 
Mr. Young cannot tail to perceive that 
there is a wide difference between the 
endorsement of prohibition, which Ik* pro- 
poses, and a politic ignoring of that which 
is certain to he a source of dissension and 
weakness, if unwisely insisted upon. 
The Republicans have hitter contentions 
among themselves, upon national issues. 
I'he question is whether we shall heal 
their dissensions by presenting an issue 
upon which they never yet failed to unite* 
-that of prohibition. 
A prominent Democrat of Bangor, who 
saw Mr. Young's letter before it reached 
tins office, also drops us a line, written in 
a vein which Artemas Ward would call 
“sarkasm." We are not authorized to 
give the name of the writer, but the style 
will be familiar to some of our readers. 
Alluding to the letter of Mayor Young, he 
says 
1 fully endorse its sentiments, hut would go one 
step further and have the convention, after voting 
approval (if it, does) to vote to see that the law is 
enforced according to its letter and spirit, hotli as 
to state and town agencies. Also to advocate re 
jural of Chap, gal laws of last winter—being in fact 
an act to enable <'rusaders to get their rum with- 
out having names entered on the hook. 
Then, for consistency. 1 would pass a resolve 
that we are tier original Maine Law Party—that 
Hubbard was its father, and that the Republican 
party has stolen it 
Alsu a resolve that we would not enforce the law 
except for political purposes—the only way it has 
heretofore keen A:id I think we should catch lots 
of voters—perhaps enough to elect our candidate. 
Our neighbor, the Journal, in order to spur up 
j tin* government of our debt ridden city to enter 
; upon a large expenditure to bring in water from 
Mn,m cites our two great tires as instances 
I where a supply of water would have stopped the 
j eonllagratioii. As to the last, not all the water * which a dozen engines could have thrown could 
j have stopped it much short of where it was finally I got under control. A lire once started with a gale 
! of wind to drive it. laughs at a few tiny streams of 
water. Suppose our city government, instead of 
fussing over the Muck Hole and looking for water 
to put into it. should have some more reservoirs 
dug. and should oiler to owners of blocks and 
other buildings having a good deal of useless cellar 
room, a small yearly sum for constructing cisterns j 
in them for use in ease of lire, wouldn't that he a i 
mure praeticable enterprise than that which is now 
urged And this wouldn't amount to a tenth part : 
of t in- interest of the sum which would be required 
for the proposed project. | Progressive Age. 
\Yi* an* free to say that we don't think 
that cisterns in cellars, in any number, 
wmilil be of much avail to control tires. 
We would have not only water, but water 
with sutlicient lbreo to it to reach every 
part of a building. Water coming from 
the hill, with 100 feet head, would amount 
to somethiuy, without engines. There is 
a large supply of water in the basement 
of the Journal building, but we never 
considered it of much account for ex- 
tinguishing purposes until ;i pipe was run 
from it to a steam force pump. When 
that was (lone, the insurance companies 
discounted one half per cent, from our 
lire rates showing what they thought of 
the difference. 
it may he, as the Age says, that a dozen 
engines would have failed to control the 
great tire of I87B. lint the water system 
that we suggest would ite much more ef- 
ficient than any dozen engines--for it 
would place in every house a pipe that 
would, without any engine, throw a good 
stream. The great need, in both of the 
conflagrations, was water. The Age, in 
its account of the great lire of 18(15 says: 
The lire was now fairly under way. and there 
seemed to be no escape from a conflagration of the 
whole city. "Water! water! for Clod's sake can 
no water he obtained," was the almost agonized 
expression on everv hand. BET THERE WAS No 
WATER IX A NY’OF THE RESERVOIRS. 
Suppose all the reservoirs and cisterns 
that the Age demands had existed then, 
■with no water in them, how much would 
the situation have been improved t It is 
easy enough to talk flippantly about the 
matter now, hut for the real facts as they 
existed, we had rather go back to the 
hour of danger. 
The great lire of 187:!, eight years 
later, was started during a strong gale- 
hut had there been a good water supply, 
with a propelling head, lire would never 
have got beyond the wharf on which it 
originated. There was the same fatal 
lack of water. Says the Age of August 
*2!», “BET LITTLE OK NO WATER AVAS TO 
BE HAD, EXCEPT AT THE WHARVES TO 
THE I.EEWAltD OF THE FIRE.” Chief 
Engineer Laker, in his official report of 
the great lire of 187.’!, says— 
The department was promptly on hand, hut 
owing to a terrible northwest gale then prevailing, 
and Tim ukkat srAitciTv or watkh, they were 
unable to cheek the Hames until late in the night.*’ 
All accounts agree, that the destruc- 
tion of a large part of the city, on these 
occasions, was from the lack of water, 
owing to a protracted drouth. “Early 
and provident fear is the mother of safe- 
ty,” says the philosopher. Let ns have 
such provident fear in respect to a third 
destruction of our city by lire, that we 
shall provide means for extinguishing it 
at the outset. The time to cry “Water! 
water! for Cod's sake can no water he 
obtained!” is now—not when a devouring 
conflagration shall lie sweeping through 
our streets. 
A Water Supply. 
The invitation which we gave for a dis- 
cussion of the water question has brought 
out a communication from Mr. Castle, 
which will ho found in another column. 
The plan which he submits is an expen- 
sive one at the outset, but it is claimed 
that the income to be derived from the 
use of water, and the safety it will ensure 
to property, will more than compensate 
for the outlay. The invitation is still 
open to those who care to discuss the 
matter, within reasonable limits and in a 
proper manner. It may be that the right 
plan is yet to be brought forward. 
The subject of a water supply for tire 
purposes was recently under considera- 
tion by a committee of the city govern- 
ment. Their report contains the follow- 
ing— 
"In tln*ir opinion the ‘Muck Pond.* so culled, is 
insufficient of itself to supply water for fire pur- 
poses except for a few months of the year : but it 
can be made available to the city as a reservoir pro 
vided a supply can be obtained to feed it. 
Your committee have made examination of 
several springs on the Nath. Shaw farm, and find 
a good supply of pure spring water which could be 
carried by a pipe to the Muck Pond. The amount 
of water which would be thus afforded would be 
sufficient for all purposes until the city be double 
its present population. 
Your committee would recommend retaining 
the Muck Pond in possession of the city, and the 
employment of a competent engineer to test the 
feasibility of bringing water from the Sliaw springs 
to the Muck ’Pond and thence to this city.” 
The same committee was l»y vote of 
tie* city government authorized to carry 
out tin; suggestion made, by employing 
an engineer to run levels to the Shaw 
springs. but we cannot learn that any 
steps in that direction have been taken. 
The committee consists of Alderman lhir- 
gess and Councilman Pierce and White. 
This committee lias a matter in charge 
that should he attended to. if we can't 
reach a better source of supply than tie* 
springs, let us have that, but water is 
needed, and that too, as soon as it can be 
got here. Let us hear from the commit- 
tee. 
A Crazy Candidate. 
Uev. H. C. Munson, the I'niversalist 
clergyman of Skowhegan, who was nomi- 
nated the other day as the Greenback 
candidate for Governor, is carrying on a 
correspondence with I’ig Iron Kelley of 
Pennsylvania. One of the clergymen’s 
letters, written since the railroad riots 
began, furnishes very curious reading. 
The writer says lie has "sympathy large 
as Christ’s for the million of farmers ami 
laborers,” and that “I was horn to feel 
others’ woes more keenly than my own." 
It will strike the sane reader as some- 
thing remarkable that a party candidate, 
and a clergyman besides, should solicit 
support upon the claim that he possesses 
the attributes of the Saviour ! 
Not only this, but the reverend gentle- 
man lias become so demented that he 
denies the creed of his church, and flings 
hell and damnation around with perfect 
recklessness. “Christ have mercy on us." 
he exclaims, “but the Devil take our 
statesmen." “God hurl to deepest hell 
the authors of our financial policy." What 
his Satanic majesty may think of the eon 
signment of statesmen, if lie ever re- 
ceives it. we shall be curious to know. 
Hut it is very funny to see this exponent 
of unlimited greenbacks and universal- 
salvation, constructing special tophets. 
The use of tile superlative “deepest hell” 
implies at least three. So the Uev. is not 
content with one. or two hells, but con- 
structs a third specially for his political 
opponents! Certainly this is the most 
insane document that ever any guberna- 
torial candidate affixed his name to. If 
the editor of the Chronicle hadn’t been 
as crazy as his candidate, lie would never 
have given it to the public. 
The X. Y. World lias been investiga- 
ting the statute hooks of several States 
for laws hearing upon the <|uestion of re- 
sponsibility for losses by riots, etc. It 
(inds that in the three States which have 
so far been chiefly menaced by incendiary 
mobs, the law gives those w ho sutler from 
mob violence an effective remedy against 
communities which from any cause fail to 
perform tlieii duty in sit eh cases. Ill the 
State of New York,“the city or county" 
ill which losses are so incurred, is liable 
to an action "for the damages sustained." 
In the Comities of Philadelphia and Alle 
gheny, Pa., the county is liable under the 
law for the damages sustained. In Mary- 
land, damages are recoverable from the 
county, town or city within whose juris- 
diction the riot occurred. New Jersey lias 
a similar statute. It has already been 
announced that the Pennsylvania Central 
Ii. li. Co. will hold the County of Allegheny 
responsible for the to s7,inili,- 
(MMI of damages sustained hv the compa- 
ny at Pittsburg. The people of that city, 
therefore, who stood by and allowed 
whole trains of freight ears to he broken 
open and plundered, may expect to be 
compelled to make good those losses, as 
well as those of the railway corporation 
whose buildings and whose stock they 
suffered to he destroyed. It would have 
been much cheaper even as a simple ques- 
tion of immediate outlay to have pre- 
served order and enforced the laws. And 
it will he well for the tax-payers of other 
States to take warning in time, and deter- 
mine to act differently from the people of 
Pittsburg in case of a similar emergency. 
Among the most popular productions 
of American industry in these times is 
the five cent cigar. Comparatively few 
people are above smoking a live-cent 
cigar, and most people are, therefore, in- 
terested in knowing something of its fear- 
ful and wonderful construction. Accord- 
ing to the manufacturers of the live-cent 
cigar it is a real Havana, except the 
wrapper, but an investigation has shown 
it to he anything else. Some of the stuff 
used as tilling was collected in a barrel, 
and consisted of cigar stumps, cabbage 
leaves and brown paper, gathered from 
the streets. The system of boiling cab- 
bage leaves with tobacco stems and su- 
mac leaves, making the whole “fine Hav- 
ana tobacco,” has been brought to a 
wonderful state of perfection ; hut it is 
said that oven the superior kind of to- 
bacco thus made is decidedly improved 
when flavored with valerian, ammonia 
and extract of the tonka bean. Here- 
after, when you smoke a live-cent cigar 
you will know what is the matter with 
you. 
Mr. .Tilden’s latest offence, according 
to certain veracious chroniclers, is an at- 
tempt to defeat the re-election of lion. 
John (J. Thompson, of Ohio, as Sergeaut- 
at-Arms of the House of Representatives. 
The cause, wo are informed, is that Mr. 
Thompson’s voice was for Thurman, and 
not for Tilden, at St. Louis, and that it is 
still for Thurman. But this is evidently 
one of that class of stories invented for 
the special edification of the marines. 
Bro. Simpson of the Belfast Journal, lias had a 
rich joke played on him, although it is an old oue. 
His sub. taking advantage of his abs-ncc down the 
bay on a fishing excursion, lias put his paper in 
for genuine Neal Dow Prohibition. [Bangor Com- 
mercial. 
Wo haven't seen the article that the 
Commercial alludes to. We have seen 
one declaring against a license plank in 
the Democratic platform ; and we lind it 
so strongly supported by the better por- 
tion of the party, that we see no other 
course than to let it stand unchallenged. 
The personal habits of our friend Emory 
are so thoroughly abstinent, that the at- 
tempted rum domination in the party 
must tie very distasteful to him; and we 
shall not ho surprised to hoar that he has 
gone a lisliing and left some oue else in 
the editorial chair. 
There is a good deal of truth in the re- 
mark of the Boston Herald that “editorial 
excursions are getting played out.” It 
says that this summer’s excursion of the 
Maine editors has but a few genuine news- 
paper men, and adds- 
Then there were three newspaper men from 
Massachusetts and two from New Hampshire Due 
weekly religious paper in the State was represent 
ed by live persons. Five persons were connected with the job printing business. There were 
twenty four women, not oue of whom is a contri- 
butor to the press. Vrnlthis gang has been trav- 
elling to MooseUeail bake and elsewhere as the 
press of Maine, it is time this junketing business 
should eease. 
The Boston Advertiser begs the Re- 
publicans of Maine, at their coming con- 
vention, not to “adopt a policy which 
must result in alienating them still far- 
ther, not only from the administration, 
which might perhaps he borne, but from 
the prevailing sentiment and purpose of 
t!it‘ country in regard to the political in- 
terests ol’ the hour." That is sound ad- 
vice, I nit vve fear that it will not lie 1 ceded. 
1 lax e < hif readers ever seen Solon ('base, 
the ••Chronicle Maker” of Chase's Mills, 
with that wonderful nose of his sticking 
out from under hi- wool hat, like a huge 
blood beet projecting from a horse shed * 
If so they will he amused to read the fol- 
lowing paragraph from his paper 
Tim Belfast Journal is crazy for water yimss 
rum is getting; scarce. 
A noxcl libel suit was brought in Eng- 
land recently. A man xvlio didn’t like his 
neighbor, soxved mustard ami water cross 
on his own grounds in such a way that 
when they grexv the words ‘‘Whitehead is 
a scamp" were seen. The court decided 
the act to he libellous, and that vege- 
tables had no right to grow in that style. 
The striking tireiuon and their allies 
have one nexvspaper organ thus far, The 
Capital, edited by Don l’iatt. It issued 
an extra, on Monday of last week, in 
which it declared itself the champion of 
labor in its contest with capital. Has the 
gentle Piatt no capital save the Capital 
he sends out to subscribers ? 
In a recent article on Castine the writer 
says of the summer visitors: “They xvill 
pause before the xvhite house on Main 
street, xvheiv Tallyrand once lodged." 
Maehias also can boast of an old man- 
sion, the Wotherbee house, in xvhieli 
Tallyrand was at one time a guest. 
Mrs. Hoyt, a daughter of the late Chief 
Justice Chase, has a pleasant paper in 
the August number of Scribner's Maga- 
zine. descriptive of a canoe trip from 
Maine to Canada, in which she pays some 
handsome compliments to our stalwart 
lumbermen. 
A despatch says that Beecher In his 
sermon Sunday night, claimed that he had 
been misrepresented by the newspapers, 
and said he was now as always, a friend 
to the working men. Because of fears of 
being mobbed, a police force was present 
in the church 
The strikers sax that they struck for 
bread -yet one of their lirst acts was to 
burn an elevator lull of grain. The re- 
sult of the move th us far lias been to 
throxv themselves out of employment, and 
raise the price of all kinds of provisions. 
Some of the papers are saying that a 
daughter of ex-Box. (tohurn has just grad 
uated at Colby Cnix ersity. The, ex-Bov. 
is a bachelor of xcry strict life but a 
smart niece of his graduated at that col- 
lege. 
Simpson of the Journal can sec .siyus of rain in 
the horns of tin* moon. |t'liases (Minmiele. 
But there has never been moonshine 
enough for any one to see that the crazy 
greenhaekers and their crazier candidate 
are to reign. 
What has become of Prof. Tice- -not 
he of the whiskey meter, hut the St. 
Louis weather prophet who gave us warn 
mg of last year's storms six months or so 
in advance t 
The watering place gossips sa\ the 
summer travel to the coast of Maine has 
been greater than ever before. 
.Jim lias (‘oim* ! [Wahloboro News 
Look out that the other chap don’t 
come also, and make it Jim-.lam 
The Roman Catholic Bishop Hetidriekcu of 
Rhode Island told his people Sunday "Strikes 
are had and must inevitably tend to get the striker 
into something worse.*’ 
According to the Philadelphia Bulletin, the 
strikers' version of Hal leek's verses runs thus 
Strike—till the railroad man expires: 
Strike -for your tenders and your tires: 
Strike— like printers and Moll Maguires, 
And swell the happy baud. 
A cable despatch received Wednesday from 
Capt Horatio Moody of Kennebuuk. master of 
ship Rembrandt of Boston, announces the arrival 
of the vessel at Liverpool from San Francisco, 
atnl that both his sons were washed overboard 
and lost in the gale in tin* South Pacific ocean. 
Richard H. Shuck was executed at Owenton. I 
Ky.. Friday, in the presence of over live thousand 
persons. il>- was convicted of the murder of 
Nelson Parish, but died saying, "Don't hang me 
gentlemen. 1 am an innocent man." He exhibited 
remarkable composure, asserting his innocence to 
the last and hoping Cod would forgive the false 
witnesses. 
A young man named Cutler who was doing farm 
work for Alden M. Watts in Warren, while work 
ing on the meadow on Monday of last week, drank 
too much water from a spring while heated In his 
labor. He was taken sick and was unable to work 
m*xt day, blit was not considered to be dangerous- 
ly sick until Wednesday night, when a violent 
lever set in. and he died on Thursday morning. 
New York city paid *1.71K, luti.Td for private 
buildings burned or gutted and valuables destroy 
e 1 during the draft riots in IXB3. Pittsburg’s bill 
will be heavier than that, and some of her citizens 
will have occasion to regret that their sympathy 
with the strikers led them to look on without in- 
terference while millions of dollars of property 
were being burned and plundered by the mob. 
On the LStli inst., two fishermen of the Portland 
schooner "Flora Temple" left their vessel (which 
was at anchor on the Western Banks) to look after 
their trawls in a dory, but the fog setting in they 
were unable to iiiul the vessel again. They drift 
cd around the ocean for two davs and one night, 
when they finally made the land, six miles to the 
eastward of Cape Sable, in an exhausted condition. 
The committee sent to California from Hartford 
in the spring to select a site for a colony have 
chosen San Bernardino, near a New Haven colony, 
000 miles south of Sail Francisco and *10 miles 
from the coast, where laud with water privileges 
may be had for s40 an acre or less. Some ten 
families are already engaged to go in the fall, and 
the prospect is that a considerable colony will be 
formed. 
The following lines were sung at a colored camp- 
meeting in Berks County, Penn., the other day: 
Oil, who can tell do sin T see, 
No one but de Lord an’ me. 
Sing (Dory Hallelujah! 
Atloatin’ down de narrow stream, 
Oli. sin is milk, religion cream. 
Sing Ulory Hallelujah ! 
The Water Question. 
Editou Republican Jouhxal*. Ln au issue of 
a few weeks since, in calling attention to the lack 
of a water supply for lire purposes in this city, you 
suggested a plan and invited communications up 
on that subject. 1 do not propose to enter into a 
discussion upon the question as to whether it is a 
necessity or not. as I am convinced, that after the 
bitter experience we had in our two great eonlla 
grations, as well as the large number of liras which 
have been cheeked, more by good fortune and al- 
most super-human exertions of our tire depart 
ment than by adequate tiro appliances, there are 
few of our citizens who are not ready to admit 
that it is almost au absolute duty of our municipal 
government to make some provision to lessen the 
risk of loss, as well as to decrease the high rates 
of insurance that are now being imposed upon 
property holders. 
1 think there are none who will not admit that 
it would have been a profitable measure to have 
invested even 50 per cent of the net losses of tin* two 
great tires, in a water supply previous to 1805. if by 
so doing we could have been spared those losses: 
and when it is generally known that at tin* present 
time we are in no better condition to prevent a 
conflagration than in 1873. and with loealith-.s in 
the city where, should a lire get under headway in 
a dry season like the present, aided by a high 
wind, the chalices of cheeking it> spread are even 
less than at that time. And 1 am sure no one will 
doubt that the tire of 1873 could have been drowned 
*mt at Hamden's wharf could there have been two 
lines of hose connected with a water main, having 
its head on the level of Congress street, giving a 
pressure of 87 pounds per square inch, and deliver 
iug from the two nozzles *340 gallons per minute. 
I cannot but think that all of our citizens are 
united in the belief that some measures should be 
immediately taken, not only as a safe guard, but 
for the additional reason that in the great business 
prostration throughout the country, the present is 
probably as good a time to purchase the necessary 
pipe. Ac., as we shall have, as well as owing to 
the slight demand for labor, workmen can be cm 
ployed at a great reduetioii from prices in even 
ordiitarv times. 
1 In* whole question seems to hinge 111*011 AY here 
shall we get the water, and how !" The muck pond. 
Shaw's springs and your suggestion of taking it 
from the river at the Head of the Tide, have been 
advanced. In my opinion there are other places, 
which, while they may in the first expenditure ex- 
ceed either of the lirst two named, would in the 
end amply repay tin* extra outlay. In tin* lirst 
place either the muck pond or Shaw's springs 
could be utilized for lire purposes only, and that 
to a limited degree at best: as they are delieient 
in supply, — certainly so, both in quality and 
quantity for domestic or manufacturing use.—and 
the expense of preparing the bed of tin* former, 
and making the necessary connections, will not he 
small. While by adding to the expense necessary 
to utilize them a supply can be obtained, which 
can be made to pay a fair percentage on itk com. 
and which, instead of being a direct tax upon tin* 
public, will ultimately yield a revenue, and indi 
reetly relieve those engaged in bn.- mess from a tax 
laid upon them by insurance companies, by afford 
ing every property holder upon the line of pipe, 
means to protect himself from a neighbor's tire. »r 
subdue his own, making them independent of the 
lire department or of outside aid. Added to this, 
it will afford supply sufficient to water streets, 
lawns and gardens, saving a large amount to those 
in business, caused now by depreciation of goods, 
by accumulations of dust and dirt, save labor and 
time in supplying each Moor, if necessary, of 
dwellings with water both let and cold at a slight 
expense, -supply stables and outbuildings, and add 
not only to the comfort hut to the health of the 
public, as by its aid ami that of our sewers, the 
accumulations of stables, Are., instead of soaking 
up iu the ground and poisoning our wells, will he 
carried off. Many look upon the necessity of the 
project of supplying the city with water in //< A di- 
rection, as ail outlay of money for a luxury which 
is iu a measure useless ; but 1 think if they will 
give it their careful attention and thought they 
will become convinced that instead of a luxury it 
is a necessity, and as we increase in population, a 
growing one. 
Should it be thought best to make provision for 
fire purposes only. 1 will submit a plan at some 
future time which will commend itself. I hope, 
through its simplicity, not immoderate expense, 
and its advantages as a reliable and unfailiim- sup 
ply. lint I propose to lirst present what I estimate 
will he the most desirable, most expensive in build 
ing. and 1 think the least expensive in the end. 
and in fact the milti plan by which pun* water 
suitable for domestic purposes can he had. witl out 
I an enormous outlay. 1 know of no city of our 
strength, numerically and linaueially. that has 
not made, or is about making, some provision for 
a water supply. Many cities in this state have 
already expended large sums of money in buildi.ig 
| ami perfecting such supplies. Nooncwill refuse lit 
admit that in Bangor. I name this city as being 
nearest us and the works of recent origin.--the ex 
pendituro. large as it is. that has been math*, lias 
been a judicious one, and onetliat will eventual!; 
as a municipal investment, to say the least l*«• able 
to take care of itself, its receipts paying its running 
expenses and interest upon its bonds. If if does 
not, it will be the first municipal water works in 
my knowledge that fail to do so. In Belfast there 
can be built at an expenditure of less than one tdiin h 
j the amount expended in Bangor, water work" that 
will give to its citizens as good water, as reliable a 
supply, and as great a proportionate quantity, as 
ill that city. And to digress somewhat, I would 
suggest that it he built upon the plan adopted in 
j many cities that is, making it a municipal in 
j vestment ami expenditure, owned, governed and 
controlled by the eitv. through a board of \Yat«*r 
Works Trustees, elected by the citizens. Water 
j rates will then In* made no higher than necessary 
j to pay the interest upon the bonds, which should 
j be issued separately and as Water Works Bonds, 
and the ordinary expenses and repairs, which 1 
will hereafter endeavor to show will he quite 
small. By so issuing the bonds ami governing the 
works, capitalists can he induced, or. as I believe, 
will he anxious to invest in them—especially w hen 
shown that the outlay is moderate, its annual ex j 
ponses almost nothing, and eventually its con 
sumption large, rirst class bonus are now lu ma 
sold in the money markets at a premium, bearing 
but 1 and 11 percent, interest. If this plan should 
be adopted, I have no doubt that Water Works 
Bonds bearing interest, not to exceed A per <••*.'1! 
payable in *20 years, could be sold at a premium, 
as it is an acknowledged fact that they are always 
a dividend paying stock, and of late y«*ars there 
has been so much shrinkage in railroad and oilier 
bonds and stocks, and such an era of repudiation 
of state and county bonds, that capitalists are 
anxiously looking about for reliable investmeuts. 
at ev<• u low rates of interest. These an* matters 
which hoiild be taken into serious consideration, 
using a wise economy in the construction, yet not 
carrying to the extent that it will, like ’•vaulting 
ambition o'er leap itself." Amlin my estimates. 
I have made. I think, ample allowance for 1111a 
voidable and unforeseen difficulties which may 
arise, and have devoted some time in research and 
in estimating to get as near the actual cost as can 
be. 
By tin* aid of Pol. Philo Hersey. S have found 
that the water level of Pitcher's Pond is at the 
present time the same height above tide water as 
the road bed of Congress St.—i e. 200 feet, the 
water level ofthe pond being at present some 7 to 
8 feet lower than ever known before. At a com 
par.itiveiy slight expense, and by procuring an act 
of the legislature, the level can be raised, and wa- 
ter retained at a height of S to lit feet above tin- 
ordinary level, or from IA to 18 feet above its pres 
cut level. This will admit of a retaining reservoir 
being build at the Muck Pond and leading the 
distributing pipes from that. The main pipe from 
the pond to the reservoir can be laid very cheap- 
ly, by following the valley, commencing at the in 
let, or at the foot of the hill near Mr. Pitcher's 
house, the whole route being low meadow land. 
The distance was not measured, hut I estimate, in 
round numbers, six miles. The pipe of a uniform 
thickness, 2-inch, 9 feet lengths, 10 inches diamc 
ter, flexible socket and taper joints, with lead pack 
iug, not less than BO pounds to the joint. The cost 
of the pipe laid, and connections made at both 
ends, $11,210.00 per mile, or for the whole distance, 
estimating it to be 0 miles. $85,470.00. For a I I 
inch pipe, same thickness ami proportionally tin- 
same, per mile. $11,921.00. Whole distance. >71. 
520.00. Fora 12 inch pipe, i inch thickness, pro 
portionally the same as I 1 and 10 inch, $9,410.00. 
Whole distance, $50,490.00. The capacity of the 
different pipes are. 
Per minute, discharge. 10 inch. 120 gals. 
14 B01 
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The quantity of water required in cities Inis been 
found by experience to increase faster than the 
population. About 00 gallons, or S cubic feet per 
day to each inhabitant, is considered a fair ample 
allowance. Many cities have not half as much, 
while in other large cities, like Boston or Port 
| land, there is used and wasted a half more. With 
flieieut means for preventing waste, bO gallons 
could probably answer our city: but inasmuch as 
deauliness and health are promoted by its free 
ise. as few restrictions as possible upon the proper 
ise of it. should be introduced. Allowing then b(> 
rallons to each inhabitant, a 11-inch main will 
leliver in 12 hours a supply fur 2b 12 people, but 
n fixing upon the diameter of main pipes it must 
>o borne in mind, that by far tin* greater portion 
*f tin* 21 hours’ yield is actually drawn from them 
luring the 8 to 12 hours of daylight, and therefore 
the capacity of the main must he sufficient to fur- 
nish the daily supply in much l«*s> than 21 hours. 
Therefore I suggest a I 1 inch main, with a retain- 
ing Reservoir at the Muck-pond for lire supply and 
emergencies that may arise. 
As to the distributing pipes l have estimated as 
follows: Main distributing pipe from Muck pond 
to junction Miller and Church, thence on Church 
to Custom House Square, thence Main street to 
tide water. HibO yards 12 inch pipe: Church street 
from Main to residence of lion. Jas. I*. White. 200 
yards: S-iuch pipe: from Custom House to resi- 
dence Wm. II. McLellaii. ?.>0 yards. 2>u yards b 
inch. 400 yards I-inch : High street from junction 
to residence of A. Fauuce. bl.M» yards. 225 yards 8 
in**h. 27b yards b inch : from junction t<> Flui-nix 
House 22b y ards 8 inch Cedar street but vards 
ii inch Congress street 800 yards n inch : Miller 
street, from junction. 2bn yards b-inch Fr-ait 
street, from Depot to Pitcher A Son. 4b0 yards 
8-ineli. Making a total <-r distributing pipe, and 
cost 
12 inch Ibbo yards. -8.827 >0 
S 1800 .'*.b 12.20 
ii .'bib 11.222. o(| 
J •• 100 Kb2.Mli 
Fire plugs or hydrants are usually pl.c •• 1 I <" 
yards apart, and 1 estimate that the nee.* -. 11 
number can hr purchased for 81 ion.oo 
Tin* expense of reservoir at the muck pond will 
not exceed 8b000. of capacity sufficient for a r«* 
serve. Tile wliob* expense there will I*. 
Main pipe 1 I iin*1 it s diameter 71.bit Distributing jap- "I. I 1.00 
Fire plugs. l.2oo.ini 
Reservoir. b.000.00 
Total. 822.1KO.OO 
or m round numl *rs 8loo,ooo. 
These figures might by reduced somewhat by 
varying the size *t'the pipe, hut it would io»t la- 
advisable to do so. as what might bo saved it first 
would be a loss in the end. oil account of there i»- 
ing an insufficiency in ease of lire as well as !.\ 
increased friction and consequent bos of head, 
when in use. 'flic general praetice in largo cit s 
is. no pipe as small as 2 inches is earriod over loo 
feet, and none of I inch over loon feet. 
In conclusion let me ask of those who have been 
interested enough in this matter, to have r*ad this 
article, a candid criticism — not declaring, without 
a second thought, that we are n*>u overhurdon.*d 
with taxation, that this is a new seliouie to entail 
///.//< taxes upon them: but rather give it eareful 
consideration, and examination. and oontrast our 
annual municipal expenditure at tin* present tune, 
for protection from the ravages of tire, and the an 
mini tax paid tor insurance—which can be lessened 
one half—and contrast tuese items with the small 
amount which will need to be raised by taxation 
to pay the interest upon the bonds at b per cent 1 
am tirmly convinced tint in five wars from tin- 
time water is brought into tin* city, tin* water 
rentals will pay tin* interest and runnim •*\p**i ■—•. 
Very Truly Yours. Wm. W * wm 
Another and Better View of the Subject. 
It is gratifying to turn from the blomN 
records of the riot at Montreal to tin ;c 
count of the conduct of a New York 
priest, liev t'other T. \ McNamara, an 
Irish Catholic, founder of St. John's col- 
lege. Kings county. New York, author of 
the “Irish National Sonus.1' who read to 
tile Orangemen a lengthy address plead- 
ing "for the extinction of religious ani- 
mosit\ and for the promotion of an en- 
lightened and truly patriotic spirit among 
all classes" of his country-men. It was an 
eloquent, patriotic and Christian address 
this extract being an example of its spirit 
I have this very summer mingled in the cut 
door iratherimrs of at least .u.tniu Catholic Irish 
men who wore the Orange color at their button 
hole, ami who floated yellow hunting from every 
spar of the steamers and from every point of the 
barges that bon* their tens of thousands of putri 
otic followers over the waters ot the Hudson mall 
the picnic parks in our vicimt). I'll is was prom pled 
hy ;t spirit of enhirhteiied patriot ism. hy which lie) 
would give vi>u Irish Protesmuts to understand 
that they reeogui/c your rights a> Irishmen. and 
that your religion is m» !*;ir to I'ueir friendship and 
protection. Love the land that bore you. Me 
patriots and gentlemen, am! the modest little 
shamrock will peep out secure y at the feet of tile 
stalely lily, and the strains of u hatever musie u .• 
may individually prefer will sound eiptallv en 
rapturing hy tie* Shannon, the Lee. 111■ Lit!*, or 
the Moyne. 
1 come to you. brethren, not merely of my ..a:, 
impulse, hut with the knowledge ami approval d 
trusted and representative Irishmen. i-» t- H you 
tlial henceforth, if our will ami arms can pi- it 
it. no religious difference shall eve- mar mu* bar 
moiiv or shall form the line that either elects you 
or excludes you from the association nf pd'ids 
How contemptible is that Irishman who .ill. to 
forget that our beloved Luimei was a Protect.ml 
tiratt.au. Curran. Lit/ge raid. tie Mpmu-.- U,.;: 
'I’otie. u'Mrieii. Mavis. Martin. Mil. hell an ■ !: 
cf the grandest names that emhel'ish tIt>• Ir.sh 
lion wen 1‘rotestailts hy iramiie.: audio pres-s 
si on ; and their I'ide-taut liearts I *. t their d.a 
earllilv pulsations !<■ prove that tie ir '■> .! ai d 
their souls were intense!) and entile!) In-!: Me- 
pieable would we indeed he. net le rv 11 ■ ■. 
tempt of all well meaning people, if uluie u-- 
honor these illustrious mart) r^ in tie- ..n,- d 
trampled Ireland, we should to dav •pi.ii'n l with 
then l\ How Protestants on he tlims pn-te 
vcllow rihhoii-or Uliortliodox opinions 
Moreover, tie* speaker said, one *• 11si- 
nent Irishman in particular a man who 
lias sulleie<I lbr Ireland more than tin- 
agonies ot’ lie- gallows encouraged him 
to eome on this mission of brotherhood 
ami patriotism, which lie conelndi-d hy 
olfering a poem of ••Kevoiiciliation." >et 
to tin- air of ••'rile Uovm Waiei." ;i id 
breathing tin same tone a> his address 
'I'hen. brother, dam1 u e !*..! 1 in lim- 
Let's blend our hearts fore\er 
altar, t hrotte or part) shrine 
Shall more our friendship <c\ et 
Cor one h-l lily fragrant bloom. 
Let shamrock 'lure the ether. 
Wbile Irish sunlight hdh illume. 
We'll toast them both, my brother' 
1 hat was a hravr art h*r an Irishman 
and Catholic to perforin : far braver than 
an attack with bludgeon on the wearer 
of a yellow ribhon. And the oran.gv- 
ineu who heard it crowded around the | 
speaker, applauded him and asked foi j 
copies of his address, and in so doing j 
the\ weiv greater heroes than the bra\ 
ados who “would march in an crange- 
nieii paratle though the\ waded in blond." 
In this little epoch then* is much hope 
for the extinction of a religious animnsit} 
that has been no credit t" any who have j 
cherished it. 
'Flu* murderer of the Joyce children in llie Hus j 
scy woods. Wr«| Roxbury, Jun<\ I.'. isi.a. in ail ; 
human probability, sleeps in death m the small j 
graveyard at the easterly end ot (ialloupcs Island, j 
Hostou harbor, where he died of small pox in is. a 
His name is there given, and his age at the lime 
of the commission of the murder was *.M. He was | 
a resident in this city, and worked as a journey 
man in diilerent parts ot the city prior to tin- 
crime, and was a visitor at the house of lie -r uel 
mother, at the Soldi Knd. where lie- ehildren 
stopped while in Hostou. Takinir t" drink in- 
drifted away from Hostou. and wa- found in hi 
cago a few days after the erime. where, in one of 
his maudlin periods, lie confos.-d t" a companion i 
he was the perpetratin' of the deed. I poll e.>miim 
to his consciousness he dctiu-dall that he had said. 1 
and no further evidence could then he obtain-.- ! 
His revelations were communicated to our author 
ities. and two of ottr detective t<-r* ■ were sent t<> 
that citv to ••shadow-’ him. This as done borough 
ly.attd for six week- these cxi>erienccd othci i-s plied 
even- art to tind out the truth. ’1 hey Ih-eaine ac- 
quainted with him.gained his confidence. were with 
him frequentl\ ami heard from his own lipsthe con 
fcssiouof his perpetration ofthe double crime. Yet 
he ottered no corroborating evidence -no elm* by 
which the trail con hi 1m- I olio wed and when he w'as 
in his sober moments would invariably den v all that 
he had previously said. The revelations thus made ; 
were communicated to one of our ablest and lu st j known justices, who was to pronounce upon tin* 
expediency of an arrest. Kvcry ellbrt was made j 
to gain some corroborating testimony from him. I 
hut without avail -not a single circumstantial in j 
cident being vouch sated which would serve to 
strengthen his unsupported statement. Nevcrtlic j less, the time, the prompting, the manner, of tin* 1 
atrocity w ere in turn narrated, not only once, hut | 
over and over again, and in turn, in his sober ! 
moments, denied. The officers reluctantly gave 
up tin* case and returned to Hostou, after hccom J 
ing satisfied that it was useless to proceed further 
unless some corroboration was obtained. They 
were both impressed with the conviction that In- 
told the literal truth in his drunken moments, and 
falsified when he was sober. Sntlice it to say. in 
conclusion, that lie drifted hack to Hostou. and 
that during the small pox epidemic of is;:t, he 
took the disease, superinduced by his dissipated 
habits, and died and was buried upon (lalloupe’s 
Island, where liis grave and head board may now | 
be seen—as they were by us on Tuesday last, and 
where we learned this remarkable story. [Com 
moil wealth. 
Letter From Iowa. 
Mori/rox, Iowa. July 24. 
Deak JontXAL. Our busy little city 
lias lieeu more than usually excited tli 
week, and for two very good reasons. 
One of them is quite a romantic affair, 
and had I the pen of a modern story writ 
er, might make an interesting narrative 
of the facts in the case, which are simp!’ 
these. About six months ago a Moulton 
gentleman went to the Black Hills, and 
stopped at a little hotel between Dead- 
wood and Custer City. The propriety 
of the hotel was a single gentleman, and 
said he wanted a wife very badly, was 
rich and would like to go Hast and fin 
for himself a spouse. Whereupon tin 
Moulton gentleman told him of a pret 
accomplished lady, of this burg, w! 
would make him a first class wife. 
The landlord immediately wrote to in 
and after some correspondence propose.! 
marriage, if she liked him on seeing hin. 
She agreed; he came, she saw. and fi, 
conquered. In eight days lie depart- 
for the Black Hills, taking with him om 
of our fairest girls as his wife. K very bod 
is talking of it. and all the girls are on He 
lookout for somebody from the Bla 
Hills. This bridegroom said that be km 
of but one unmarried woman there, a 
she could have her choice of the me 
Many of our citizens hate gone to t 
Hills, and many have returned, disgust, 
and “dead broke.” I’llev sav that a ! 
tie capital may easily be doubled or tre 
led there, but that is utter foolishness f, 
a man to go without capital, or at leas’ 
enough to board himself for a while, lb, 
experience is tile only teacher, and lie; 
every yveck somebody starts for the Bla 
Hills, sure of coming back iudcpcndci 
The other great exciting earn e wa 
advent of the Kumpcun Circus. Betm 
“sun-up” many teams were in town, 
more coming from all directions. Tin 
never was so many people in town at •• 
within the memory of the oldest residei 
Horses and mules of all descriptions v 
pressed into •••: v iee. and ev,tv body ea: 
to the show. Hardlv a single buggy v.; 
to be seen, but nearly all drove a sp 
harnessed in tin- farm-wagon. Tin 
wagons are von heavy, something like 
long stout express wagon. Most of tin 
have spriups, but it is very hard ml: 
over the much maids in such a ron\> 
anee. V crmvil of people of slleh nppe; 
auee I uo\er mil ... ran ii 
lliuv it looks until the) see foi theiuseb: 
I ! a majorit) iit men weal wide hrimni 
soft lutts. ami as tin a are very dark 
sun bunted, look almost wild. Iri- 
1 Hit eh, Yankees, and Hawk-eyes inilip 
in profusion. 
The average Inwa farmer peine 
pnes alonp the streets with a look 
curiosity on his face, and hi- ettpai > 
uioutll filled with toliaceo, neeasiolla 
addressinp a remark to his wife. \v: 
lUeekiy walks alonp beside him, pee;:: 
out at tlie passers by from under her 
bonnet. 1 saw one family af the sir 
who amused me considerably. Tin 
came in the wapon. two sittinp on t 
front seat and tin- rest ii. behind on elm 
The pirls wore clean white dresses, 
the briphtest of bright ribbons, but in-: 
phive or hat : uearinp instead half hal- 
ers. or mittens knit as far as the thn 
and sunbomiets The husband and fat; 
invested in the stock of a cheap ,jewi 
man and for a dollar purchased currit;_ 
breast pin and a solid ( ) polo iinper i n 
He slipped the Initio on the little lii 
of his ripht hand and came hack m 
family prinninp all over his face. Spin 
imp out his preal black hand on his w : 
lap. hr said w ith a loud pulliiw I reek 
you'll think a ripht smart more of 
since I've made such a pood dickei 
left ihem putlinp the cm rinp-- in tin >■ 
of the oldest pirl : but saw them al 
ward under the canvass, the man ji. 
ahum half seas over. 
Our solitary heel- saloon did a pi" 
liiisinr- show day and "look in" lots 
money as Well a-l ].pie Not all all' 
was made, though. and only "lie alien 
at a fracas, one fellow tried 10 shoot a 
other with a re\ olvr, which was mi mi 
charpe. Afterward they adjourned to ! 
saloon and primed Uietuselvc with lap'- 
\s usual a w"inan was the occasion of 1 
little affair: hut I he real cause mu.-.: 1m 
been an exuberance of happiness. »-.n 1 
by so much excireinent. At the time 
this "cellrrein-e I "a! ill the (tazette oili< 
looking at the pasMup crowd, and take 
mental notes of the eomieal appearne 
"f the oilier. I Hie "I the publishei 
a driitist. and the sanctum and Ins olir 
are one. Ih-re i> his dentist chair a 
specimens of his skill. The room is a! 
the ipiarters of one of our enterprisi 
business men -a haehelov of course w! 
••sleeps himself," and lakes his meals 
the .Moore I louse. In mil corner are I 
1 loots, in another his lied, and !y inp arum 
promiscuously are the shears and wa- 
basket of the editor, makinp I'm nd~ w 
the forceps and other instruments of Ik 
I lent ist. Ne\erlhele.-s, they pi I up a I 
paper, and made some very tasty bills 
the show men. 
The circus left here at one o'clock Su 
day morning lor St. Louis, on the N 
Missouri K. IL Moulton is at the junii 
of that road and the lhiilington m 
Soul In Western. A good deal of busim 
is done oil these two roads, and all t 
morning Moulton resounds to the slur 
ol the whistle and pull and snort of I 
iron horse. The way is graded for atmtl 
road, and when it comes through to tic 
city will make thing- very lively, u 
have three mails a day. The .lounia! 
received Monday evening at d o'eloi 
after it is printed Thursday. Master 
papers are very eagerly read, and ho: 
rowed and loaned 'till they are tin. 
months old. Most of oure.tizcns are fro 
the Mast, and hut very few natives. The: 
are a great many from Ohio and Ulinc 
and few from Pennsylvania. I have 
met any one from the I’ine Tree State 
this part of Iowa, though there are sotic 
in the central part. Well, 1 don't blaim 
them for not leaving dear old Maine 
search of a better home. Its very name 
is dear and near, and recollections of tin 
many happy hours spent there bring 
feelings of regret and sorrow. I would 
like to look again on the waters of tic 
Penobscot and snilf its salt breezes. Tie 
breeze here is hot enough, and unless :: 
rains soon I shall have to go to the rive 
to get water enough to wet the stamp 
that carries this to you. Mak. 
Mi Johnson, a wealthy mail of Chicago, 
said: "The strikers outlie railroads an 
not to he confounded with the mthaii- 
and hummers. I sometimes send out In 
hire loll men at sl.utl a day. My recruit 
mg men pass through the hummers’ quar 
ters and announce 'Hands wanted!’ No 
body stirs. They would rather rob than 
work. It is those fellows who proclaim 
this to he a war between capital and la 
bor." [Hath. 
Nows of the City and County. 
Time for green com. but it hasn't come. 
Another new hand at the city bell. Next. 
We are now experiencing dog-days and fog. 
The salmon fishing for the season is about over: 
\ well is being dug in the cellar of the .Masonic 
building. 
Isn't it about time for predictions concerning 
next winter ? 
It is now August, gentle reader, and summer i> 
on the decline. 
V v dices-- from the Waldo County factories 
.'in the market. 
The fall term of the Freedom Academv is ad- 
vertised in another column. 
lYmo- rat.' ol several towns in tin.' county will 
: ! Uotier' I»1 rauens.-s in special notice column, 
"l be 'art- r family «■! Udfast, have had their an 
il reunion There w.-r-- only about liftv pn-sent. 
Cleat impiov.-meuts are living made at the 
u; : ground, under C;-- -hp-riiiteudenec of Mr. 
( alderwood. 
Tie-re ;s ..uiti- > licet ot -quare rigged vessels 
m >• Mi-sport I,,,ii".: two ships, three barks 
nd two bl urs 
\:’t• -r tIn- fourth of .1 id;, experience of our * it 
it is .lillieult in .vi up an excursion to Bar 
Harbor Two attempt' ha\ failed 
\ f-*w e-.pu- W ii 1 i:tui-*»u‘.' History ot Bella.-1 
! ■! itailied, a! >«'. till per \ ollUlie. of A. I 
o ■■•lit at his residence on Main street 
Tie- i- i,g ilrouti. was broken on Thursday last, 
gentle r.iin. which somewhat revived droop 
v'egi-tai ion \|or, of the -aim- kind is needed. 
A: ..!<• in-lallatioii of otlie.-r- in tin-Hood Temp 
lodge. owning. F\<> -rnor IVrham. 
ue! Won hi Cliiei Tempi.ir of Maim-, will b- 
pl-selit. 
I !i t he .-all thr-nigh..ut I In- country for tin- fmvos 
i' a I j in-111 h vioter> i:i the large rilies. 
I "i.it- !ia\ y v ard. in Belfast was cut irely j 
••••-looked. 
I 1 •• m-w ship W H < oiiu-w. apt. IVndlcton. i 
! -i ar.-p--ri. ha- ju-1 huisle-d loading at Bangor. 
l.iVi-rp--'-; li' algo consists .-t I.el .'.HIM 
ert of lumber. 
M M il Wi!l-o; oatra< t--r for building the 
i'-"!iast raiiio.,-1 ha- vi-i-.-ived the appointment ol' 
;■• i:t« ii-1-- : ..f tie- « -.n-truction of the Asylum 
t la-; on ana-la 
..p u hi] in thi.- vu-iiiily we have 
-ng droiilli t.. in- eastward logs 
and to !;-• w »-st ward there has 
:. an ample rain fall 
Belfast 
ir the ensil 
W F Thompson. \V <' T : Mrs. Levi 
-ill-. W \ T F. A. iir. --r. Senvtary. 
! r*-1_■!e oj. the Belfast railroad is n-niarkabh' 
! ifr present. coal and lime t--ruling the primi- 
On Friday a sp< 
••: fonrt. ••:. io.t i*-i 1 ears went out for the in 
nor. 
mvs 1 lint Lamnm hasn't run away from 
fit w::.> sent after a pail of water. Owing In 
tn a '.1 scarcity !' w ati-r ia Belfast, lie has 
i■ unable to complete his errand, lie is look 
n*r his return. 
\ special night watch was put on last week as a 
a.it.mi against tire, with instruct ion to remain 
nightly anti! it should rain. The next dav u e 
-• U\nre,i witha beautiful shower Why didn’t 
think of it before. Mr. Mayo; 
liandall W Kilts, of this city, on Saturday. >■>: 
’.ted .1 specimen lmndle of rye. grown upon his 
t'arm. that was well headed out. and stood six and 
half feet in 'Height, lie has a held of twenty 
vs os' this gra n. Mr. K is one ot our most 
Mu eessful farmers. 
TVe late M II. IVrh y. of New Brunswick, in 
wo*'k on the fisheries of the Province. sa\> 
porgics l ave sometimes been sold to ttie ig 
"rant for tab shad. We mention this fact, as the 
ps an f twetitv b e barrels of shad in Iluckland 
h ivhor. b\ a porgy st.-amer. has been reported 
\* : pi: vrs A \ou:ig sou of M <Dilworth. 
•a Sprim street fell from a wagon, one day last 
:1 tat -• nn k h :m ovi r »in- eye and giaueing 
nearly m v an ar V mug sou ot A. K P. 
Moore, fell if"! pia'lbnu the same dav and 
■ !•:< his thigh. 
Vn :i• ii people talk about the expense and ad 
’axes timt .A! be incurred by the straight 
■ High street, they do not take into eon- 
ieraHon the increase in the valuation of a 
,ll"‘ Ini ding over a i■ ■ w old dilapidated wooden 
w 11;e 1 ■ displaces '1’lie taxes on tie- new 
will. i:i a tew years, pay all the damages. 
: a r- of Belfast have completed the tax 
1 tor this year and ’•onimitted th.* books to 111.• 
The t.aai a!ua! urn is ;»; I .poO. an in 
.'t of aii.>i11 >|.'i.buo over last veer’s valuation, 
id’t-r poll •• I .Hi. a decrease ot’ |<t since 
is' near 'll" whole amount of taxes assessed 
pt sell"id district is >1 b,••(•<.Abeing about 
mm» less than last year. The rate of taxation is 
s no ,,n ~ l.oi'ii. w Inch includes the highway tax. 
lAgc. 
List year |-iece ,.| cotton cloth which had 
-•« n put "lit t" Ideaeh. was stolen from the 
.a.. "! residence i.n Nortliport avenue. l’e 
trance medium was ipn slimicd. while ill 
trail--a ion cming the robbery, and described 
pi ■■•>!'. s n iiu stole i!:. cloth and the house to 
a eti u ».a.s taken Ills statements continued 
the suspicion of t lie neighborhood 
d "seph M < K erne y w a- l.efo," .Ir.st id Mu re] on 
1 '•!' la't week. on complaint -.! Zebulan She! 
dot foi ssault and batten Tin* par ies ii\e in 
.Northport. Sheldon 1.- titie that rceentlv heal 
tempted to cop.- | relit fl "!ll Me i\ ’Till-a W'!|n Wli« 
ii. Ins "ii si -. when M c K i! 111 \ assaulted 
III. M e K ellliey s t.-si iin.eiv Was a. lieu nil to any 
ssault. Sipiire Minvh thought that kicks and 
:ill'- were not a h gal tender for house rent, and 
11:**iI Mekeuncy g| and costs, from which he 
appealed. 
M Inic iii a neighborin'.!- town recentiy. uv visit 
1 1 -everal |Miiato fields ami witnessed the ravagc.s 
h' potato hug and aiso noted the dillcreiiec 
!",uvi-i.-ii an industrious and a slovenly farmer in 
••-'an! n this pest. Some lie Ids. by a constant 
arfaiv of extermination, had been entiivh freed 
the buir. while a neighboring ]>ateh would he 
terally covered with them A farmer who wan 
d\ allows this prolitic destroyer to accumulate 
his Tops not only injures himself, but in 
jnres. and puts an extra amount of lal>or upon, 
more industrious neighbor. 
\nother of the old and honored citizens of Bel 
i-a lias passed away. lion. Neliemiah Abbott died 
•ii l:i> ivsidruee mi Thursday evening, at the age 
id Mr Abbott came to this city in IS 10. and 
"p'-iod a law oilier, after having nraetieed at Calais 
and it Columbus. Miss. His legal acquirements, 
industry, faithfulness to hi* clients, ami strict in ! 
tcgrit\ (livw about Dim a !argr business, and lie ae 
eiimiilated a fortune. In lspj and Is IB he ivpre 
sented Belfast as a Democrat, in the Legislature. 
t*n tin- formation of the Republican party. Mr. 
\hhott became an active member, and was elected 
t" a term in Congress. During Jxtioaml ism; he 
was Mayor of Belfast. 
liver since the Masonic association commenced 
to luiild the foundation for their block on the new 
boundary line of High street, as located by the 
■ ity government. there has been more or less fault 
dmliiiii on the part of some citizens. The matter 
•*’ last assumed the form of a petition, asking the 
city government to change the line and make it 
conform to the easterly side of High street from 
MeClintoek block along I’hcnix Row. This would 
m-ecssitute the removal of the front wall of the 
Masonic block just completed, at considerable ex- 
pense. The petition was signed by Israel Cox and 
nineteen others. On Thursday evening of hist, 
week the Mayor called a special session of the citv 
government to receive the petition and listen to 
their grievances. The hoard waited one hour, and 
no one appearing to advocate their cause, the pe- 
titioners were given leave to withdraw. It is pro 
smiled this is the last we shall hear of it. 
Dkownino ArcinK.Ni. On Monday afternoon, 
Freddy, aged about live years, son of ('apt. Pearl 
'V. Bagiev, was drowned at the Sanford whaf. lie 
was last seen about the middle of the afternoon on 
the wharf, ami shortly afterwards his hat was pick- 
ed up flouting in the dock, it was at first thought 
he might have strayed on board and been taken 
away by steamer Cambridge which left at about 
that time, and a telegram was dispatched to Cam 
den. There hud been no outcry heard by any one 
and more or less pimple had been about the wharf 
‘di day. As the tide began to ebb the bottom was 
dragged, and at seven o’clock in tin* evening his 
body was discovered under the wharf. There was 
a contusion on the head, which indicated that he 
either fell from the wharf or his father’s vessel 
which is discharging there, and struck his head 
against one or the other, rendering him uncon- 
scious—hence no outcry when he fell. An inquest 
was thought unnecessary. 
1 ho stickiness of dog days now prevails. 
1 he paper mills on the east side have suspended 
t«»r a short time. 
1 here were thirteen days on which it rained in 
.1 uly of last year. 
Sell. Florida is discharging a cargo of 118.000 
met of hard pine lumber for 1). W. Dyer. 
'1 he (iraud Jury room at the Court house, is be- 
ing renovated, and a new carpet will be laid. 
A knock down occurred at the depot on Monday 
between >oine «>f the excursionists and Belfast boys 
Tlie colony of Indians below Sanford wharf 
struck their tents V\ ednesday, and left for Hock 
| laud. 
For.:;- steamers still linger about our harbor and 
bay. (iood hauls t* ti>li were made on Wedncsdav 
! morning. 
A party sojourners at one of <»ur seaside tot- 
luges was last week broken up by an invasion of 
the mumps. 
L rne st. son of < 'apt. Otis Patterson, makes his, 
brst trial of a life on tin* ocean wave, in the ship 
F IJ. < 'onner. 
( apt. F. D. Jlerriman. of the linn of llcrriman. 
Farmington A Co.. Liverpool, has been fora few 
days in our city. 
1'he pasturage Ini' been so poor iu eonseipieuei- 
"I the drouth, that it has been necessarv to feed 
>toi lc in the barn. 
An enthusiast iu summer camping has invented 
a hammock fur carrying two. After a week s trial 
she says it works well. 
F'orkmen eoimii'-need on F'cdncsdav to lav 
brick oil the Masonic block. The material i> fur 
Iiished !>y MeKeen of this city 
>eh. Mary is at Sibley's wharf undergoing slight 
repairs. Her maimuast will be taken out. ( apt. 
1 * oiiel Mefiee will resume command of her. 
M'-amcr Cambridge had on .Monday a large 
Jreurht of ratth* for Boston. They were to supph 
the deli eicne\- caused bv strikers on Western roads. 
\ tlower admiring lady of this city has in her 
trarden a half hogshead of water, in which poml 
lilies are iu bloom. The roots were obtained from 
tile bottom of a pond. 
\ elotiies line in the rear of tin- Vew Fnglainl 
ib-ii'C w as o;- .Saturday night robbed of a consid 
ci'able spread of 'heels and things pert ai Hina to 
I hat abode for travellers. 
Deacon Blanchard and wife, of Burnham, cole 
hraied 1 lie tillieih anniversary of their wedding on 
tin- 11th. on which occasion Jour generations met 
n! their house. The presents were numerous and 
rich. 
F B. I\ no wit >n has pure base* I from the Cunning- 
ham heirs, of Baltimore, the lot adjoining the Ma 
sonic block, on which bis store now stands. II' 
w ill undoubtedly build or move on a line with the 
new building. 
Mi'. Cochrane, keeper of Sears's Island, who has 
had occasion to deal with trespassers upon that 
domain, has received letters threatening shooting 
and burning of bis buildings. Mr. C. doesn't scare 
umrh. however. 
At tin* Belfast Foundry they are using a new 
invention ot Mr. Castle’s lbr moulding gearing of 
my size or bevel without tin* use of a pattern. It 
works nieely. and saves great expense where but a 
'ingle easing is called for. 
Tin stopping ofthc ancient water course at the 
Masou'n block has turned a horrible stream of 
ww.-rage into the wells at tim Livery < oinpany's 
'tables Water for the horses has to he hauled. 
Vnothcr argument for a w ater supply. 
The mill and .shingle machine of Elias C. Fowler 
f Albion, were burned on the loth. They caught 
Ii'oin l'P-s in tl’.e woods.The son of Crosby Pow- 
er. who>e foot was severely cut by a mowing ma- 
•hiii*-. is out on crutches, and will probably entirelv 
veover. 
A sailboat, containing one woman, two men and 
w o jugs of liquor, on its way to the tinker ground 
>n Sunday morning last, was upset <>!f Patterson's 
Point. The former three were rescued by a boat 
:iear by. while tie- jugs drifted down among the 
linker licet and were captured. 
Dr Holmes writes of the good time coming — 
When berries whortle. rasp and straw 
Crow bigger downward through the box." 
But tin- present tins.- i> degenerate in this respect. 
\ box with plump and luscious blueberries dis 
I'iayed mi top. turns out from the bottom most 
weazened and unwholesome specimens. 
Hazeltine A < b. of Belfast have chartered to load 
it this ami other ports the sc hr. Lois V. Chaples. 
with lime and hay. and schrs. J. C. Drew and 
Florida with ice : all for Jacksonville. Schr. Eil 
ban has loaded paving stones at the Point tor 
Boston. Ilazeliine it Bickford have loaded a cargo 
>f ice for a southern pojt. 
Ca;>t. Boyal Cilkev. of ship C. B. Hazeltine. 
writes to us that since that vessel was built by C 
P. c.irler A in I Sop. she has visited almost all 
parts of tin* know n world, has never made a vov 
ige without a dividend to the owners, and is still 
good ship. The original owners were A. J Boss. 
Henry Darlim; and the master, and none of them 
have sold out. 
Mr. Tuttle of Belfast, has a verv neat summer 
cottage adjoining' the Wesleyan Hotel, on the 
camp ground, in the upper story of w hich he has a 
neat photograph saloon. V isitors can have photo 
graphs nieely taken, singly or in groups, and few 
of them neglect to bring awa\ their pictures in 
campim- costume. 
t harles B. Hazeltine. aided by lish commission 
er Sti 11 u*■ 1!. has put into t.tiiantebaeook a qinin 
tits of black bus.-, with the view of stocking 
tie- pond with them. They are splendid table 
1 i>h. 1 *ii.• r< add;, and allbrd excellent sport. Mr. 
11. hopes that those who may catch the bass dur 
tug the next two or three years will put them back 
into tlie pond, so that they may get a fair start. 
\ ft er tiiat time they will take care of themselves. 
A Srarsport port sends to this oilier, for publi 
ration, some lines on an anrirnt church, in which 
occur such couplets as these 
Why not worship then* through gales ami storms. 
Worship the lovely X a/a re lie horn 
Because the chapel was old and rotten, 
its timbers were weak, and some were broken, 
its walls were o'crgrowii with many a vine. 
The honeysuckle, ivy and running thyme. 
The poem is sent to us as '‘perfectly original." 
There can be no doubt of it. 
B \si: Bali.. The Pastime club of this city, 
phn ed a game at the Belfast trotting park, on 
Tuesday afternoon, with a nine irom Stockton. A 
very spirited and exciting game was had. and the 
small score indicates good playing upon both sides. 
Tin* Belfast boys were the winners by a score of 
twelve to six. A game will be played at the park 
to-day. Thursday, between the Pastimes and a 
Roekport club, and on Friday our boys will engage 
the Dirigos of Rockland, at the same place. A 
game between Belfast and Pittslield clubs is prom 
iscd for tin* future. 
F\t nsioNs. The excursion last week from 
Dexter. Pittslield and that vicinity to this city, 
was unfortunate in having a rainy day, which 
greatly lessened the number. On Monday thev 
made another attempt, some gOU arriving on a 
special train. The day also proved rainy and fog 
making it very unpleasant for them. The 
party was taken down tin* hay on a vessel towed 
by steamer May Queen. On Tuesday the Fnitarian 
Sabbath school ot Belfast made its annual excur 
sion to Camden on the May Queen. The dav 
proved very beautiful. 
('apt. Henry .1. Chaples. of sell. Lois V. Chaples, 
of Belfast, oil a r.*ccnt passugo, from Brunswick. 
Cin.. to /riiomastoii. reports that while 100 miles 
mist of Charleston, fell m with a bark living a flag 
of distress. On running alongside he found it to 
be the British hark Cuba, from .lamacia to London* 
with a cargo of rum and sugar. The captain re 
ported his cargo on fire and wished the Chaples to 
accompany him into Charleston. Capt. Chaples 
deviated from his course, and left the distressed 
vessel only when near port and a pilot on board. 
When asked his price, Capt. Chaples. with the true 
dignity of an American seaman, replied that he 
had but done his duty, and that he asked nothing 
to befriend a fellow seaman in danger and distress. 
The horse trot for the benelitof the Agricultural 
Society, advertised in another column, is due to 
the following cireuuistauces : During tin* past two 
years the Society has incurred an indebtedness of 
bet ween tfgOU and >:too. This is due to the fact that 
the entry-fees and gate money taken in the depart 
inent comprising stock, manufactured and fancy 
articles, farm products. A c., have been entirely in- 
sufficient to pay the premiums offered in that de 
partment. To obviate tlm necessity for an assess 
ment upon members, the gentlemen entering horses 
give a trot on the 7th inst.. the proceeds to he do- 
nated to the Society. As no purses are otfered, the 
entire gate money is to lie applied to the payment 
of the Society indebtedness. They invito a large 
attendance, both to witness two warmly contested 
races, and to relieve our Agricultural Society from 
its present embarrassment. 
.1 uly has gone. 
Cottages on the shore of the bay rent for two 
dollars per day. 
The t*. S. Coast survey sc hr. Earnest is daily 
expected at this port. 
The ludians take advantage of the improve- 
ments of the pale face, by having their basket 
stuff come to them on the cars. 
Attention is called to the following new adver 
tiseiuents— Hard pine lumber for sale by i>. AY. 
Dyer.\ cargo of corn lately arrived and for sale 
by A. M. Carter.Notice the change in Dr. Ho- 
mer's office days. 
Ail encampment of Odd-Fellows will be institut- 
ed in this city, on Tuesday. Aug. ?. The Grand 
officers of the Grand Encampment of Maine will 
ho present, also delegations of patriarchs from 
Saco. Portland. Bangor. Lewiston and Augusta. 
Bufus AY eat. of Frankfort, who has taken this 
paper ever since it was started, forty-eight years 
ago. called and paid his annual subscription last 
W ednesday. Mr West still lives on the farm on 
°u which he was horn, and which has ever since 
been his home. 
Oil Tuesday afternoon. Mr. Houston, belonging 
on the east side, took a seat in the Bangor stage i«» 
go to his home. The stage is an open wagon, and 
the buck seat, on which lie sat. was not fastened. 
^ lien the horses started the seat came out, throw 
ing .Mr. H. backward upon the stone pavement. 
He was insensible for some time. Rut recovered 
sufficiently t>* be carried home. 
We had a call on Wednesday from Capt. .John 
Paiino. of Stockton, late of ship Shamrock. That 
ship was one of the large licet that was loading J 
guano, at Point Lobo*. Peru, at the time of the 
great earthquake in May. She was caught in the 
tidal wave, and completely wrecked. The captain 
describe.* the scene as one of appalling terror the 
mountainous waves tearing the ships from their 
moorings, dashing them together, staving in their 
sides and tearing out their masts. W<- have 
heretofore published accounts of the destruction 
wrought by tin* great earthquake. 
Sr.\i:si*oi: r. Tin* Engine Cos excursion to 
< 'amdeii Tuesdav wa.N a very plea-ant allair. A inong 
the attractions was a game of base ball between a 
picked nine from the Engine Co. and a picked nine 
from Rock port. Rockland and members of tin* col 
lege nines, who are spending their vacation m 
Camden. Oulv seven innings were {.laved, tie* 
score standing id to Id in favor of the college niii-a 
Due of the features of the game was tile batting of 
Dow of the Harvard**.A man named Frank < old*. 
last week, hired a team from Robert Allen, got 
drunk, disposed of both horse and carriage and 
left for parts unknown. Deputy sheriff Black 
found the horse at A. J. Stevens. Belfast, and the 
carriage in Waldo, the latter having been purchased 
by W in. Stoddard of Belfast ....Tile followingarc the 
movements of the larger shipping at this place 
Tin* ship W. H. Conner, Capt. Pendleton, sails to 
day for Liverpool. The bark Forest Belle. Capt. 
Noyes, is loaded with deals for Cardiff. Ship S. F. 
Hersev. Capt. Small, will sail for Bangor to load 
deals for Liverpool. Baikentine Clara E. McGil- 
very. Capt. Walnut, will proceed to Macliias to 
load lumber for South America. 
Generalities. 
Coal has advanced All cents per ton in New York. 
New York has got rid of nearly KHMi dogs this 
summer. 
Then* were four fatal eases of sunstroke in New 
York Friday. 
Dev. Altai: J. Hates of (i raft on. Mass., dropped 
deail at Lincoln, Me., Sunday. 
(iranville Tiukhuni of Xorridgewock. aged -I. 
was drowned while bathing Saturday. 
Wendell Phillips is talked of as the candidate ot 
the Massachusetts Prohibitionists for Governor. 
Fast Host on got up quite :i celebration over the 
passage of the ordinance making the ferries free. 
The American Hag has been hoisted at Samoa 
and allegiance formally tendered to the I'nited 
States. 
The Dubuque Times earnestly advises the use 
of shot gnus and revolvers to abate the tramp 
nuisance. 
The well known comedian. Piaeidc. committed 
suicide last week, in New Jersey lie was sixty 
nine years old 
Elder Peek, the somewhat notorious ex state 
treasurer of Maine, turned up at Pocky Point. K. 1. 
as a temperance orator. 
The State has recently purchased a Catling gun. 
one of the latest improvements, which has been 
placed in the arsenal at Hangor. 
There is a distemper among the horses in the 
town of Weld which proves fatal in most eases. 
Seven out of eight alllicted have died. 
Philadelphia has PJ.IHHI houses to rent, and it is 
predicted that before cold weather, families will 
so unite that the number will be increased to |A. 
000. 
Much has been written about the meanest man. 
and at last the meanest woman has risen. She 
allows her daughter only Ido buttons on her sum 
mer dress. 
Miss Yon ilillern succeeded in her attempt to 
walk All miles in twelve hours at Portland. .Mon 
day. having 7m. to spare. Her best mile wa- 
in 11 in. Ids. 
On the -Jlt'ii inst, a man mimed Linscott of Fils 
worth was so badly gored by a bull that his right 
lung was exposed to view. His injuries are sup 
posed t*t be fatal. 
Mrs. \\ ilkie, a widow lady aged about tilty years. 
• lied almost instantly Thursday at Dexter, at about 
p. m.. while attending to her work at one of the 
rooms at Stone Mill. 
A drunken rough, named ('lias. McAlline made 
an attempt to shoot assistant Pity Marshal Longa 
of Manchester, N. H., Thursday, hut was linally 
fatally wounded himself. 
Ceorge W. Peek, editor of the Daily Advertiser 
in Albany, N. ,l .. shot himself Saturday evening, 
the hall entering his head above the right ear, 
causing death in half an hour. 
Tim Courier says that a valuable cow belonging 
to Mr. Ceorge W Lermond of Dockland, fell into a 
well in a pasture last \\ ednesday. and was drown 
ed before she could he got out. 
John Mi-Fall and Patrick Filey quarrelled in a 
saloon on Fverett street, East Hostou. Sunday 
morning, and the former was fatally stabbed in 
the breast. Filey is under arrest. 
A youth of sixteen, a nephew of ex (low Israel 
Washburn, was drowned while bathing in the sui t 
at the Atlantic House. Seahoro Beach. The body 
was recovered in about two hours. 
The population of Texas is increasing so rapidly 
that the (lalveston News predicts that at the next 
census the returns w ill he doubled oil those of 1S70. 
when the enumeration was SISfo7l>. 
A paid messenger from the Baltimore A Ohio 
Failroad has been over the Eastern and Hostou A 
Maine railroads seeking to incite the employes to 
strike, hut lie met with no success. 
Young ladies and geir.lemen desiring a thorough 
and practical business education are referred to ad 
vertisement in another ‘oluiuii, of Dirigo Husiness 
College, which aims to lit for business or teaching. 
The Milwaukee Hoard of Health has appointed a 
competent person, “to test the various fancy drinks 
made and sold at the bars’' in that city, allowing 
him two months for testing and making his report. 
Professor Francis Wuyland of Yale College saw 
two burglars trying to enter a ho use on Whitney 
avenue. New Haven, recently, and giving chase to 
them in his carriage, secured the arrest of one of 
them. 
There are a number of Indians at work at the 
oil wells of Pennsylvania. [Exchange. We sup- 
pose they belong to the hoist-ile tribes about which 
we have heard so much lately. [Philadelphia 
Bulletin. 
A little son of John 11. Brown, tcauister of Bath, 
fell while playing on logs near the Bath Com 
mercial ami Manufacturing Co.'s wharf. Thursday, 
fell overboard and was drowned. Tin* body was 
recovered. 
In a church at West Meriden. Conn., the other 
night, a crazy female shouted, between tin* verses 
of a hymn, “1 adjure you. in the name of tin* Lord 
Cod A'mighty, to trot that hymn slow." it was 
accordingly trotted slow. 
A cable dispatch says that Ex Governor Tilden 
and Mr. Bigelow left on the steamer Scytlia at 
Queenstown, Thursday, and proceeded to Cork. 
They will sojourn in Ireland some time and pro- ceed thence to Scotland. 
The Kepubliean says that Miss Barbara Frye of 
Machiasport while walking through a piece of woods, was met by a sailor from a vessel in port and robbed ot SIS and indecently assaulted. Her haul cries frightened the villain away. 
An order has just been received from Paris by 
tw«> of the largest silk mills in Paterson. X for 
tin* manufacture of a certain description of silk- goods. This is believed to he the first order re 
eeived from Europe for American silks. 
On the occasion of the recent railroad excursion 
to Moose head Lake, one of the speakers stated that then* were over 700.000 acres of heavilv tim 
bered land bordering on this lake, and that‘it had 
•100 miles of shore, including the islands. 
••Citizen Schwab" of Xew York, one of the per- 
sons most active in getting up the workingmen's 
meetings, keeps a rum shop. He is a tine example of a laboring man's champion, who takes his mo 
lie}’, steals his brains and robs his family of bread. 
Fifteen prisoners are now at work in the jail 
workshops at Bangor. The smallest number ever 
employed in the shop is twelve and the largest 
forty five. The broom factory is in full operation 
and’ is turning out a large amount of first class 
work. 
More than live million cans of corn are now 
packed in Maine annually, and sold in every part 
of the world, yielding a business to the State of 
about$l,2.rH).OO0, and giving profitable employment 
to from eight to ten thousand people during the 
packing season. 
The Ohio Democracy. 
The Democrats nt Ohio, in convention 
at Columbus, on the d."ith. nominated for 
Governor H. M. Bishop, of Cincinnati. 
The candidate is a well known wealthy 
merchant, and a von popular man, al- 
though not heretofore prominent in poli- 
ties. lie is believed to lie the mau to 
carry Hamilton county, that is regarded 
as the key to the position. Gen. Vabez 
W. Bitch of Coyahoga County, was nom- 
inated by acclamation lie Lieut. Gov- 
ernor. The following is 
Tim rt.emiKsi. 
The Denioemtie party <•; Ohio, in Ftm t'ouven- 
tion assembled. renews tie* pledge of de\uiion to 
the Union and Constitution with its am--- .!• ix«• nt. 
It declares as essential to tin* pivserviii <ci of free 
goveniment faithful adherence to tie following 
principles: Strict eonstruetion. home rule, su 
premacy of civil over military power. Duration of Church’and Sm;e. equalitv *«.f all citizens before 
tint law. libort} of individual actions unvexed by 
sumptuary lav *. absolute acquiescence in the law- 
fully expressed will of the majority, opposition to 
all subsidies, preservation of public lauds to use of 
actual settler*, maintenance and perfecting of the 
common school system, pertinent to issue now 
pending before the people. 
That we look upon the inauguration of 
K. B. Hayes to tin* high olliee of President of if.- 
United States, m spite of a majority of the eleeln 
ral and popular vote given by the people to Samuel 
J. Tildeu. as the most dangerous eiuTouelinieiit 
upon popular light* that has ever been attempted 
in this or any oilier five country, liepetitioii of 
fraud will not be tolerated. 
Second. Destruction of tin* industry of the conn 
try and the pauperizing of labor are the ;n«• gable 
fruits of vi<‘ious laws enacted by the Bepub ieaii 
party. 
Third Tliat a- a n .uis of relieving the distress 
ed portion.* of t!;e community and lvim-vim: ihe 
great stringejn-;. complained oi in business circles 
we demand the immediate repeal of the resumption 
ad. 
1 earth. 1 liat we denounee a* ail outrage upon 
the rights of the pt ople it.:i:u tuieiit o| tie !{<• 
juibl ieaii measure demon.-ti/ing si her. and den ami 
the passage of a law which shall restore 1o .vlvcr 
its monetary power: 
Fifth. We favor tlie retention of greenback cur 
reney as tin best paper money we have ever had. 
and declare against any further contract ion 
Sixth. We congratulate the country upon the 
acceptance bv the present administration of the 
eoustit1 tional and pacific polie\ «■!' lot ui >elf guv 
erutnc’ t in the States South, so long advocated bv 
tin* Democratic party, which has brought peace 
and harmony to that section of the I'nion. 
Seventh. That tie* registry law framed bv the 
last legislature i* burdensome and expensive, and 
discriminated unjustly against the poorer classes 
of voters, and we therefore demand its immediate 
repeal. 
Kiglith W -- favor a tariff for revenue. 
Ninth. We favor tin* issue l.\ the tb-neral Hov 
eminent alone of til circulating mediums, w hctlnv 
paper or metal lit. to be aiw ays of equal tender and 
incouvertablc. 
Tenth, That we condemn the acts of the Federal 
administration in using the regular troops of the 
I uited States to interlere with elections and other 
political allairs of the States as unconstitutional, 
unlawful and unjustitiable. and destructive of tin- 
rights of the people and of the Stales. 
Kleventh. We commend the ticket this day 
formed by tin convention to the favorable eon 
sideration and support of all citizens of the State. 
Kverylioily knows that a mob is a course, 
tierce and unscrupulous wild beast, for 
the time being. and as such must he dealt 1 
with. But how are w to characterize 
(without doing wild beasts injustice) the 
mob at I ‘it t si m fa which actually carried 
a eol'lin to the house of (leu. l’earson, and 
told Mrs. Pearson that they intended to 
kill her hu.-liand and put him into it .’ She 
was there with her children, her mother ! 
and her sister, and with no protection. 
No wonder her hair grew white in a sin- 
gle night, k is curious that those mob 
characteristics shoud he always the same. 
[Tribune. 
Vanderbilt announce.- that until he ran run | 
trains and conduct business as he desires, all husi ! 
ness connected with his road .-hall ••ease. Tin- j 
will make the strikers ameuuble to tin- I'nited j 
States laws for obstructing mails, and the IMv.- j ident will enforce the law against those intcrferinir ; 
with railroads, which authorizes the sho-uLiu of 
any one cauirht in the act. 
While di-rj:inir in his cellar tlie other day. a Bui 
tinioiv man discovered a deposit of more than i .' j 
dozen pint bottles of p:de ah*, which upon exami j 
nation, proved to he in prime order and condition, 
and of choice quality. They must have been phle 
ed when* they were found nearly \?ii years aav 
The bottles are of stone, and the ah* of the de 
scription kn >\vu as Scotch pah* ah*. 
A de-patch from Norfolk. \ 1.. say- that the m* J 
yro i_rill. Jennie Brown, who wa.- -■> badly shot < i 
the Fourth of July on the steamer N. I*. Banks by 1 
Assistant Suraeou \. \. Wilson of tlie 1 ailed 
States lYiirate Franklin, lii lire red until Friday : i :h 
when she expired at tin* Hospital of St. \ irteenl de j 
Haul. Dr. Wilson, who was at larire ou hail. v. 
rearrested Saturday and committed to jail. W in. 
Brown, who was also shot by Dr. Wil-on at the > 
time, has recovered. Ml thi- i- the mifort 11u;:t• 
result of a drunken frolie in celebration o| the 
.•riorums Fourth. 
The people of Sllllou. N. 11.. an* IIIuch excited 
over the traeie death of Kphraim Marstoii. a icde.l [ 
citizen of that town. wlm.-e si ubb..runes- i.ad kept j 
him in lawsuits most of tin* time through iheln-l ! 
half century, reduced him i«» rairuvd and hum.rry 
poverty, and driven him half crazy. A few day.- 
ayo he was cored by an ok. and. thoinrii m»t dan 
irerously hurt, a woman was hired to wateh with 
him. A crony called on her at niirht. and the two 
women pot boozy drunk and cave the irroaiiimr 
man a whole bottle of laudanum at a do-e. and 
when they awoke in lie* morning Marston was 
cold and stiff. 
Mr John know lion of Fanniu vlon. seems to be 
very unfortunate just now. lie lot his l»ui 1 dine 
by lire a short time airo, also la rev sums of money 
by failure. A short lime since a yoiimr man mini j 
ed Cyrus Moodwin tool; three wacom- and note- i 
amounting- to ah»*ut In-be cine to Mr. k 
and started for Aroostook county io dispose of the 
same. After some time had elapsed and n«* iv 
turns wore received from Coodwin. Mr. kuowltou 
wrote to parties in Aroostook and was informed in 
reply that the man had sold the wucoiis. collected 
the notes and started for parts 11 uknow n. 
The broken down constitution caused by kidney. 
Bladdcrand I’rinary Diseases.is promptly ,-trenal h 
'•tied, and these complaints cured by lit n tI {km 
khv. Dropsy. 1'aiu in the Side. Back and Loins. 
Diabetes, Excesses, 1 iiteni]ieranee. and Cravel, are 
cured by Htni’s l{i:\ii:i»y. All Diseases of the 
kidneys. Bladder and Crimin' Orcaus an* cured 1»v 
II n s k'KMKhV. 
Ot.AiiKtfs Tooth A* in: Duop.s cure .Waut/i. 
The air of perfection, cleanliness and home like 
comfort which is so apparent at the Ymerieau 
House. Boston, is «me of t he characteristic teatures 
of that well revrulate.l estahLshuieiit. To those 
disposed to economist*, this popular Hotel oilers 
an opportunity seldom found at so thoroughly a 
lirst class Itouso. having reduced its rates to sj.Oii 
and s‘d.50 ]>or day. 
Pills, Potions and Pungenolea, 
The Colossal Bronze Statute of Vielory which 
stands in the Hark, at Lowell, before tin* tomb of 
the lirst soldiers that fell in the revolution, is a 
lasting and beautiful tribute of art. Ii is one of 
tin* lirst objects soiiirht by strangers visitin'*; our 
sister city, which indeed many visit purposely to 
see this eleirant object of hiirh art. It was obtain 
ed from the Kiny; of Bavaria by Dr. J.C. Ayer, to 
whom his Majesty was especially trracious in ae 
kiiowledtfeiucnt of what his remedies arc reputed 
to have done for the sutlcr'iutr sick. It was domit 
ed by the Doctor to the City of Lowell as a per- 
manent and speakiuy emblem of t In* victories hot h 
of Science and Anns. [Hagerstown (Mil.) Hrcss. 
Murder Will Out. 
A lew years ago “August Flower" was discover- 
ed to l>e a certain cure ldr Dyspepsia and Liver 
Complaint, a few thin Dyspeptics made known to 
their friends how easily and quickly they had been 
cured by its use. Tin* great, merits of (Jrkkn's 
Arorsr Fi.owkk bceanir heralded through the 
country by one sufferer to another, until, without 
advertising, its sale has become immense. Drug 
gists in FYFRYTOWX in the. Lnitcd States are 
selling it. No person sullering with Sour Stomach. 
Sick Headache. Costiveness, Palpitation of tin* 
Heart. Indigest.ii n. low spirits, etc., can take three 
doses without relief. (Into vour Druggist, R. 11. 
Moody, llelfast; Kittridge. Rockland; Flebher. 
Camden: Smith Sr Sons. Searsport; Robinson. 
Thomaston; also to he found in Waldoboro and 
Itueksport. and get a bottle for <5 cents and try it. 
Sample bottles 10 cents. 
Many who an* suffering from the clfects of the 
warm weather and are debilitated, an* advised by 
physicians to take moderate amounts of whiskey 
two or three times during the day. hi a little 
while those who adopt this advice frequently 
increase the number of “drinks," and in time 
become continued inebriates. A beverage which 
will not create thirst for intoxicating liquors, and 
which is intended especially for the benefit of 
debilitated persons, whether at home or abroad, 
is Dr. Seheii'-k's Sea Weed Tonic. Containing the 
juices of many medicinal herbs, this preparation 
does not create an appetite lor the intoxicating 
cup. The nourishing and the life supporting pro- 
perties of many valuable natural productions eon 
tabled in it and well known to medical men have 
a most strengthening inilucnce. A single bottle 
of the Tonic will demonstrate its valuable quali 
ties. For debility arising from sickness, over ex 
ortion or from any cause whatever, a wine glass 
full of Sea Weed Tonic taken after meals will 
strengthen the stomach and create an appetite 
for wholesome food. To all who are about leaving 
their homes, we desire to say that the excellent 
effects of Dr. Seheuck’s seasonable remedies, Sea 
Weed Tonic, and Mandrake Pills, are particularly 
evident when taken by those who are injuriously 
affected by a change of water and diet. Xo per- 
-Cl- should :ea.'e home without taking a supply 
«)!' these safeguards along. For sale by all Drug- 
gists. 
No Failure Known! 
1 here is no ease on record where Dr. Morris* 
‘s.\’ruP "t Tar. Wild Cherry and Horehound has tailed to give satisfaction." On the other hand, wherever it has been used by our people, in severe colds, coughs, asthma, bronchitis, croup, whoop- ing <•«.ugh, and consumption, they are enthusiastic in its praise. Containing no opium or other dan- 
gerous drug. it docs not constipate, and is safe to administer in all conditions of health. This is an 
important announcement, and the suffering arc ad- 
yised to heed it. Trial size. Ill <•->.; large size, .50 
< and nm* Dollar. .Sold by W u. Poor A Son. 
s' l aa-mc- for Belfast. A. .1 Jordan agent for Or- •'!. I15. Stover, agent for Bueksport. Also 
agents tor Prot Parkers Pleasant Worm Syrup, w 111eh is sun* death to worms, pleasant to’take, imd requires no physic. 
Price •_*:» cents, try it. 
BOSTON MARKET. 
Monday, July 30. Hi kk \\e quote creameries at 22a24c; choice N«‘w 5 ork and Vermont at 22a24c; fair to good do at ]oa21 c; choice Western dairy packed at 20a22c; West 
erii mill butter ranges from Halsc per lb. Ciikksk—We quote line factory at 10 1 Jallc; fair to good do at OalOc; common cheese at 7a8c per lb. Kuo.s—There is only a moderate demand at 17a lx* 
per doz lor I* K 1, Northern and Eastern eggs. liK.ws—pea beans are scarce and the market is 
nrm at $3 12 1 ‘a3 25 per bush. Mediums are selling to a moderate extent at $2 8"a2 00 p« r bush, the lat- 
ter price for prime stock. Yellow eves ate dull at 
$2 5o per bush. 
^ 1 di a itl Potatoes are selling to day at $1 75 
a 2 oo per bbl. Onions are dull at $2 50 per bbl. To matoes at 5oc per crate. Norfolk squash at $1 50 per bbl. W aterm.-lions at $16al8 per loo. (‘antelopes 
at $2 60 per bbl. 
I* Hi 11 Apple- are in fair supply and sell at $2 50 
n > 5u per bbl. Pe;u*he- ic $2a.’5 pi r crate, and Pears 
at t he same price. 
H A \ AND S I'll A \\ W- quote at $10 (!O;i20 oo per K)n for prime coarse hay $ 1 > oo tor medium do, and 1' t,', per ton for line. Straw is dull at sio ooa'l oo 
per ton. 
relfast price current. 
Corrected ITieelcty for the Journal 
By C. H. Sarukn i,No 8 Main Street. 
1 h*ur $0.5Cal2.5o(5or:ied Beef 0a(K) 
Forn 72a75 Mut on o;io 
Corn Meal 75 Kamb ltiall 
live Meal 1.50 l urk* v l tals 
H> e 1.25 Chicken ooaoo 
Barley ,t ow I loa 15 
Oats 58 tiecse ooaOO 
Beans $2.25a.3.oo Duck ooaoo 
Potatoes, New 5o Hay $10.00al5.0o 
Apples ooaoo straw $<i.00a7.00 
Dried AppleH fiu7 Washed Wool to 
Batter l«ia20 lrnwashed *• :m 
Cheese Half. Hides p,/, 
Hggs if> Call Skins to 
Hound Hog o Kamb 50a75 
Pork Barks 12 Hard Wood $ Ko0u5.50 I 
Dat'd 14al5Soft •* 93.00a3.5oj Beef 8a 10Short s per ct. $1.40 
Veal (ki7 Lime 05 
Dry Cod 5alt Butter Salt 25 
Pollock 2 l-2a3 1 Plaster $l.eo 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Democratic County Convention* 
I he Democrats of Waldo County are In reby re- quested to meet in Convention b\ 'delegates at* the Court House in Rclfust, on Satikoav, Ai i.r.-r i-, 
at In o’clock, A. M., to nominate candidates for 
"iiiity ')Uicer' as fallows Two Senators, Register ot Deed', < oiinty Attorney, County Treasurer and 
County Commissioner; also to transact any other business that may properly come before the Conven- 
tion. The basis of representation will be as follows 
l-.aoli town is entitled to two delegates and one ail ilitioual delegate for every twenty-tive votes given tor the Democratic candidate for Governor in 
•« majority fraction will be accorded a delegate. The 
County Committee will be in session at tin* Court 
House two hours previous to the assembling of the 
Convention, to receive the credentials of delegates. 
IT-:n Oudki: County Com. 
Northport. 
IT." Democrats of Northport are requested to 
hi"et ::i Milieus at the .store of Win. A. Pendleton 
on Saturday, tlie ehveuth day of August, at four 
"'T>ek p M to eiioose delegates to attend the 
Mate Convention at Portland, also to choose? dele 
gates to attend the County Convention at Meiiast 
Pi t: Onin.it Town Com 
Belmont. 
I’he Democrats of Mel in out are requested to meet 
in Milieus at t ie Grange lower hall, on Friday. 
August 10. at •» o clock p. in., to choose delegates 
t<> the State and < minty < ’on vent ions, and to trails 
;u any other business that may come before them. 
Pi:k >kih-;u Tow \ « Am. 
Searsport. 
The Democrats ot Searsport are requested to as 
sen 11 •!e in Caucus, at the Town Hall, on Saturday, 
ai i clock ji. ill.. August II, to eltoose delegates 
t" a!tend tli State and County Conventions, and 
i" transact any other business that may properlv 
eoiue before said Caucus. Pi;u Dnoi.n. 
Prospect. 
I'be i»en;oi-rats of 1’rospeel are requested to 
nie.n 'it til.- School House in School district No. :>. 
AtfgU't I! th. at I o lock I*.M.. to choose delegutes 
to tin- S’ale and County convent ions, and to trails 
msine.ss tluit ma\ eome before the 
am Pi.u <Mlina; ToW n Com ,\|| I I S.1 
Searsmout. 
I be Democrats of Searsunuit are reqm-'ted to 
tm et at i. F. Knights' Hall, on Satunlav August 
4th. .it <> o'clock P. M to choose delegates to at 
luin! the Slate eonv.-ntioii to be hidden at Port 
lam!. \ signs; I llli. Also to choose delegates to 
attend tin* County convention to he hidden in 
Meiiast oil Saturday August IStli. Pin: Ilian j;. 
Searsmout. .1 uly M(>, I x;; _ 
Montville. 
Tin- Dt-moi rats of .Montville are requested to 
tliee! at the Meeting House at Centre Montville. 
on \ug ist llli. at d o dock P. M.. to choose ib-b- 
gates to attend the State Convention at Portland 
oli t lie I It h ilay o| A ugust, I S< > .V Iso to choose 
delegates to attend the County Convention at Met 
iii't, when called, and to transm t any other bud 
ness that may rmni* hefore said nmetin |Vr 
Drdi f •wn Committee. s. M. Doi»<;i.. 
Lineoluvillo. 
Tin* Deinoerars of Hineolnville. who are legal 
voters, are herein nulilb-d to meet at the School 
House at Lincoln ville Meaeh. Salurdav. Angus! 
folirlb. at t hie.- o'clock P M. to choose delegate' 
to attend In- Stale < onvenlieii he h<jd at Port 
land. Pm: Oi.m.u Tow ,\ Commiti i.i.. 
Democratic State Convetion. 
The Democrats of Maine and all otlu-rs who sym 
pat ui/.e with ihein in their purposes and objects 
regardl.-ss o| past jn>1;ti<*:t 1 allilialions, are invited 
1«» send delegates to ;i State Convention to he 
held in 
CITY HALL, PORTLAND, 
Tuesday, August 14, 1877, at II A. M., 
i to nominate a candidate for Governor, to he sup- 
j ported at the September Lb-etion, ai d for the transaction of such other business as may properlv 
eome before the convention. 
Tin* basis of representation will be as follows: 
Laeb city, town and plantation will be entitled to 
one delegate and one additional delegate foi everv 
seventy live votes east for the Democratic candi 
date for Governor in 1S7C. A fraction of forty votes 
will he accorded a delegate. 
Tlie Democratic State Committee will he ia ses 
sion at the Preble lloun*. on Mmidav night, and 
in tin* Reception Room. City Muililing. on the 
morning of the convention, at !» o’clock, for the 
purpose of receiving ere lent ia!- 
F. D. A'Koi:i> Androscoggin. 
I c. Al ADMAN. Aroostook. 
L M. Pmusm i:v. Franklin. 
A. A. Marti.kit. Hancock. 
*). LI. Martin. Knox. 
■ «'. < Mkrky. Lincoln. 
L S. K '\ii:ai.i,, Oxford. 
C. N. II krsky. Peuohseot. 
II. IIi’i»sn\. .11;.. Piscataquis. 
\. Linnv. Sagadahoc. 
U. D. II ydkn. Somerset. 
L. II. Mi ’a n. Waldo. 
W. Hathaway. Washington. 
F. Stunk, York. 
L. F. Pii.i.snt nv, Kennebec. Chairman. 
*Ino. 1). A ndkkson. Cumberland. Secretary. 
The usual arrangements o*i all the railroad and 
steamboat lines for fares at reduced rates, which 
will be more particularly announced hereafter. 
•INo. D. Andkrson. Secretary 
MARRIED. 
In <jiniUlslH.ro, July 10th, Mr. Stephen 1\ Bunker amt Mis- Minnie II. Sargent, both ot C. 
la \\ inter Harbor, July 10th, Mr. ('. 11 Davis and 
Minnie E. Bickford, both of Couldsboro. 
in Eden, July 22d, Mr. Edward P. Somes and Miss 
Alla M. Richardson, both of Mt. Desert. 
In Sullivan, .July 21st, Mr. Win. R. Hanna, of Sul 
livan, and Miss Maria Sargent, of Couldsboro. 
In Sullivan, July 21st, Mr. Albert Bunker and Miss 
-\Hti«* Hammond, both of Couldsboro. 
In Rockland, July 23d, Mr. Win. E. Ingraham and Mi'S Mary E. Reed, both of R. 
In West Camden, July '1st, Mr. Joseph \Y. Shibles 
and Miss Mary J. Rollins, both of Camden. 
_DIED. 
Obituary noticestbeyond the Date, Name and Aye 
must be paid for. j 
In Unity, July Hth, Andrew Cilputrick, aged hi. 
Dl Thorndike, .July 31st, Mrs. Lydia E. Rich, aged 
ss years. 
In Sedgwick, July 7th, Ashley, only son of John 1- und Lucy Cray, aged 3 years and s months. 
In Cent rebrook, Conn., July Kith, Allio A., wife 
"1 11. F. Webber, and only duughter of late Judge Asa Thurlough of Monroe. 
In Tremont, .July 11th, Edna Ella, oldest child of Cant. Lewis H. and Mary A. Holmes, aged 2 years 
and 4 niontns. 
In Penobscot, July 21st, Mrs. Amanda M. Perkins, 
aged 55 years. 
D» Rockland, July22d, Mrs. Abby S. Chamberlain, widow of the late Ahlen Ulmer, aged 58 years, 3 
months and 20 days. 
In Rockland, July 23d, Joseph R., son of William 
and Margaret E. Fulcher, aged s months, 22 days. In Union, July Kith, Willie T., infant son of Mr. 
and Mrs. .John Brown, aged 8 months. 
In Appleton, .July 17th, Mr. Amos Drake, aged 71 
years. 
In Rockville, .July 21st, Ceorge L., son of Luther 
Heinenway, aged 10 years, 0 months and Ki days. 
Ill Warren, July 18th, Mrs. Eliza M. Wiley, aged 50 years and 4 months. 
In Cushing, July 22d, Mr. Win. Bradford, aged 78 
years, 5 months and 2 days. 
In Warren, July loth, Jacob Sidensparker, aged 
72 years and 0 months. 
In Warren, July 20th, William S. Peters, aged 28 
years. 
In South Warren, July 5th, Mr. Eben Buckland, 
aged 08 years, 0 months and 24 days. 
In Washington, July 13th, Edward B. Benner, 
aged 43 years and 5 months. 
In Warren. July 20th, after a lingering illness, 
Moses E. Wade, aged 55 years, 1 month and 21 days. 
SHIP NEWS. 
PORT OF BELFAST. 
ARRIVED. 
July tifitli, schr. A. W. Ellis, Ferguson, N. York. 
July 28th, schs. Pavilion, Grant, Saco; Sophia Ames, do; Merrill C. Ilari, Brown, St. George to load ice for Norfolk, Ya. 
July 21»th, sells. Florida, Bagiev, Jacksonville, via Bath; Hattie, Gilchrist. Bangor lor New York. 
July 31st, schr. Mary, Magee, Wilmington and 1 homaston. 
SAILED. 
July 2V>th, schs. White Foam, Dix, Islesboro : Eve 
line, Burd, Savannah. 
July 2'Jth, schs. Orion, Patterson, Bangor, to load for the Sound; Malabar, Hallowav. do., do. 
July 31st, schs. Hattie, Gilchrist, New York; I.il- lmn, Ryan, Boston; Convoy, French, Rockland. 
GRAND 
T-R-O-T -! 
Benefit for the Waldo County Agri- 
cultural Society. 
Tuesday. Aug. 7th, '77. 
No. 1, 2:40 Class. 
H O. Bussell, Belfast, ns. l.r. a. Bocktvt II. 
Will. II. Mcl.ellun, Belfast, ns. I>. m. Fannie. 
I). I,. I*iteller, Belfast, in. b. m. Lady Mae. 
No- 2. Sweepstakes. 
W II. Mathews, Seai-sport, ns. b. s. Young Buchanan elms. Burkett, Belfast, ns. b. s. Beil .laeket. 
II. I'.. iMeDi.iialil, Belfasl, ns. h. a 11, .p.-t'itl 
lire above races are In he trotted under the Na- 
tional Bales, to harness, mile heals, heat three in 
live Horses vailed at :: o’clock, l\ ,M. I.ooddav 
and track, or next fair day. 
Admission 2r>c. Carriages and Seats Free. 
Per Order. I.MF.HY BOA HOMAN. 
Belfast, July :;o, I, 
Schooner for Sale. 
f!^^0^ 
Sale seiir. RIO. si foil-. Well 
G•!!ml ill -ail-, igging, rubles am! 
anrhrr-. Suitable fur a Bangor and 
B •'Ion coaster. W ill be >old tit ;i great 
bargain, all on 
THUMBS OSBORN E, 
Sail Makers, swan's Wharf. 
Bi liast, Aug. 2, lsTT. 2\v.i 
Corn! Corn!! 
6,500 B-usliels 
Prime Yellow Corn! 
.Just received and for sale Low at Lane’s Wharf. 
A. M. CARTER. 
Hard I’ine Lumber for Sale! 
A * A lit, OOF 11 A KI > 1 I X K LI MBKK. including TV I 'lank, limber and Baird*. of all dimension;-, 
just landed from schr Florida, and for sale. 
Inquire of 1). W. I>YKB, »r Cant. F. A. (.ilmore. 
Belfast, Aug.1*77. tw.'A 
DIR1G0 BUSINESS COLLEGE, 
AUGUSTA, MAINE. 
School year commences August 1>77. Scholars 
admitted at anv time up to July 1st, following. 1 nis is strictly a business school, the reputation, popular- 
ity and increased patronage of which has rendered 
it necessary to remove to new and more commodious 
accommodations. Best moms in the State. All the 
Knglish branches taught in connection with business 
course. Semi for circular containing full particulars. 
Address 1). M. \Y A ITT, Principal, 
•‘•'v* Augusta, Me. 
Freedom Academy. 
rpm; Fall Term will commence .?!outlay A u»* JL £7tli, and continue eleven week--. 
Mr. M. H. Ferguson, Principal. 
Terms—Common Knglish, .No 
Higher '4.00 
Languages, a.no 
Book keeping, Kxtra. 
No scholars taken for less than half of a term. 
Particular attention given to those desiring to tit themselves for teaching. 
Board and rooms for self-boarders furnished at 
reasonable rates. I or circulars, or other particular*, 
address WM. S. FI 'Ll.KB. Secretarv, Freedom, Me. 
Freedom, Aug. 1, 1*75 lw.\ 
JOHN HOMER, M. IX 
Mice 3S Main St. llesiilence. Clmrcli St, 
BELFAST, MAINE 
N. B.—Particular attention gi\en to Suri/i ru and 
/•'nil a Ip f iispasm of long funding. 
K He may be found iu his office every Friday 
and Saturday of each week. other days devoted 
to Surgical operation* and isitiug patients residing 
in the country, etc. lyt’.l 
1ST otice. 
VLL persons are hereby forbidden from !.Hiding or enteringtipon Se-tr*’ M.nul w ithout licem-i 
W. f. COt II B AN, For Proprietors. 
Searsport, July 11, 1*77. Jwo 
t 
« 
GEO. G. WELLS’ 
1ST 16 W 
Variety Store! 
1* the place where you u ill iiml every thing for K\ 
IT BSIONS ami PI (’ N 1CS, consisting of 
Boston Baked Beans. Smoked Dried 
Beef, Canned Ham, Tonrjue&. Beet, 
O/zY. /»/, /. Int / imrs, 
Tiiniiirimiilii, Hriijtunih 1/ I/ijiIts. 
Bond’s Boston Bread 
IN KYKBY SIA LK. 
PICKLES-all brands,JARS PICKLES 
Fresh for 10 Conis. 
White Corn Flour. 
A Large Assortment of 
Groceries, Wooden & Papor Waro, 
Fruits and Confectionery. 
A Hood Trade in 
Coffees and Teas! 
ALL KINDS FISH TACKLE, IIMKS. LINKS, etc., 
AT 
Geo. G. Well s New Variety Store, 
No. 13 High St., BELFAST, ME. 
JUST RECEIVED. 
A LABEL LOT OF 
CANNED GOODS! 
I N C L U l I N (. 
Peaches, Pears, Quinces, Pine 
APPLES, II OS TO.X RAKED REA .X S 
Fit ESI! APPf.ES. <H \ 
PRICES LOW! 
Also I'n’sli JAMAUIXDS pot up in 
■ SiK/ttr In/ 
F. B. SWIFT, 
Wadlin Block, 37 Main Street. 
Belfast, July 25, 1*77. tff 
Look! Look!! Look!!! 
-Q: o :Q- 
C. W. H ANEY 
Has just received his Spring Stuck of 
HATS, CAPS 
—A N D— 
FurnishingGoods 
Which he otters for Sale, at 
Prices that Can’t be Beal! 
Those wishing to purchase goods of 
this kind will find it for their advantage 
to call and examine his Stock before buy- 
ing elsewhere. 
I am here myself, at No- 54 
Main St. Don’t you forget it. 
C. W. HANEY 
Belfast, April 25, M77. 13 
Notice. 
IirilKKKAS, my wife Mary 1*. Davis, having h it 
? V >ny bed and board without just cause, 1 here- 
by forbid all persons from harboring or trusting her 
on my account. LUTliKK DAVIS. 
Freedom, .Inly 10, 1*77.—.‘iwll 
Having completed the additions and im- 
provements to their 
nxr e w 
Furniture Warms! 
39 Main Street, 
NA mild like to have every one, whether 
wishing to purchase or not, call 
and examine the 
LARGEST STORE! 
A.xn STOCK OF 
FURNITURE! 
Ever seen in Belfast. 
We now occupy the whole of Two Large 
Buildings, or Six Floors, having nearly 
EIGHT THOUSAND SQUARE FEET 
OF EEOOB-KOOM ! 
In addition to our Complete Assortment 
FURNITURE, CASKETS &C, 
We give Below a list nf nine otllcl ^uods 
that ean always he hmight at our 
Store at f,( >W PPM 1 is. 
Crockery. China and Glass Ware, 
(■ lass Preserve .lar 
\\ ooden TV.ire. Feathers, 
Piclure Frame Picture Cord and Kiioli.-., 
Brackets, 
Curtains and Fixtures, Tassels, 
Flower Pols, Lap-hoards, 
('hildren’s (’arriages. 
Bed and Table Casters, 
Upholstery Goods. &c., &c. 
•I. C. THOMPSON & SON., 
39 Main St., BELFAST. 
French Kid Newport fies! 
At Critchet & Francis. 
F. B. SWIFT 
OIOAR MANUFACTURER 
\M» wii(>!.!•:>ai.k i»k.\i.i:i: \ 
CHOICE PLUG TOBACCO! 
A I .St > I I.AI.KK IN 
Fancy Groceries, 
SIVII VS 
7’../.. (•■■'■ S.umrs. 
//, 
(’/"■■■■. n ft.,-. /*;.■//.v. ,i ■. 
Full Lino Choice 
'aimed » mull .all K imls. 
Fruits, Dried and Green. 
.ii-i i.n s ui i:v i-:i;v di;s< kithon. 
Pepper-sauco, Ketchup, Horseradish, 
Citron, Sage, Chocolates, Macaroni, 
Sago, Tapioca, &o. 
i:v: i:\ers or \u. kinds 
M VNKKAt I I Kl K OK 
COM FECTIONERY 
OK Al IvINOs. 
White Safety Oil! 
I it'St i 1L 1 Sl“. 
Linen Giace Starch Polish ! 
( "inbiiK s readily with Starch, hot or eolil. Prevents 
“blistering” and the iron sticking. Saves twen 
t live j. rcent of labor and starch. 
Fresh T'thnirhuls, />tt! up in Sitiinr. I Or 
/>rr lh., Iri sh hn hlni l.mus, Aete ) ■>)•/: 
Slirnl hr ini A/>/>le, / ’nstr/'ol (iint/rr. 
riianktiil tor past patronage I hope for a continu- 
ance of the sain*-. These hhkK constantly on hand. 
F. B. SWIFT. Wad Mil’s Block, 
lyl ‘•r Main Street, Belfast, Me. 
MISSES 
ITewport Button 
At Critchett & Francis. 
Notice. 
\ir I l.i. keep constantly on hand 1\\fKAS for YV Ot. SPRAGUE MOWER. 
AliBlOJV DRAKE, 
• enter I.incolnv ille. 
June .... l*:r. 
Marked Down! 
Men's Fine Calf Button Boot, 
$4.00. FormeriPrice $4.75. 
Men’s Fine Calf Strap Shoes, 
$3.00. Former Price $3.50. 
75 Prs. Men’s & Women's Shoes, 
Slitrliih Dai mured. 
For One-half the usual Price- 
At Critchet&Francis. 
1, A D1 K rt 
FRENCH KID WALKING * 




Plain and Ornamental, 
— Holt MAKKINii 
Clothing, Trunks, Barrels, Boxes,&c. 
I hut)' I’lull's, Jiaih/rs, I Si blur Ilasi nrss 
Stamps, Jnrnishcil at short notin'. 
At HERVEY'S Jewelry Store. 
Eastern State Normal School. 
CASTINE. ME. 
171A LI. IK KM begins Tl KSDAY, AFOUST 28. continues 1J weeks. For particulars address 
the Principal. Hw4 
CHILDREN’S 
French Kid Boots 
At CRITCHETT &IFRANCIS. 
GREAT 




-C :o: C- 
H.HJohnson&Co 
Wishing to close out their Entire Stock "t 
Summer Dress Goods 
WILL OFFKIt 
Special Bargains 
FOK Till: NKXT 
Thirty Days! 
FILL LINK OF 
LADIES' SUITS 
— ! X — 
Cambric and Linen 
W Inch w ill l.e Sold at 
Boston Prices! 
to It STOCK OF 
SLACK SILKS. 
SLACK C I SIIM KSi:. 








SRI X TS. ilr., 0... 
We are Sellimr at astonishingly 
Low Prices l 
Fustoiners will hr >mv t<» tint! Ihurains li* r«* not 
t«* hr found at any other phter in tlie eity 
Don’t Foi-irel tin- I'lmr ! 
H. H. JOHNSON & CO. 
Owing to thr ehanfr in the firm. all debts 
nmsl I- paid wat hi:i Til I I’TY 1 >A N S 
Every thing in the 
Boot & Shoe Line 
At Critchett & Francis. 
Vest-Makers 
W ANTED, 
(i «*i»I) V l> I MALI IPS can find j h ntv of good I work at ,1. 1. Sleeper’s, No. .Main St. 
I. I. >1.1.I I’lilt. 
Iteltast, .Inly 11 l>r: -11 
BOY’S 
Hussett Slippers 
At Critchett & Francis. 
Something New. 
n’AW MIAN < ATAUKII IIFMI Id, cures a tarrli or (’old in tin* Head. !■> cents p. 
Agents wanted in all parts of the countr>. Addre-4 
tor circular .1. d. 1’KA \ IA Washington, M- 
aii .F XV. <>. l‘( M)It .A >i >N A t s., |*lt It t. 
B O Y S 
SCOTCH TIES 
At Critchett & Francis. 
Do Mot Buy Your 
Boots & Shoes 
1'util you luivi- ('alh*.I on 
CRITCHETT & FRANCIS, 
(Hayford Block,' 
For they are Selling the Best 
Goods ever offered, and at 
Lowest Prices! 
SPECIAL. 
W \ DOZ. Lents Hemmed Lim n llaudki-r 
Jjil /* * subject to slight imperfection-, 
iioin 10 cts. to the finest quality, less by the dozen. 
Considered by every one to be very cheap. 
O.-r DOZ. Ladies Linen II andkercliiets, 4 for 
jo Cents. 
1,r DOZ- 1-a.li™ Silk Handkerchiefs, only 
> 
<*y cents each. 
DOZ. HOSIERY, Lents ?, 1(1, 1 
and up. Also, Ladies ami Mi-x at very 
low prices. 
i\d\d \ YDS. Cotton Kdging, only J cents JXJy M f per yard. 
C1ALL and see that we have no ordinary Stock to / oiler our customers. 
B. F. WELLS. 
MEN’S 
FineGoatSlippers 
At CRITCHETT & FRANCIS- 
.A. CARD. 
DK. 1*. A. CKOOKKK, has sold his interest in the drug business at Augusta, Me., and re- 
sumes his practice at Searsmont Village, where In- 
will be pleased to meet old friends and patients in 
that part ot the country. 
Violin, Bass Viol, 
Guitar Strings! 
Of Very Superior Quality, 
At HERVEYS Jewelry Store. 
Far. 
Far around tin; long hush of the summer. 
The swell of the breezes of mom. 
Tim intinitc. eeholess murmur 
From the low fields of shadowy corn 
Blue readies of sea through the elm boughs. 
Bed light on the crests of the trees 
As the dim East lifts slumberous eyelids, 
Far around, only these. 
Far away, a dim mystical vapor 
Drawn down (fertile grave of the moon; 
\ light cloud whose bosom is shaken 
\' ith the sighs ot the wakening June. 
A white sail adown the horizon 
Sinking slow with the fast-fading star. 
\ sweep of the billows between us— 
Far away. ah. how far ! 
Far down, a dear head calm and peaceful. Far down, a sweet face passion pale. 
And the daisies in beauty above it 
Silt wooed by the soft summer gale. 
A hope and a love and a life-throb 
folded close to the Great Mother’s breast. 
And kissed into slumber forever-- 
Far down, there is rest. 
I nr up. a great glory of living. 
A door in the fathomless blue. 
A sweet voice, on earth hashed forever. 
Dear eyes, darkened here, shining through, 
fur up. the great rapture of Heaven ! 
Far down, a soul’s joyful release! 
Far around, far away, here and ever. 
God's infinite Peace! 
A Sorrow. 
It was once upon a time. 
Ere the roses hud and blow. 
I ndemeath the scented lime, 
bong ago, ah. long ago! 
Is it that I was so fair. 
'Vlien the sun is slanting low. 
With a lily in my hair. 
Ah. so very long ago ! 
Was my heart as light as this. 
Was the lily white as snow ! 
W hat a happy hour it is. 
bong ago. ah. long ago! 
Then the lily bloom'd to save. 
F.re a tear had learned to flow 
Now it lies upon a grave, 
A ti. so very long ago !— 
Annexation. 
^e don’t want San Domingo. 
We don't want < 'uba's pall: 
Drat Mexico and Mexicans. 
And bloody Montreal! 
bet Britain koep her butchers. 
bet Spain her rebels soothe 
bet's mind our own good business. 
And make our own way smooth, 
jbouisville < ourier .Journal. 
Jewels of Thought and Devotion. 
I hrough the wearisome hours of a sorrowful night 
I have prayed for the morning to break 
'I ill there eauie —not the morn—but this broad 
beam oflight: 
He knoweth the way that I take." 
"He knoweth the way!’ and the way is his own. 
And 1 lake it with Him.—not alone, not alone! 
When ••faint with the burden and heat of the day" 
I have longed for the night to o’ertake 
1 am rested and soothed as 1 trustingly saw 
lie knoweth the way that 1 take."* 
He knoweth!" though toilsome, the wav i> his 
own. 
And 1 taKe it with Him,—not alone, not alone! 
Kxamplc is more forcible than precept. People iok at m\ six' days in the week to see what 1 
mean on the seventh. [Cecil. 
I’he old sa. ing is expressed with depth and sig 
liiiieanee. -On the pinnacle of fortune man does 
not long stand Jinn.” 
" «• do not know of how much a man is capable, 
if he has the will, and to what point he will rise if 
lie feels flee. 
There is this of good in real evils—they deliver 
us while they last from the petty despotism of all 
that were imaginary. 
•Many men profess to hate another, hut no man 
owns envy as being an enmity for no cause but 
goodness or felicity. 
" '■ ^ain nothing by being with such as our 
st Ives W <• encourage one another i mediocrity. I am always longing to he with men more excel 
lent than myself. 
A minute analysis of life at once destroys the 
splendor which dazzles the imagination. Whutso 
ever grandeur can display or luxury enjoy is pro mired by "dices from which tin* mind shrinks from 
the contemplation. All the delicacies of the table 
n .i\ he traced back to the shamble* and the dung 
hill all tin- niagnilieeiite of building was hewn 
h'°iii the quarry. and all pomp ■ornament dug from 
among the damps and darkness of the mine. 
Dickens wrote. There is nothing, no. nothing. I 
beautiful and good that dies and is forgotten. An 
infant, a prattling child, dying in its cradle, will ! 
live again in the better thoughts of those who j loved it. and play its part, though its body be j burned to ashes or drowned in the deepest*sea. There is not an angel added to the host of Heaven 
hut does its blessed work oil earth in those that 
loved it here. Dead. Oh. if the,. *d deeds of 
human creatures could he traced to their source, 
how beautiful could even death appear! l’or how much charity, mercy and purified affection would 
he seen to have their growth in dusty graves !" 
''"I'M In km. Fount what! Why. count tlm 
mercies which have been (juietly hilling in your path through (‘very period of your history! Down 
they come, every morning and every evening, as 
angel messengers from the Father of Lights, to tell 
you of your best Friend in Heaven Have von 
lived these years wasting mercies, treading them 
beneath your feet, and consuming them every dav. and never yet realized from whence thev eann* .' 
If} on have. Heaven pity you. 
You have murmured under afllietion : hut who 
lias heard you rejoice over blessings Do you ask 
what are these mercies.' Ask the sunbeam, tin* 
raindrop, the star or the queen of night. What is 
life hut a mercy * What is health, strength, friend 
ship, social life, the gospel of Christ, divine war 
ship Had they the power of speech, each would 
say. I am a mercy. Perhaps you never regard ed them as such. If not. you have been a dull 
student of nature or revelation. 
\i best ol it liti* is not long. A few more smiles, 
a h*w more tears, some pleasure and much pain, 
sunshine and songs, clouds and darkness, heartv 
greetings, abrupt farewells, and then our little 
play here closes. The* curtain of the grave will 
soon 1»* drawn over our deeds—many qoud 
w.- b ar. whilst -the evil we have done will live 
after us." All the bw- we may win. or •nnHh wr 
may accumulate, cannot gain us a respite fora single day. when our summons comes; much less 
will the\ cause a single regret at our departure, or 
Tiie falling of a single tear upon our cofl'm lid hv 
the needy, triendless and poor that we alwav’s 
have with us." if we live for them alone. 
"Think not tin* g< M)(l. 
’I’he gentle deeds of mercy thou hast done. 
Shall die forgotten all the poor, the pris’ner, 1 !c* hitherless. the friendless, the widow. 
Who daily own tie bounty of thv hand. 
shall cry to Heaven, and pull a blessing on thee." 
i' I iii'i Siir. Hoys who :in* eomiuuutuiig 
lii" sliould realize one fuel: They will novel- have 
nil'- more energy or strength tliau Hint with which they begun their eureei instead, as they grow old 
r. much of Hie elasticity of youth will desert Hiem. and with it some enthusiasm and energy. Mali" the most of vour time and strength at first, 
th'-u. I ■••lit lose .1 minute if you eun help it. Kill 
’■aem nil up prolitahly. Not'that we wish yon to work all she time. Play is as profitahlo in its 
I'i-tee. in -I young people' need a great deal of it 
Hut take hold aii-1 finish it up squarely while the 
play spell lasts, and then go promptly to the duty 
tii -t eonios next to hand. 1 lo not let any minutes 
drop between. That is the trouble with mostpeo 
pie. These minutes are so much loss, and make 
them poor in time. One day a young clerk in a 
store received an order from his employer to get 
out a cargo of cotton the next morning’ and give 
him u regular account of it. The young man was 
pleased with t lie order, as it was the first of Un- 
kind ever intrusted to him. Ho determined that 
the merchant should find his confidence had not 
been misplaced, and set about the work at day 
break the next morning. When the merchant 
Clime down at his usual business hour lie found the 
clerk attending quietly to his accustomed duties. 
"I thought you were requested to get out that 
cargo of cotton." lie remarked, rather sternly, ll 
is all done, sir." was tin- reply, "and here is "the no 
‘■unlit of it." Tin- clerk rose rapidly in j referment, 
for such business promptness is not so common 
that employers can atl'nril to overlook it That 
morning's work was his stepping stone to h mor 
and fortune. Kortue does not always reward 
merit, it is true : lmt by faithfulness and indusln 
you stand a good chance of gaining at least a coni 
potency, and the respect of all people who appro eiate a reliable and industrious luan. 
Nowhere are party lines drawn more 
rigidly than in New Hampshire, and, 
priiuu fiii ic. Democratic orthodoxy is Re- 
publican heterodoxy. This gave the 
lilaine men a temporary advantage, and 
tlic Republicans postponed a declaration 
of their views on disputed topics until as 
near the dose of the session as possible. 
<mr dispatches now inform us, however, 
ibat the report of the majority, indorsing 
the President, has been adopted, and 
that of the minority the Blaine men 
rejected, l uder these circumstances the 
victory is important, and significant of 
the tact that the people are beginning to 
think and act for themselves. [Cincin- 
nati Gazette. 
A gentleman of this city, who keeps a 
good team, often invites his friends to 
ride with him. On a recent occasion he 
invited a young lady. After they were 
seated in the carriage he asked her, as 
usual,i “Where would you like to go?” 
She replied, “Ob, anywhere you please.” 
“Well,” said be, “I will take you either 
to Cedar Hill Cemetery or to the Charter 
Oak Trotting Park.” Her rejoinder was 
good ; “Sir, your offer is both grave and 
racy.” [Hartford Times. 
“How to Tell a Mad Dog” is the title of 
an article that is going the rounds. We 
haven’t anything to tell a mad dog that 
we couldn’t send to him on a postal card. 
[Cincinuati Saturday Night. 
A Castme Home. 
There is the garret not full of moth- 
eaten refuse and festooned with cobwebs, 
as are the garrets of romancers, but clean, 
light, and airy, the favorite play-room of 
the little folks, and the frequent resort of 
their elders when the bay is to be swept 
with a glass in search of an expected 
pleasure-boat, or a look-out kept for tbe 
first glimpse of a gatf-topsail as tbe 
Spy comes creeping around Light-house 
Head, hugging the shore too closely for 
unaccustomed eyes to distinguish the 
slowh gliding masts from the stationary 
objects on the bank above. There are 
heavy chests filled with the discarded 
finery of former generations, the (lowered 
bn cade of the great-grandmother who 
danced with the British officers, being the 
chief treasure of the board. The now 
obsolete spinning-wheel occupies a distant 
corner, and ranged along the wall are de- 
crepit chairs with wide carved backs, and 
claw-footed tables too cumbrous for the 
taste of the present day. Nor is there 
wanting even here that suggestion of the 
sea which gives a quaint touch and flavor 
to all the belongings of Castine. There 
are rows of huge conch-shells, for which 
fashion no longer demands a place upon 
the parlor mantel-piece, and boxes of cu- 
riosities collected by childish hands: there 
are masses of coral rock brought home by 
the boys from the ballast wharf, and del- 
icate coral fans, the gift of some sailor 
friend from tbe tropical seas: while the 
floor is ornamented with rows of star-fish 
and sea urchins w hich the children of to- 
day have laid in the sun to dry. In tbe 
chambers below tbe curtained beds and 
cushioned arm-chairs of old times are set 
off by quaint engravings or richly toned 
paintings, reminders of Mediterranean 
voyages and of hurried visits to art capi- 
tals along the coast. The bay of Naples, 
or the villa-crowned height of Genoa, 
smiles from the wall upon the scarcely 
less peautiful panorama of sea and shore 
outside the windows: and the sewing- 
table is adorned with a basket of finest 
workmanship, the gift of the sailor son. 
who remembers in Eastern bazars his 
mother's patient stitching and mending 
in the days of his boisterous youtn. Her 
daughter's bureau drawers in tbe oppo- 
site room are stored with foreign treas- 
urcs. All her garments smell ol myrrh, 
aloes and cassia. When sin1 goes to pay 
visits, she attires herself in a shawl so 
wondrottsly embroidered as to be above 
the caprices of fashion; and her ivory 
card-ease is a miracle of Chinese art. 
The grave father of the family cuts his 
boston Transcript "ith a sandal-wood 
paper-knife, and writes his business let- 
ters at a solid desk of camphor-wood, 
whose massive brass frame fairly lights 
up the corner of the sitting-room, where 
it has an abiding place and a table of its 
own. 
In tin1 parlor the mantel-piece is gay 
with the artistically grouped feathers of 
tropical birds; upon the shelves of tin- 
what-not are glass jars of the spices of 
Ceylon, arranged in the various develop- 
ments of their fruitage : the drawers of the 
hook-ease are full of Chinese pictures, in- 
nocent of perspective and brilliant in col- 
oring; the table is strewn with ingenious 
puzzles; and a never failing source of 
amusement for stranger guests is the 
Japanese fan. which, opened aright, ot- 
ters a brave show of costumed iigures, 
and reversed, tumbles into rags and 
empty sticks. Even the dining room and 
kitchen partake of the foreign element 
which the great and wide sea brings to 
this remote shore. Every one in the 
house recognizes the smith- fragrance 
when a certain tiny saucepan is brought 
into requisition, and the children rejoice 
to see upon the table a pale blue jar or- 
namented with a watery landscape, which 
hints of preserved ginger within. 
Nor is it alone the great square houses 
that contain these cosmopolitan treasures. 
The neat white cottages liy the shore un- 
made picturesque hv their imported lie- 
longings. Queer heads and heathenish 
necklaces dangle from the frames of the 
looking-glasses; exquisite shells adorn 
the bureau in the best room: and the 
tame gray parrot sits on the fence and 
scolds the passers-by in a foreign jargon, 
hut with an emphasis unmistakably sug- 
gestive of his meaning. [Elizabeth E. 
Evans, in Harper's Magazine for August. 
The Dancing Lesson—A Reminiscence ol' 
Dr. Edward Young. 
It was one of London's days. The 
Thames was alive with pleasure boats 
and its banks were thronged with people. 
"Ect as v isit \ auxhail.” proposed one 
ot ;i bevv of beauties escorted by a gen- 
tle-looking youth, as they stood contem 
plating tin- enlivening spectacle. 
None dissenting, a boat was bailed and 
the party entered. 
It was the lovlicst of spring evenings, 
(in every hand white sails glistened, 
while an inspiriting breeze rippled the 
water, whose joyous murmurs, mingled 
with the hum of voices and broken by 
splash of oars and an occasional hilarious 
shout, gave token that Father Thames 
was at his happiest and gayest. 
Catching the animation of the scene, 
the young man drew a liute from his 
pocket and played several gleeful airs, lie 
was an excellent performer and soon had 
a crowd of listeners. Other boats drew 
near, whose passengers bent forward in 
eager admiration, llut the young musi- 
cian, it seems, bad no desire to exhibit in 
public, for at once be ceased to play and 
returned the instrument to his pocket. 
Among the craft that bad gathered 
round, was a barge containing a company 
of gaily-dressed ollicers. One of these, 
having no mind to be balked in his wish 
to be amused, in a tone savoring more of 
command man oi request, directed the 
player to continue. 
The insolent demand passed unheeded. 
Threats followed, hut produced no great- 
er effect. Furious sit the failure of his 
swaggering words to intimidate the meek 
laced youth, the officer ordered the row- 
ers to force the barge alongside the boat, 
declaring his purpose to liing the offend- 
ing ilutist overboard. 
The ladies were greatly frightened. 
Seeing the stalwart bully prepare to exe- 
cute bis threat, they implored their young 
companion to yield, at least for their sake. 
ltosy lips are always eloquent. The 
young man smiled, and resuming his Hide 
played a number of airs even gayer than 
before. 
The victorious officer beat time affect- 
edly, applauded mockingly each perform- 
ance, and, by bis exultant inaniierseeiiied 
to say 
‘■.See how redoubtable I am !" 
At length they reached Vatixhall, 
w here the two parties separated. 
Though calm in appearance, the young 
man burned to resent tlie affront be had 
received. Not an instant did he lose 
sight of his insulter. Separating from 
the ladies under some pretext, he watch- 
ed his opportunity to approach the offi- 
cer in an isolated spot. 
“Your tone, sir,” he said, “appears a 
little overbearing.” 
“At least L make myself obeyed,” was 
the haughty answer. 
“That depends on how one regards it; 
for my part, 1 think otherwise.”" 
“At any rate, in your case- 
“Oil ! you can hardly suppose,” inter- 
rupted the young man, “that I yielded 
in obedience to your orders.” 
“To wliat end is all this f’ 
“To explain that I played the llute, 
not, at your command, but in compliance 
with the wishes of the ladies, whom you 
were valiant enough to seek to frighten.” 
“Am 1 to understand this is a chal- 
lenge f 
“Why not ?" 
The officer smiled disdainfully. 
“Well, sir,” lie rejoined, “you are en- 
titled to satisfaction; when and where 
will you have it f” 
“To-morrow, at daybreak, in Hyde 




The conditions settled, the parties sep- 
arated. 
Both were punctual to the engagement. 
The officer took his place, and was pre- 
paring to put himself on guard, when the 
young musician, from whose face all ex- 
pression of meekness had disappeared, 
drew a long pistol from beneath his coat 
and pointed it at his adversary. 
"What! would you murder me ?” ex- 
claimed the officer, in alarm. 
“That depends upon yourself,” replied 
the other. “Yesterday 1 played the flute; 
to-day you shall dance a hornpipe.” 
“You take an unfair advantage.” 
“As you did of the presence of the la- 
dies yesterday. Come, sir—a hornpipe, if 
you please.” 
■■I refuse; your conduct is infamous! ” 
“Dance orilie!" thundered the youth, 
accompanying the twords with a gesture 
so menacing that no doubt was left in 
tin1 officer's mind that the speaker was in 
earnest, lit1 found himself in a solitary 
place, at the mercy of a man whom he 
believed to be relentless. 
With an ill grace the hornpipe was cx- 
edited. 
A Miss Buchanan, once rallying a 
! brave soldier on his courage, said:— 
i “Now, Capt.-, do you really mean to 
i tell me you can walk up to a cannon's 
! mouth without fear “Yes,” was the 
i prompt reply, “or a Buchanan's either, 
i And he did it. 
Mr. Cartier, of Xew York, waltzed six 
i hours in one straight heat the other night. 
The intellectual developemcut of that 
young man’s legs is fully as marvelous as 
the gloomy vacuity of the thing he wears 
his hat on. | Hawk Eye. 
You see men of the most delicate frames 
engaged in active professional pursuits, 
who literally have no time for idleness. 
| Let them become idle, let them take care 
I of themselves, let them think of their 
! health, and they die. The rust rots the 
I steel which use preserves. 
C rnn HEWAUD will l»« paid for a 
4>jUU iMittle of any other Extra* t or 
Knaenre of €iin»;«>r if found to equal in 
flavor, purity, and prompt medicinal ef- 
fect Sanford'** Jamaica Ciing-er. Maniple* 




is prepared from tlm true Jamaica (iinger, combined 
’. itii choice aromatics and genuine French Brandy, 
and is vastly superior to every other Extract or Es- 
sence of (iinger before the public, all of which are 
prepared with alcohol by the old process. It instant- 
ly relieves 
DISEASES OF THE BOWELS, 
Cholera, Cholera Morbus, Cramps and 
Pains, Chronic Diarrhoea, Dysentery 
and Cholera Infantum, Diarrhoea 
in Teething, and all Sum- 
mer Complaints, 
DISEASES OF THE STOMACH, 
Dyspepsia, Flatulency, Sluggish Diges- 
tion, Want of Tone and Activity in 
the Stomach and Bowels, Op- 
pression after Eating, 
Rising of Food, & 
Similar Ail- 
ments. 
CHILLS AND FEVER, 
Colds and Chills, Feverish Symptoms, 
Pains in the Bones, Catarrhal Symp- 
toms, Rheumatic and Neuralgic 
Symptoms, Soreness and Pains 
in the Muscles and Joints. 
Elegantly flavored, purely medicinal, it should be in 
every family, on board every ship, and the constant 
companion of every traveller. It utterly surpasses 
all the common household remedies in the cure of 
ailments of sudden and often fatal termination. Ask 
lor Samoikii’s Jamah a (Jincki:, tin* only genuine 
preparation of Jamaica (iinger, Choice Aromatics 
and French Brandy. 
Sold by all Wholesale and Ketail Druggists, (iroc- 
ers, and Dealers in Medicine. Price, 50 cent.*.. Deal- 
ers should purchase original packages of one dozen 
to obtain the trial bottles for free distribution. 
WEEKS & 1‘oTTEK. (ieneral Agents and Whole- 




Fur Local Fains, Lameness. Soreness, 
Weakness, Numbness and Inllammation 
of tile Lungs, Liver. Kidneys. Spleen, 
Bowels, Bladder. IIearl and Muscles, are 
equal to an army of doctors, and acres of 
plants and shrubs. Even in Paralysis, 
Epilepsy, or Fits, and Nervous and In- 
voluntary Muscular Action, this Plaster, 
by Unliving the Nervous Forces, has ef- 
fected Cures when every other known 
remedy has failed. 
sold isv all I iREOC IS I S. 
I’rice 25 cents. 
Sent on receipt of price, 25 cents lor One. 
$1.25 for Six, or $2.25 for Twelve to any 
part of the I'nited States and Canadas, 




SWEET NAVY CHEWING TOBACCO! 
was awarded the highest prize at Centennial Expo- 
sition for its lint* chewing qualities, the excellence 
and lasting character of its sweetening and flavor- 
ing- If you want the best tobacco ever made ask 
your grocer for this, and see that each plug bears 
our blue strip trade mark with words Jackson’s Best 
on it. Sold wholesale by Boston and Portland Job- 
bers. Send for sample to c. A. Jackson & Co., 
Manufacturers, Petersburg, Ya. 
N. F. BURNHAM’S 1874’’ 
WATER-WHEEL 
In ilsdared tlie "NTAII>AHII T( »• 
HUE," by over 4fr.»0 persons who use it. I*ri- 
c**n reilucetl. Mew pamphlet, free, N. E. BURN- 
HAM, York, Pa. 
iy ffT Kxlra Fine flixeil CarilN, with name, 
lO ets., post-paid. L. JON ES & CO., Nassau, 
j New York. 
jsr~ 
FjM Pftfl PJy 
USm 
The CriH-ial TeNt of the value of a medicine 
is time. Does experience confirm the claims put 
forth in its favor at the outset? is the grand ques- 
tion. Apply this criterion, so simple, yet so search- 
ing,to Tarrant's KkkkkvksckntSkltzku Aim.jji- 
nt. How has it worn? What has been its history? 
How does it. stand to-day? 
Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient 
is a household name throughout the United States. 
It is administered as a specific, :md with success, in 
dyspepsia, sick headache, nervous debility, liver 
complaint, bilious remittents, bowel complaints (es- 
pecially constipation), rheumatism, gout, gravel, 
nausea, the complaints peculiar to the maternal sex, 
and all types of inflammation. So mild is it in its 
operation that it can be given with perfect safety to 
the leeblest child ; and so agreeable is it to tile taste, 
so refreshing to the palate, that children never re- fuse to take it. F or sale by all druggists. 
R00FIN(TSLATL 
A. UILIIIR A CO., Nlat« Wh«tr%«», 
Commercial Si., Ilowlon. Sole Agents for Merrill’s Celebrated Brownville Unlading Slate. 
Strongest and best made; less repairs than others; 
received the highest Centennial award, a medal and 
diploma. Sold by the. square or cargo at Bangor or 
Boston. Also all other kinds of slate and roofing materials. Address A. W. & Co., Boston, or If. A. 
Mkkkii.i., Bangor, Me. 
FRECKLES! 
HEKMIT'M WAItH.llic greatest infallible 
five-day Freckle Tan and Pimple Cure; mailed se- 
curely sealed for frO eta. by J. R. HEISLEY Sc CO., 
Salem, N. J. 
Important to All! 
A. P. Mansfield &Co., 
NOT succeeding in renting their store to advan- tage, will continue to occupy it themselves. 
They have disposed of all their old stock, and have 
just purchased for CASH, a nice 
Fresh Lot of Goods, 
the same being bought exceedingly 
J-j O W! 
And they are now prepared to offer to any one wish- 
ing anything in their line consisting of 
GROCERIES, ELDER, < 'RO( KER Y 
AND WOODEN WARE. 
Such bargains as cannot be got elsewhere. 
We intend to sell goods at LESS than OX E II A LF 
the usual profit asked. 
CALL SEE. 
A. P. Mansfield & Co, 
Foot of Main Street. 
Belfast, June 28, 1877. tf>2 
REMOVAL! 
I HAVE REMOVED MY STOCK OF 
Stoves and Tin Shop 
To No. 9 High Street, 
The Store lately occupied byOeorge F. White, where 
will be pleased to welcome my old customers. 
The Best of 
STOVES & TIN WARE 
Constantly on hand. 
JOB- XV O B, K 
Promptly and faithfully attended to. 
I am sole Agent for the 
Winthrop Furnace, 
That gives such universal satisfaction. 
Come and look at my new location, and examine 
my store. 
R. FRANK CLARK. 












rpiIK rXDKKSKJ.NKD having funned a co-part- A. nership in business under tin- name and style 
Hazeltine & Co.. 
And leased the store on Mail; street, formerly oc- 
cupied by .1. d. Wadliu, are now prepared to otter 
a well selected stock of 
FAMILY GROCERIES ! 
Col'll, Flour and Meal, 
Pork, Beef, 
Kerosene Oil, 
_ Lard, Hams, Tea, Coffee, 
Tobacco, 
and Spices, 
and all goods usually kept in a first class Grocery 
Store, at wholesale and retail, at as reasonable rates 
as can be bad at any store in the city. 
Our Stock is purchased for Cash, and by strict in- 
tegrity and fair dealing we hope to merit a fair share 
of patronage. 4p^ '(iive us a call. 
111:X IIA/KI,TIXB. X. K. K KBX. 
Itelfast, Dec. 1870.—2Stf 
MOODY’S 
DRUG STORE! 
Pure Drugs and Chemicals ! 
Genuine Patent Medicines 
Of all kinds. A large Stock and great variety of 
TRUSSES I 
The best and most durable 
Shoulder Braces 
In the market. 
Fancy (loads, 
Knives, 








Sponges, &e, &c. 
Everything in fact kept in a first-class Drug Store 
can be found at 
R. H. MOODY’S. 
JUST RECEIVED 
A FULL LINE OF 
PURE SPICES! 
Warranted Strictly Pure and to give entire satis- 
faction. 
DR. R. MOODY’S Vegetable Bitters the best in 
the market. 
Reader's German Catarrh Snuff, 
The only reliable Catarrh Renedv. 
A full Stock of Wax Flower Material. Physician’s 
Prescription and Family Receipts carefully com- 
pounded. 
FL. FI. MOODY, 
ly28 Corner of Main and High Sts. 
J. Estoy & Go., Mason & Hamlin, 
Mew England, Goo. Woods & Co. 
ANY ol'the above standard instruments will be sold at prices that defy competition, old in- 
struments taken in exchange for new. 
^•Every instrument is fully warranted for five 
years. 
Also, Special Agent for the 
White, Singer and Domestic 
Sewing Machines. 
Any of the above first class machines will be sold 
for $2*.C0. Wanted, a few reliable agents. 
Call on or address, 
lOwf.l M. A. JACKSON, Freedom, M»*. 
MISSES 
Croquet Slippers 
At CRITCHETT >(■ FRANCIS. 
Vest's] 
Iain now receiving large quantities of VESTS, and quantities of large vests, which I wish to 
have made as speedily as possible. 
ttOOIf VE«T.»AKGR>i can obtain work 
at good prices at my store. 
GEO. A. QUIMBY. 
Belfast, June 20, 1877. Mtf 
Notice. 
WHEREAS, my wife Mary P. Davis, having left Ony bed and board without just cause, 1 here- 
by forbid all persons from harboring or trusting her 
on my account. LUTHER DAVIS. 
Freedom, July 10, 1877.—3w3 
CHILDREN’S 
French Kid Boots 
At CRITCHETT & FRANCIS. 
New Saloon! 
I would give notice that I have leased the SALOON in PIERCK’S BLOCK, and having refitted it 
thoroughly, in an attractive manner, shall keep con- 
stantly on hand 
Fruits, Foreign & Domestic, 
Nuts, Raisins and Figs. 
BERRIES 
Of all kinds in their season 
OYSTERS 
Served to Order in all Styles. 
Ice Creams, Cake, Lemonade, Pop 
and Spruce Beors. 
Also, THE BEST LINE OF 
FANCY CONFECTIONERY S 
to be found in the city. 
1 shall make a specialty of 
Cigars, Tobacco & Smokers Artcles 
A full line of each constantly on hand. 
Remembering the dull times, I shall endeavor to 
make my prices such, that all mav be able to pur- 
chase. 
1 shall be at mv SALOON myself, and shall be 
pleased to see rny friends and the public at all times. | 
FRED. W.POTE. 
Belfast, June JO, ]>77. r.ltf 
MAY leta, 1877. 
MILLINERY! 
AT 
Mrs. B. F. WELLS. 




in the State. 
Everything FRESH and NEW. 
Kutire satisfaction given in every instance. Live 
us a call before you purchase. 
]Mrs. B. B. "Wells. 
lUEIEnXPS 
Fine Goat Ties 
At Critchett & Francis. 
SOLUBLE 
PACIFIC GUANO. 
A No. 1 
FERTILIZER. 
IT 18 
PROMPT, ACTIVE, & RELIABLE 
T'l n years’ successful use lias shown it to be 
()F THE YEKY 11 Kill ESI’ QUALITY. 
PRICE MODERATE. 
d/M A/7’1',1- ST A .Y/>.l /»*/> A’/'.l /,M A T K K/> 
We claim for it the (jrcatest benefit to the (’on 
sunier from the smallest outlay. 
For Sale in belfast by 
HAZELTINE & CO., 
Waillin block, Main Street. 
April l'J, 1S77. litf 
REMOVAL! 
R. KITTRIDCE 
has removed his stock of 
Dry Goods! 
This Day, Monday, May 28th, 
To the Store formerly occupied by (J. W. burkett in 
Ilayfonl black, and invites all of his forme- patrons 
ami friends to give him a call. My Prices will be as 
X- O W 2 
as can be purchased elsewhere. Thankful for past 
favors and would still solicit patronage. Please call 
and take a look at the < Md Place so well known. 
I am also Agent for the 
HAMPTON TEA COMPANY. 
And will continue to sell for Thirty Days longer 
I FAS at former prices, being cargo prices, viz 
best .Japan Teas, 10 and ho cents; a good Japan Tea, 
:t pounds for $1.00, or .‘>5 cents single pound, only 
pounds to one person; a very good Japan Tea, 4 
pounds for $1.00, only 4 pounds to one person ; Eng- 
lish breakfast 1'eas, 4o, 50 and (10 cents per pound, 
only 1 pound at one sale; best Duality Oolong Tea, 
for :’.5 cents, former price 40 and hu cents. 
iijirThe above Teas all warranted good. No l eas 
sold at wholesale. tl'48 
R. KIT T JUDGE. 
Again in the Field! 
Arnold Harris, 
WIT H many thanks for past favors, begs leave to inform his friends and the public generally 
that he has returned and re-opened the store 
No. 78 Main Street, 
With an entire New Stock of 
CLOTHS! 
Mens’ and Boy’s Clothing 
HATS, CAPS, 
-A N D- 
FurnishingGoods 
Also, a line and elegant line of choice patterns, and 
well-Known makes of 
CARPETINGS ! 
Consisting of 
Brussells and Tapestries, Extra 
Super and Super. Also 
OIL CLOTHS & STRAW MATTINGS. 
1 have bought toy goods for < 'ASII at a very LOW 
figure, and will be enabled to give my customers 
better bargains than heretofore. 
A saving of from TEN to El 1 TEEN per cent can 
be made by buying your good at the N EW ST< IKE. 
I promise nothing in this paper, but what 1 can 
fulliil at iny store at 
No, 78 Main St., Belfast, Me. 
47tf 
Jas. W. Claris 
lias removed his Stock of 
Boots & Shoes 
To No. 3 Phenix Row. 
— — :o :- 
WE ARE RECE1 VIN’ti 
NEW GOODS 
Every day of the LATEST STY LES, and BEST 
L»l A LI TV. All we ask is to call and see us. 
-o- 
Our Prices Can't be Beat ! 
JJulies' French Kill Hoots, oil Grinles. 
Ladies' A nterican Kid Hoots, fall Line. 
1.allies' Sert/e Hatton and Can/tress. 
Good lane in Men's Late ('at Shoes. 
Hoi/s and Childrens' Shoes of ad hinds. 
JAS. W. CLARK. 
Bay Excursions. 
■k »Steamer MAY QUEEN leaves 
■Hk^ssSSLSanford Wharf for a trip across the 
Bay every Monday I*. M. at 2.-to, and Friday A M.f 
at 0 o’clock, returning the same day, thus affording 
a delightful sail. W. B. SWAN, Agent. 
Belfast, June 20 1877. 51tf 
For Sale. 
ON the East side river in Belfast, the place of the late T. L. Mace, 
consisting of 3-4 acre laud and house 
with ell and stable attached, all in good repair. En 
quire of T. 0. ELLIS, or on the premises. 
Belfast, July 11, 1877. 4w2* 
House for Sale. 
rpiIE subscriber offers for sale his 1 dwelling house and 1-8 acre of land 
on Bay View Street. The house is three 
years old, two stories high, and finished 
throughout, is suitable for two small 
families. The location, commanding a 
view of the harbor and bay cannot be surpassed in 
the city. In the summer season *its close proximity 
to the salt water, renders it cool and comfortable. 
The lot attached is suitable for a city garden. Ap- 
ply at this olliee. K. (J. DYER. 
Belfast, April 24, 1877.—43tf 
Farm for Sale. 
ereby offer for sale the very de- 
rabl’e small farm on which I 
live. It is most pleasantly sit- 
1, contains thirty acres, is under 
cultivation and is well fenced 
.vatered, and in all respects con- 
venient. It has upon it first-class buildings in thor- 
ough repair, and an engrafted orchard of bearing 
fruit trees, fall at office 23, Main .Street, or on the 
premises at the intersection of tvhe Lincolnville and 
Little River roads in the south part of this city. 
I. M. BOA RDM AN. 
Belfast. April 12, 1877. 41tf 
CEO. F. EAMES, D.D.S.. 
DENTIST, 
Emery HI'/:. Elm SI.. JtICKSPOJiT, ME. 
«tl' 
C. P. LOMBARD, 
DENTIST 
< Wnep „f C/onrl <f Sgr'ua, Sts.. /,*/•//, F I ST. 
44 tf 
G. W. STODDARD. O.O.S. 
DENTIST. 
Hayfcrd Block, Belfast, Me. 
Office hours, 8 to 12 a. m.. 1.30 to a l*. m. Lxarni 
nations and Consultations, 1.30 to 2.30 r. m. 
JOHN HOMER, M. D. 
(Wife 5$ Sain St. Sesidonre. Church St. 
BELFAST, -_- MAINE 
N. If—Particular attention given to Surgery and 
Female Diseases of long standing. 
ttw'lle may be found in his office every Tuesday, 
Thursday and Saturday of catch week. Other days 
devoted to Surgical operations and visiting patients 
residing in the country, etc. Iv34 
EMERY BOARDMAN, 
COUNSELLOR at LAW 
AND 
Notary Public, 
No. 23 Main Street, BELFAST. ME. 
April 4, 1877. 4uf 
F. A. CREER, 
Attorney £ Counsellor at law. 
OFFICE AT 
No. It» Main Street, (over (’. H. Sargent’s Stoic.) 
BELFAST, MAINE. find 
(' K. JOHNSON. 
gVttorney at Law, 
No. 1U Main St., Belfast, Me. 
-tttr All business entrusted to him will receive 
prompt attention. 0iu4f»* 
G. E. JOHNSON, 
Attorney at Law! 
14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST. 
Office formerly occupied by lion. Nehemiuh Abbott. 
GEO. E. WALLACE, 
Attorney at Law! 
IIA BA IIKX BLOK, Belfast, Hr. 
M-A1I business entrusted to him will receive 
rompt attention. 
American Hotel. 
Main Street, Belfast, Me. 
J. D TUCKER, Proprietor. 
Coaches to convey passengers to and from the cars 
and boats. 
Sample Rooms free to guests. 
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the 
House. 
Belfast, Sept. 23,1875.—tfl3 
Bread ! Bread !! 
THK undersigned begs leave to inform the citizens of Belfast that on and after Monday, dune 11th, 
I shall commence making white bread" every after- 
noon, Sundays excepted, Team will run as usual. 
Thankful for past favors, would still solicit pa- 
tronage. A, F. RKlCS, 
Bakery, Cross Stm t. 
Belfast, June <i, 1S77. 4‘Jtf 
Eye-Sight, Preserve It! 
Dr. C. 6. Lighthill, 
Oculist and Aurist, 
Mansion House, Augusta, 
Has taken the Agency for Maine of tin* celebrated 
“NL PI.I S P I.TPA” Classes, the best artificial aid 
for failing, weak, or otherwise defective L\e-Sight. 
Price of Fine Spectacle or Eye-glass $2.50 
Will be sent on receipt of price to any address bv 
mail, and a perfect lit guaranteed for live years, lit 
ordering state age, and whether glasses’had been 
used before, and if so, send one of your old lenses if 
possible. Address Dr. C. B. Lid I IT'll I LL, Mansion 
House, Augusta, Me. 
Dr. Lighthill, who is well and favorably known in 
this State, for over is years as a successful’ l*h> sician 
for the cure of Deafness, Blindness and Catarrh, can 
be consulted on all diseases of the Lye, Lar, Throat 
and Lungs, personally, at the Mansion House, An 
gusta, Me. 44tf 
Now Route to Now York, 
Fare $4. New York & Return S7. 
ONLY 42 MILES OF RAIL. 
Steamboat Kxpress Train will leave Boston and 
Providence Railroad Station, daily (Sundays except- 
ed) at. ('» P. M. Connect at Fox Point wharf, Pro\i- 
dence, with the Entirely Hew and Vlagniti- 
cent 
STEAMER MASSACHUSETTS. 
and the well-known and popular 
STEAMER RHODE ISLAND. 
arriving in Xew York at 7 A. M. This is the only 
line affording a delightful sail tlimuglfe Harm- 
gannett IK ay by daylight. 
(■rami I*r4»ni4‘ii.t4le <'4»neert every eve- 
ning tsy ■>. »!’. lleeven'K Celebrated 
Inierican Han«l 4»f JProvidence. 
Freight train** leave at 2 .10 1*. M. 
.In intermetliale landing** between 
Ikr4»viden« e anil Hen Vorl*. 
Freight trains leave at 2..'»u 1*. M. 
Tickets and State Rooms can he secured at Com 
puny’s office, 214 Washington, corner State stm t, 
and at Boston & Providence Railroad Station. 
,L W. RICHARDSON. Agent, Bo-ton. 
a. a. Folsom, sup’t. b. & p. r. r. .jukvj 
IF YOU WANT 
(.'ustomers, Aught 
Boarders, To he Bought, 
Agents, Silver or Hold, 
Orders, Merchandise Sold, 
Servants or Place, Hoods to Appraise, 
Uiw>er or Case, Opening Days 
Musical Teachers, To announce; 
Popular Preachers, I louses or Acres, 
Cooks, Butchers or Bakers. 
Books; Boats, 
To Hire or Let, Votes, 
Offices, Dress, Skirt or Flounce, 
Basement, A < ure fur Disease, 
First Floor, A handy Valise, 
Casement. A Muslin Chemise, 
To Purchase a Pet— Cheese, 
Horse, Teas, 
Mare, Bees, 
Monkey or Bear, Peus; 
Bloodhound or Spit/., < >r are prom* 
Free from Fits. To make known 
To Hire a Hall, Your Store, 
A fender of Bars, Hostelry, 
A Driver of Cars, Dry Hoods, 
An Klegant Carriage, Upholstery, 
An Opulent Marriage, Picnics, 
Play, Concert or Bull, excursions, 
Skates, Knick-Knacks, 
Plates; Diversions, 
To sell to gay creatures Clothes ready made 
Diamonds, Increase of Trade 
Pea. i <, Coals, Coke and Wood, 
Bings, Pictures, 
Curls, Lectures, 
Or wash for their feat tires. AII kinds of Food; 
To buy any odd thing Works on Theology, 
or sell any odd thing; Magic, Astrology, 
Cats, Wealth or Felicity, 




Pantaloons, Hats, Nags. 
Resplendent Cravats, 1 M ess-Shirts or Collars, 
Mutton or Beef; Almighty Dollars, 
Financial Relief, Houses to Rent, 
Stocks, Store, Tenement, 
Clocks, Cash to be Lent. 
Locks, Cash to be Spent, 
Socks, Scent, 
Portmanteau or Box, 'I’ent, 
Pig, Sheep or Ox, Roman Cement, 
Or even a Beau,— Ho 
Then iu a trice Read the advice 
Take the advice Far beyond price 
Written below— Written below— 
ADVERTISE IN THE JOURNAL 
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, 
For Purifying the Blood. 
This compound of the 
vegetable alteratives,Sar- 
saparilla, Dock, Stillingia 
and Mandrake with th 
Iodides of Potash and 
^Iron, makes a most etleo- 
>tual cure of a series of 
I^contplaints 
which are 
very prevalent and afllict- 
ing. It purities the blood, 
purges our the lurking humors in me system, mat 
undermine health and settle into troublesome dis 
orders. Eruptions of the skin are the appearance 
on the surface of humors that should be expelled 
from the blood. Internal derangements are the de- 
termination of these same humors to some internal 
organ, or organs, whose action they derange, and 
whose substance they disease and destroy. Ayi-:i:’> 
Sarsap \rili.a expels these humors from the blood. 
When they are gone, the disorders they produce dis- 
appear, such as Ulcerations of the I.irer, Stomach, 
Kidneys, Lunys, Erupt ions mol Erupt ice Diseases 
of the Shin, St. Anthony's Eire, Lose or Erysijndus, 
Ei tuples, I'n stales, Plot dies. Pops, 'humors, '/< ft, ■■ 
and Salt lllieum, Scntd Head, Hhiytrorin, Ui> rs and 
Sores, lllu a mat ism, Xeuralyia, Pain in the Poin<, 
Side and Head E<mnl< ireahnrss, Sterility, I.iudior 
vluea arisiny from internal ulceration and urim-dis- 
eases, Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Emaciation and tienera! 
Debility. With their departure health i« turn-. 
PREPARED BY 
Dr. J. C. AYER & CO.. Lowell, Mass., 
Practical and Analytical Chemists. 
Sold by all Druggists and Di-aV-rs in Medicine. | 
HUMPHREYS' 
HOMEOPATHIC SPECIFICS 
Keen in general use for twent y years. 
Everywhere proved the most WAIT’., 
sI M 1»EE. i:t~Q\OM 1 i A a, and 1 a I'll 1e vr 
medicines know n. They a re Ju» t w ho t 
the people want, saving tune, money. 
sickness ami suffering. Every single 
specific the well tried prcsvoptlon ol 
an eminent physician. 
Noe. Cures. Cents. 
1. Fevers, Congestion, Inflammations, 2:. 
*2. Worms, Worm Femr, Worm Colic, ‘-'r> 
3. Crying-Folic, or Teething of Infants,. *25 
4. Hiarrliera, or Children or Adults, v> 
5. Dysentery, (iriping, Biliou.- Colic, 
<». CTiolcrn-Morhus, Vomiting.v 
7. Clotiglis, Colds, Bronchitis. 
8. Neuralgia, Toothache. Fa<he, 2'. 
it. Headaches. Sb-k ib-adn<ti>- \'« rtigo, *2*. 
10. Dyspepsia, Bilious Stomach.*2. 
11. Suppressed, or Painful Periods, v 
3*2. Whites, *<».. P-gfUoO Periods.25 
13. Croup. Cough, Difficult Breathing, ‘25 
It. Salt Itliciim, Erysipelu Eruptions. *2.‘. 
If.. Rheumatism, Rheumatic Bains, 2: 
l»i. Fever and Ague, < hill Fe\<r, Agues, fm 
17. Piles, blind or bleeding, ...... fni 
is. Ophtlialmy, and Son-or Weak F.yes, 5< 
l«i. Catarrh, acute or chronic, liilluee/.u, f.i 
‘20. Vt liooping-l ougli, violent coughs, f.i 
21. Asthma, oppressed Breathing, f>o 
‘2*2. Ear Diseharges, impaired hearing, r.e 
23. Nerofula, enlarged glands. Swellings, f>n 
*2i. General Debility, Physical Weakness, 5o 
*25. Dropsy and scanty Secretions, .... 50 
*20. sea-siicknes*, sickness from riding, f.o 
*27. Kidney-Disease, Cravcl,.f.i 
2S. Nervous Dehilil>, Vital Wt-akiHss, 1 on 
20 More Mouth. Canker. DO 
30. rriuai*5 AVets kness, welling t D hod, Mi 
31. Painful Periods, orwitli Spasm-, 5" 
32 Disease of Heart, paipitaii -n-, 1 00 
33. Epilepsey, Spasms, S'. it n -" Dame, 1 0» * 
31. Diphtheria, ulcerated son- throat. 
3.-). tiiroilie Congest I4M1S ami Eruptions. 
FAMILY C ASES. 
C ase. Morocco, with abov« *SCi large vials and 
Manual of directions,.$10.00 
Case Morocco, of 20large vials and Book, 0.00 
These remedies sire sent by tin* case 
single box or vial, to any part ot the 
country, free of charge, oil receipt of 
price. Address 
Humphreys’ ilnmeona t hie Medicine Co. 
Office and Depot, New York. 
For wale by ail Druggists. 
For Sale in Belf ast by W. O. Poor 6c Sou 
and R. H. Moody. 
Patent Vulcanized 
Rubber Coated Pipe. 
rjnillS i.-a perfectly pun- and healthy article b 
WATER PIPES. 
By using tlii- piping all ri-ks nf s toppage <>i Mipplv 
by rust or poisoning by b-nd i- rrmoui il. For -ah- 
by A. D. FRENCH. 
Belfast, April •'!, ]s77. tot I* 
Babbitt Metal, 
For Machinery. 
CtllOK'E Babbitt, or Ant i-1-riot ion M«• i;.!, made ot tin- best Type Metal, and tor sale in ipianti 
tics to suit Machinists, M i linn-u and ot In-r- 
tf At the .JOl’RXAE oKKKT., BELFAST. 
PROBATE NOTICES. 
To tin* Honorable Judge of Probate for t In-t ounty 
of Waldo. 
r'l'HI I ', uuder.signed (itiurdian ot 11 at 1 ie I. Cl« mi nt, 
JL -Nina M. Clement and Myra W. Ch-im-nt, minor 
heirs of Henry S. (jisi-nt, iaie of Winterport, in 
said Count i, deceased, respectfully repn-.-.-u! s that 
said minors are seized and pu.-.-es-rd of r:.-tin real 
estate situate in Wititmport ulbrc.-aid, In-iiiL' th* 
homestead of said 11• nry >. Clement, Milyct !" •> 
mortgage to secure tin maintenance of Mi Jam- 
Clement and a home for Mary 1 Clement, ami .i!-- 
to the dower of t lie widow of -aid Heim *-. ( h im-nt 
that an advantageous oil. ot fmirtet n hundred dm 
lars has been made In Kb< u < '. Clement ot -aid \\ ii 
ferport, which offer n i- for tin- interest of all con 
eerm-d immediately to acre]-;, the proceed- thei.ol 
to he put out on interest for t lie benelit "I said 
minors. 
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to 
grant him a license to sell ami eouvcv -aid real es- 
tate ot -aid minors, (including the rever-ion of tin 
Widow's dower thereon,' to -aid KIm-h C. ( 1.men! 
for said sum. A111 KM AS KllUiKY. 
At a Probate Court held at ltelfast, w itliin and for 
the County of Waldo, oil the second I 'uesday of 
July, a. i>. i>rr. 
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, I hat the 
petitioner give notiee t<> all persons iutere-ted by 
causing a copy of .-aid petition, w ith this order then 
on, to he published three weeks successivi ly ill the 
Republican Journal, a paper printed at 1 lei In-t, t hat 
tlu-y may appear at a I‘robafe Court to 1m- h< Id :•: I ■ 
Probate Olliee in Ilelt'a.-f, afore-aid, on tin- .-oml 
'fuesday m August next, at ten oYlo.-k in the i'..n 
noon, and shew cause, if any tin y have, why tin- 
same should not be granted. 
Pllll.o IILRSKY, Judge 
A true copy, Attest — li. P. I 11.i.i •, Register. 
At a Probate Court held a. ltelfast, witliin and for 
the County ot Waldo, on the s.-coml I'm--day ot' 
July, A. l'». isrr. 
VS'DRKW R MYRH K. obligee „f K.li Yickt-ry. late of I iiit> in said County of Waldo, doeea- 
ed, having presented a petition that the Adniini-- 
trator on said deceased'.- estate may be authorized 
to convey to him certain real estate a> per contract. 
Ordered, I hat the said Myriek give notice to all 
person- interested by causing a copy of thi- order to 
be published three weeks suece.-.-i\ ej v ill t he Repuhli. 
can Journal, printed at llelfa-t, that tln-y may ap- 
pear at a Probate < ourt, to be held at ltelfast, w ithin 
and for said County, on the second fuesday ot 
August next, at ten of tin* clock before noun, and 
show cause, if any t hev ha\ e, why t he pray er of -aid 
petition should not be granted. 
PHIL*> 11 KRS K Y, Judge. 
A true copy, Attest It. P. 1-11 i.i>, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at ltelfast, within and for 
tlie County of Waldo, on tile -econo Tuesday ot 
July, A. 1). i>;:. 
MARY S. KNoWLKS, widow ot Ybiatln-r Knowles, late of Wiuterport, in -aid County 
of Waldo, deceased, hav illg ]>re-etited a petition tul 
an allowance from the personal estate of said de- 
ceased. 
< Ordered, That tin* -aid .'Mary S. give notice to 
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order 
to be published tlllee weeks succr-.-ivoly ill the Re- 
publican Journal printed at ltelfast, that they ma\ 
appear at a Probate ( ourt, to he held at ltelfast, 
within and for said County, on the second Tin-day 
of August m xt, at ten of the clock before noon, 
and shew cause, it any they have, why th. prayer 
of said petition should not he granted. 
Pill l.o II KRS I* A Judge. 
A true copy, Attest:—It. P. Kn-:i.i>, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at llelfust, wit bin and lor 
the County of Waldo, on the second l uesday ot 
July, A. !>., 1>77. 
IM. PA R l'R 11)( K, Administrator of the estate Jm of C. S. Fletcher, late of Stockton, ill said 
County ot Waldo, deceased, lulling presented till 
first account of said Kh-tcher as l-.vecutor «•!' tin- 
last will ot Henry Staples, late ol said Stockton, d« 
ceased. 
(Irdered, fhat the said Administrator gin not ice to 
all persons interested by causing a eopi of this order 
to be published three weeks .-uece-sii e|y in the Re 
publican Journal, printed at I’m Hast, that they nun 
appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Ih-lia-t, 
within and lbr said County on tin second I n. -day 
of August, next, at t<-n of tin* clock L< tore noon, 
and shew cause, it any tln-i have, why the same 
should not 1m- allowed. 
Pll I l.i III Its I-A Judge 
A true Copy. Attest It. P. Kll\l l», Register. 
At a Probate Court held at l'..lt:i-t, wit bin and tor 
the County of Waldo, on tin- -ec«»ml Tuesday of 
duty, a. d. i>:r. 
OLIVE W VDLIN, named Executrix in a certain instrument purporting to tie tin* last will and 
testament of Daniel Wadlin, late of Northport, in 
said County oi Waldo, deceased, having presented 
said will for Probate. 
Ordered, That the said Olive give notice* to all 
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to 
be published three weeks successively in the Uepwb- 
lican .Journal,printed at P.elfast, that they ma\ ap- 
pear at a Probate Court,to beheld at P.elfast, w'ithin 
and tor said County, on the second Tuesday ot 
August next, at ten of the clock before noon, ami 
shew cause, if any they have, why the same .-hould 
not he proved, approved and allowed. 
PHILO II KliSK\ .Judge. 
A true copy. Attest—H. P. Ell t.i», Kegister. 
r|MIE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all 1. concerned that he lias been duly appointed and 
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of j 
the estate of 
AltlAE 1). (JLIDDEN, late of Palermo, 
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond 
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons 
who are indebted to said deceased's estate to make 
immediate payment, and those who have any do 
mauds thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement 
to him. JAMES S. GL1DDEN. 
SANFORD STEAMSHIP CO. 
-for- 
BOSTON AND LOWELL 
Arrangements for the Season of 1877. 
Two Steamers on the Route. 
FOUR TRIPS PER WEEK. 
CAMBRIDGE. KATAHDIN. 
Capt. J. P. Johnson, Capt. Wm. R. Roix, 
Will leave Belfast for Boston every Monday, W«.! 
nesday, Thursday and Saturday, at o’clock 1*. M 
Returning, will leave Boston ever;. Monday, Tie 
day, Thursday and Friday at do o’clock 1*. M. 
Fare to Boston, $2.50 
Lowell, 3.65 
New York, chcckid through 6.50 
All freight must be accompanied by Bills of Lad 
ing in duplicate. All freight bills must be paid 
delivery of goods. D LANK, Ageur 
Belfast, .JuneVf, 1«77. 
1 N S I I > K 1*1 N 1*: 
rn.\\t:t: nh: n un i.k i vim; ha.xvoh 
1877. SUMMER ARRANGEMENT. 1877 
Bangui. Portland, Portsmouth, 8 ale in, I in,. 
Lowell, Lawrence, Haverhill, Boston &. New York 
—making dose connections with both the Fust r. 
and Bo.-tou & Maine Railroads, and arriving 
lit *-d on ;»t do o’clock P. M., in season to conm 
with the Shore Line Kailroad for New York, wh 
leaves Boston at 10 o’clock P 31. 
On and after MONDAY June 11th, 
, 
S II. A MICK 
'City ot Richmond, 
KILBY, 31 AST I 
Will leav< Bangor ey r> .Monday, Wednesdu. 
Friday mornings at o'clock touching at all t 
usual Landings on the Kiver and Bay, arrivin- 
Portland at about I do o'clock P.31 connecting w 
botli tin* Kasteru ami Boston N Maine Kailr 
which leave I’n K I LAND at ,‘»d»u I*. 31., and arrh i: 
in HOS'D »N about " <> P. 31 in .-ea-on to conn 
with tfie Shore Line Railroad. which leaves Bo- 
at 1" o’clock P 31 to: \ \\ 1 ORK 
Pas-engers Tmketed t!ir.nigh to Bo-ton ami V 
York. 
Ketiii iiitig !.• v Kailroad Wfiart, foot of > a 
Street, Portland, same evening, at 10 o’clock, or 
arrival of Kxpre-s I rain over the Bo-ton & M 
Kailroad, which loaves Boston at six o’clock P. M 
-Passengers can take any of the earlier i: 
from Boston over either of the above Railroads. 
GOING WEST. 
\. 1L "Pitv of Kiclimond” also comio t« with 
Portland Boston >teainers, which leave Port I., 
at sew en o’clock P. 31. Passengers Picketed thr 
Fare, SI no less than h\ Boat and Kail. 
< > KPS PA ITLKSUN, Agent for Bella 
Belfast, dune 1 f, 1*77 
FOR MT, DESERT & MACHIAS 
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT. 
TWO TRIPS PER WEEK 
The St-aim I FW 1 *• 1 O \ (apt. Uccrhi. 
will have Railroad Wharf, everv Tuesdav and 
dav I.v enings a' II o’clock, or on the arrival <>; 
7.oo o'clock Pullman Praia :dr Bo-ton over 
Fa-tern Kail Koa.l tor Rockland, <'astine. Deer I 
Sedgwick, So ut hut -t ami I tar Harbor-. Mt. D 
31 illbridge, dom-sjiort and Muchiusport. 
Returning—L'-a. e 31 achia-port ever*. Monda. 
Thursdav Mornings at 1 i"o’clot k, touching a- ah. 
arriving in Portland -aim night, connecting vv 
Pullman Pl ain and early moruing for B 
and t he \\ est. 
For further particulars impiii.- of 
Old I ! >A 3 c idi. Picket Agt. 
Railroad H hat 
F. <1 slllN'ii, Assistant Manager 
Belfast. Casliue. Brootsiille & Islesbor. 
N I \\ STKA31KK 
...Tjr MAY QUEEN 
( apt. I KF.D \.(HL3HU;; 
Will run until further notice, as follow.- |.< 
Brook-v iHe lor Bellas! on Monda. and Thursdav 
7 o’clock A 31.,('ast ilie 7 laand Islesboro at o'clo 
aDo .Momlav at » .'.n P. 31 < astine at P M 
..I:i; '.h*- >teainerwiil inak- a round trip, h 
iug Brook-v Ih- a! 7 .. clock A. 31 ..ml Belfast -it 
P. M., touching at < a-tim ami! a. -short* each w 
RETURNING, 
1 -cave Bella -1, Sanford Wharf, for Biooksvilb 
Momlav at d" p. M Wednesday Friday .uni 
iinPiv at A 31., tombing at t-line ami 1 slush, 
Frida, s steannr w ill m..ke a round trip, h 
ing Belfast at •• A M.. returni ig if..- -aim dav 
Passenger- conm-ct with Boston Boat- going \\ 
Monda ami I liur-dn;•. a •: eg l .a-t W< dm l.r 1 
dav aud Saturdav. 
>teaine| leaves Sanford \\ hal t W'• •< 1 lie-d • v J 
dav ami ml Saturdav at > A 31., m. ■ lav oy r ii 
In A. 31., 1 >r I ate at > a I ot Boat or i 7 \ cur-ion 
IfM \N M. B. SW VN, \g. 11 
Maine Central Railroad. 
S u in m er A rr an gome u t. 
*- ___ d YN and .Ho Mi ndav,.) 
iEitr.eEcrcfiCfiiwa:. \ 9 1, trains v\ ill run a- 
111 w Iblla-I a 
—-=—-a in., ltfiMik* 7 I horn 1 
I n it v. >.1". urriv ing at Hum ham at a 
I.nave l.i lt'ast at::<• p.m., Hrook*, 4a*7, Thorndik' 
1.47,. I'nity.a.oo, arriving at Kurnhuui at n 
Upturning-— l.ravr lUiruluiiu at "..'li, a. in., I a 
‘.'.v i, Thorndike, :*, Hrook*, lu. ;, arriving a! I 
la t at 1" 7»r, a.m. 
Leave Hurnham at ... I p.m., I 11 i t v. * '• ! 1 <■ 
dike, <».■.*7, Hrook', 7.*». arriving at Hellast .' .;<• 
These Trains t onnect at Hiiruliam with Portia; 
lloston and Hangor I rains. 
Hellast, .1 line ! I, Is.' 7. 
F O W L. E S 
Pile Sc Humor Cure. 
dm1 llnfl/i trami/.ft ■■ n /»< vn ft'! /,*/ for till kiio 
1*11.1 v. / it'n to non- /;..// // /..' in.rat re 
'f‘ /.i riidsy, tr/:ori i.i, si/, v i.iu i \ 
/till r.M I IJs'.V, A//>.\ / ) s, /») s/y/'V/.l. 
TAliliU, tint hill 'I is ■< tin >’ A / \ tiir III.dii; 
Internal and Fxtenml 11. laitin lv \ egeta'*!- 
Moii"v ’urned in all a ■> .d' Taiiur- nolle t 
y ar*. SI a P.ottle. sold everywhere. .Send 
Pampldi 
H. D. FOWLE &. CO Montreal and Bosto. 
Mllleovv 
NERVOUS DEBILITY 
Vital weakness or depression : a weak 
linust. d feeling, no energy or courage the resul 
mental over-work, Indeserelions or exces 
ses, '»r .'Oiue iliain upon the ,v-tem. i* alw. iy.* ca 
d\ by HUMPHREYS' HOMEOPA I HICSPEC 
IFIC No. 28. It ip ai d Iliv ig'.i at. til" 
teni, dispel* tin gloom and d' -poiub ncy, itnpai- 
strength and iirr.” *:-.p tlie drain and r« jnv 
nates the utile man. H< en u*ed twenty year* w 
perfect succe*.* I.iy thousand.*. Sold by dealer 
Price, *i.oo per *ingh vial, or *7».no per package 
tiv e v ial* and * .'.on vial of jmvvder. Sent by mail 
receipt of price. Addle,* HUMPHREYS’HOME 
OPATHiC MEDICINE COMPANY, 
ly > loo FFI.li \ ST, N F.W 't < *UK 
For Sale in Belfast by W. O. Poor Sc Son 
and R. H. Moody. 
PATENTS. 
Ft. FF. Id ID ID Y, 
IMo. 76State St.,opposite Kilby St.,Boston 
Secure, Patents in the F nib tl State, ; al*o in (iia 
Hritain, France and other foreign countries. (’oj 
of the claims of any Patent iurm*hed by remit! 1 
one dollar. Alignments recorded ut Washingt’i 
l</t in i/ in tU> i nift Sfoft s /».-n.s. < sujti n. 
hnilifit s /<</• olifti til toj 1‘, it, nts .,i.s,i (,: in; 
l>tif<iitiifii/itf/o'iiin'iifi,>n.<. 
II. 11. 1*-1>l» Y, Solicitor of Patent 
IK, n.Mox t AI*. 
‘■1 regard .Mr. Fddy a* die-.! tin /,■<■ s( vti/itih/t 
,sii 'ssnil practitioner* with whom I have hud o:! 
ciul intercourse. rllAS. MASON, 
( i>mmis.,ioiier of Patent* 
“Inventors cauuot employ a person more tin*’ 
woi t liv or more capable ot *• curing tor them an a 
and favorable consideration at tin Patent Office. 
KlLMl N I> HI IIl\ I., late Tom. of Patent* 
I!.)* .\, 1 letober In, 1S7" 
II. II. I*. 1 * I.»V. le>* I »ear >ir you procured t- 
iiu in ',10,111;. Iir,t patent. Since ihen you ha 
acted for and advised me in hundreds ot cases, an 
procuretl many patents, rei,sues and extension*. 
Iiav e occ.i-i onall y III I loy d tin be*! agelicie.* ill N- ’.V 
York, Phikulelphia and V\ a*!iingtoe., but I still 
you aiiuo't the whole >! my bu*itn ss, m our 1 i * * < 
and advise ot hers to employ you. 
'I our* truly, ‘.LolK.I DKAPFH 
Ho,tun, .lan’y 1, 1,77 lvr.’7. 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
AVK KKMoV KD to their new Hanking Boom 
in Custom Nous** S.piar**, are prepared to r« 
»*eive deposits, placing the same on infer.-t on tin 
first days nt dune, .lulv, August and >epteiub*T, and 
December, .lanuary, February and Mar. h. Inter* -t 
being computed on same, the tir.-1 Mondays of .1 tin* 
ami December. 
Deposits received daily, except on Sundays an 
Legal Holidays, from t.» 1, A. M.,and v: to4 I’ >1 
Sat malax s Hank doses at 1 noon. 
John If. (jriMitY, Ideas. ASA FAFNCK, l’rest 
Belfast Juneistli lb?L tf 
It contains full description.* of Southern ltuMln.Turk( y, 
1 l»t. tJnwo. Asl»i Minor. The llotv l.und, etc 
! In-:rated with ii.'iO line Engravings. Thin is the Oulu 
complete History publi.lu.-d of the countries involved ill tlu* 
Russian-Turkish War 
Thia grand new work is the result of Recent and Exten- 
sive Truvcl in all the countries naui.d. It is a live and 
"timely look- the om. v one on the sie.jeet—and the fast 
’t selling one ever publi-h* d. One Agent so'.,I lit; copies 
tne Hi st •' **/; anotlier, I *>* in n„. v., f another, 21 H in 
t. urn J.i/>. Ac -its. don't miss ti is the very hks relume. ( > m ,ke in. aiex ‘■•■I ,n the hist tfirr,- i/enrs. Now is \. *. 
time. Send I..r our Extra Terms to Agents, and a full de 
b. ripfit.i, of tf. i- rent work and judge for yourselves. Address 
A. 1). W out m .notos * Co.. Publishers, llurtlurd. Conn- 
Dissolution- 
NdiriCi: is hereby given that tin* Copartnership heretofore known as Cray & Patterson is thF 
dux dissolved bv mutual consent. 
C. .1. (iKAV. 
N. F. PATTKBSON. 
Belfast, July .’4, is?7. 
The alVairs of the above named firm will be settled 
at the office of J. S. Ilarriman bv 
N. F. PATTERSON. 
3w4 
